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THE SECOND ASIAN JEWISH COLLOQUIUM 

·HONG KONG 23/24 MARCH, 1987 

INTRODUCTION 

1. The Second Asian-Jewish Colloquium in Hong Kong in March, 

attended by 32 distinguished academics, scholars .and 

intellectuals from Asia and the Jewish world (APPENDIX l> 

was more successful than the first Colloquiwri in Singapore 

in September 1984. The calibre of individual scholars was 

noticeably higher, the proceedings, papers and discussion 

were better planned and more relevant, (APPENDIX 2) the 

local, international, Israeli and Jewish press coverage was 

vastly greater and the establishment of the prestigious 

Steering Committee has provided a continuity mechanism no·t 

I 
available to us after Singapore. If the Colloquium in 

Singapore c0uld be described as a promising idea, in Hong 

Kong it took a major step towards becoming ···-an --ohgoing and · · . ·· "· 

institutionalised feature of international Jewish life. 

2. The Hong Kong meeting was also more successful than we could 

have expected because of the last-minute inclusion of the 

former American, Sidney Shapiro, from Beijing. Shapiro, 
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born Jewish in New York, and a Chinese citizen since 1963, 

was. the first, albeit "exotic", Chinese scholar to attend a 

Jewish international conference since 1949. More on the 

"Shapiro factor" - later in this report. 

3. In setting out the reasons for concluding that the 

Colloquium succeeded, the report which follows will also 

explain why we are encouraged by the progress made towards 

establishing a more resonant Jewish "ideas presence" in the 

region and why we believe that ~here is very considerable 

scope for further activities. If handled sensitively these 

developments could lead, over time, to important changes in 

such areas as Chinese-Jewish cultural relations with the 

inevitable feedback into other areas of concern to World 

Jewry; improved contact with Indian intellectuals and 

opinion~makers; greater, and more sympathetic, awareness in 

Japanese ac~~~mic circle~ of Jews and Israel; expanded ...... .,,..~- . . . . 

exchange with influential educational authorities in $outh 

Korea; and a generally wider acceptance of an international 

Jewish dimension in the thinking of elites throughout the 

South-East Asia region. 

. : - . ·.:· -· . :.·.... .... . . :: .. : . 
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4. It should be emphasised that these are long-term goals, that 

what is under discussion is a process in which there will 

inevitably be setbacks and disappointments and where 

progress is sometimes glacier-like if measured by the usual 

Western expectations of change . But the modest ach.ievements 

of the Colloquium, and its associated spinoffs thus far, 

indicate clearly the considerable scope ·for expanded effort 
( 

in the region. 

BACKGROUND 

S. The genesis of the Colloquium idea lay in the convergence of 

two related developments. The first was the growing 

awareness through the 1970's amongst sections of Australian 

Jewish leadership that Asia's growing economic and geo-

political importance in international affairs was fast 
.... , ...,.;:_. - ·..-!.·-·-· 

becoming a factor which would have significant consequences 

for world Jewry and Israel. At the same time this was 

accompanied by a recognition that the small and scattered 

Jewish communities throughout the region were unlikely to 

sustain themselves or play any wider role on behalf of 
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Jewish interests unless they were given significant 

assistance, and that the Australian Jewish community, by far 

the largest in the region, was logically placed, 

geographically and in terms of its resources, to take the 

lead on this question. The second concurrent development 

was the growing understanding within some Israeli academic 

circles that although Asia was increasingly critical in the 

international arena, Israel's profile in the region was 

extremely low. Except for individual contacts between 

specialised scholars there was no ongoing oppor t unities for 

ideas exchange between Asian and Jewish intellectuals. 

6. Following discussions in 1981 in Australia and Israel 

between Professor Yoram Dinstein, at the time Rector of the · 

University of Tel Aviv, and Isi Leibler, President of the 

Executive Council qf Australian Jewry and, at the time, the 

.. .. 

Chairman of the then just established Asia Pacific Jewish 
·-· .. oo:-· · · ··- ~-

Association, agreement was reached to explore the 

possibility of holding a seminar somewhere in Asia for an 

invited group of Asian and Jewish scholars. In meetings 

he l d in Israel, in which other academics participated, 

notably Professor Zwi Werblowsky, Professor of Comparative 

· " ••.• : : ·=-. 
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Religion at the Hebrew University, the Colloquium ;idea was 

further developed, invitees agreed upon and a program drawn 

up for the first meeting. Singapore was chosen for the 

first venue in 1984. The organisational and logistics 

arrangements were handled. by the Melbourne-based offices of 

the Asia Pacific Jewish Association. 

7. The Singapore Colloquium has been the subjedt of earlier 

reports presented by Isi Leibler to . meetings of the World 

Jewish congress in Vienna in January 1985 and in Jerusalem 

in January 1986. While it certainly succeeded in 

demonstrating that the bas ic idea was viable, featured some 

· noteable ·exchanges between the Jew~sh and Asian scholars 

prese~t, and raised· considerable interest in interna~ional 

Jewish circles where news of the conference was 

disseminated, the Singapore Colloquium's impact was limited 

by two factors: for reasons · to do with the sensitive 
-·~7~··· ...... 

P?litical situation . Singapore faced even then (two years 

before the Herzog visit) the local press, taking its cue · 

from government, totally ignored the conference. This news 

blackout extended to the international medfa based in 

Singapore with the result that out$ide the international 

. ··.·. 
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Jewish press the Colloquium story was virtually ignored. A 

second problem was that the First Colloquium, perhaps 

because it was an unknown quantity, did not adequately 

attract the level of positive responses from some of the 

first-rank scholars we would have preferred to welcome. 

Both these problems, especially the fit"st, were largely 

overcome at the Second Colloquium. 

THE ROAD TO HONG KONG 

8. An important outcome of the Singapore Colloquium was the 

unanimous agreement by those present that the exercise 

should be repeated two years later. For a variety of 

organisational reasons a suitable date coulq not be found in 

1986 and early 1987 was therefore a9reed upon • . Venue was an 

important 99nsideration and, as early as 1985, Isi Leibler 
~ .. ..,.... . 

and APJA Vice-President, Sam L~pski, met in Israel with 

senior represen.tati~es of the Foreign Ministry, former 

.President Katzir at the Rehovot Institute, Abe Harman, 

President of the HeQrew University as well as Professor 

Dinstein and other academics to review the choices. There 

· .. •·. '.'- . ··. · ..... ... . 
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was widespr.ead agreement that if it were possible Tokyo was 

a preferred option, followed by a venue in India. 

9. From the equivocal response of the Japanese academics at the 

Singapore Colloquium it was always clear that Tokyo would 

not be an easy location to pin down. Other venues in Japan 

- Osaka, for example - were also considered but a decision 

to proceed with further inquiries was delayed until the 

visit to Japan by then Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir in 

late 1985. Unfortunately, whatever else the visit may have 

achieved, it did not change the basic prevailing atti.tudes 

towards any Israel-connected project in the Japanese Foreign 

Ministry fr'om which the key Japane?e academics tend to take 

~heir cue. While they felt free to attend a Jewish 

conference anywhere else, even in Jerusalem, helping to 

organise one in Japan turned out to be too much to ask. The 

consensus, especially after some on-the-spot · invest~_gation~ 
-M·. ~·-

by Professor Werblowsky was that, while it might be possible 

to stage a conference in Japan, it would create antagonism 

and be shunned by the very people we wanted to attract. The 

Japanese media would ignore it and there would be a general 

policy of non-co-operation. Japan was dropped. <This does 

-.... · .. ; .... · :: . . ·--·· 
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not preclude consideration of Japan as a venue for a future 

Colloquium>. 

10. The next choice explored was India. A formal letter of 

inquiry was sent to the Indian Ambassador in Canberra asking 

if a conference was held in India would the Indian 

government undertake to issue visas to Israeli scholars. 

Similar informal inquiries were made through World Jewish 

Congress contacts with Indian diplomatic sources in New York 

and London. The answer was a clear no. Any . possibility of 

India was immediately foreclosed. 

11. The next choice was Manila. Although the initial decision 

in favour of the Philippines was made before the Marcos 

regime was overthrown, the assumption of power by Corazon 

Aquino reinforced our interest in Manila as a worthwhile 

venue. Hotel bookings were made and invitations were sent 
. ,.-:""" ·· · - . . 

out to an expanded list of scholars. Invitees were chosen 

on the basis of recommendations from Professor Dinstein and 

Professor Werblowsky. The APJA leadership also nominated 

scholars on the basis of familiarity with the region. 

Additional names were sought from Israeli ambassadors in 

·.: 
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Asia. While these were eventually forthcoming, i~ many 

cases it took weeks, sometimes months, before replies to 

repeated requests were rerouted through the Israel embassy 

in Canberra and received by the organisers in Melbourne. 

·This process - proved immensely frustrating and," at one stage, 

becau.se replies had not been received from key countries in 

the region it endangered the staging of the Colloquium on 

the given dates. We strongly suggest. that a · more direct 

form of communication should be established with Jerusalem 

so that the unnecessary delays whidh occurred should not be 

repeated • 

. 12. Unfortunately, while the Phillipines presented a number of 

advantages on paper, in reality it soon became apparent that 

Manila was perceived by a considerable number of ' the 

invitees as a " trouble-spot" and less than safe. As a 

r .esul t it was agreed that a change of venue was necessary i .f 
· ··-~·· .. .. 

both the numbers and qualfty of . invitees were not to suffer. 

Bangkok was considered a~ an alternative but if "security" 

was seen to be a problem in Manila it was unlikely to be 

much less of · a perceived obstacle in Thailand . Holding a 

conference of· the Colloquium type in Asia presents a number 

.... 
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of basic problems in terms of logistics, airline bookings, 

communications and hotel arrangements. While it certai nly 

makes a critical difference when one of the conveners, Isi 

Leibler, has t he backing of his large travel organisation 

throughout the region, the basic problem of limited venues 

remains. Therefore, from an administrative and costs point 

of view_, Singapore presented many attractions. Furthermore 

-despite the known difficulties associated with Singapore it 

was felt that holding the Colloquium there, especially after 

the setbacks associated with the Herzog visit, would be 

making a positive statement about the possibilitr of 

productive relations between Asians and Jews, Israelis 

am~ngst them, and making it in Singapore where the balance 

had to be redressed. New letters of invitation were 

despatched accompanied by apologies for the change in 

arrangements. 

13. ~egrettably the choice proved unacceptable in Foreign 

Ministry quarters in Jerusalem where, to sum up the opinion 

in simplistic terms, the assessment was made· that Singapore 

needed a "breathing-space" to get over the fallout from the 

Herzog visit. The holdin·g of the Colloquium, it was argued, 

. . , 
~" -: • .. ._:,:: .: .... . 
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would put additional pressure on the Singapore authorities. 

With only three ~onths to go Leibler~ while in Singapore, 

had to reorganise the arrangements for the third time and 

move the Colloquium to Hong Kong. Immense pressure had to 

be ·applied by Leibler to obtain accommodation, let alone 

discounts in the Hong Kong hotels. In common with all 

first-class hotels in Hong Kong, it was booked out for the 

particular week due to an international football competition 

and other events. For the third· time, invitations were 

despatched. 

14. As it happened all the invitees took kindly- to "the changes 

. . 
and the APJA professional st~f f were able to handle the 

logistics. But this is not the point at issue . While this 

report is not the place to canvass the questions raised by 

_the choice of Singapore, and then its rejection, it is clear 

that a breakdown of communications did occur with Jerusalem • 
..... ":"""•' 

We believe it is essential that a revised system of liaison, 

as mentioned above in connection with contacts with 

ambassadors in the region, needs to be established. 

·.~ ·. : .. · ... ':- .... : .. ... · . ... 
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THE CHINA CONNECTION 

15. The possibility that the Chinese might be willing to send a 

scholar to the Colloquium was first raised directly with 

appropriate officials in Beijing during a visit by Isi 

Leibler and Sam Lipski in October 1985. The u niversal 

answer was that it might be considered, but not much 

encouragement was forthcoming. The most "positive" response 

came from Dr. Li Shenzhi, Vice-President of the Chinese 

Academy of social Sciences and Director of the Academy's 

Institute of American Studies. <Our subsequent contacts 

with Li Shenzhi are the subject of another report - a 

summary of which follows>. (APPENDIX 3). 

16. Aware that Li was coming to Australia on a lecture tour of 

. ·:. 

universities, which we had .arranged as "silent partners", we 

wrote to him formally in his capacity as a Vice-President of 
·,~ ·· .. ..... . 

the Academy to ask if the Academy would nominate a scholar 

to speak on Kai Feng Jewry to the Colloquium. On the eve of 

his arrival in Australia in early March (just three weeks 

before the conference was due) in a formal telex 

communication signed as a Vice-President of the Chinese 

·. ! • .. : .. : • . . . ~ .. . . . . 
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Academy of Social Sciences, Li advised that, if · we sent an 

invitation to Sidney Shapiro in Beijing, he would be ab~e to 

attend . (APPENDIX 4). We did so immediately by return 

telex. No reply was received and when Li arrived he 

admitted that he did not rate our chances of Shapiro 

being allowed to come as more than 50-50. Just 10 days 

before the Colloquium, having resigned ourselves to yet 

another disappointment, the Cultural Attache in the 

Australian Embassy in Beijing telexed an inquiry on behalf 

of Shapiro who had come to ask about his "missing" 

invitation. It had, in fact , been sent some 12 days earlier. 

Isi Leibler telephoned the Cultural Attache and then spoke 

directly to Shapiro who, as it turned out, had just an hour 

earlier finally received the telexed invitation. It had 

gone astray in the Beijing bureaucracy and had only turned. 

up that morning. The problem now was obtaining a visa from 

the. Hong Kong authorities in time for Shapiro to travel. 
·""·· 

The Australian Prime Minister's office was approached and 

immediately agreed to intervene via the British Ambassador 

in Beijing to ensure that the Hong Kong author.i ties moved 

quickly. The intervention obviously helped. Shapiro 

arrived in Hong Kong two days ahead of schedule. 

.·_ · ... :·· 
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18. The Shapiro story, in much of its exotic detail, can be 

gleaned from the accompanying press clippings. CAPPENDIX 5). 

From our point of view the fact that he finally came to the 

Colloquium was the most important feature of all. It was 

clear from his private conversations with us that his 

attendance had been approved at a very high level of the 

Chinese government. Although he did not specify, he 

indicated th~t it was just below Deng Xiaoping level. In 

public, at his press conference, he made three significant 

points: first, although he did not speak for the Academy of 

Social Sciences, the "scholarly community" in Chi.na was 

aware of his invitation and approved his partiqipation in 

the Colloquium. Secondly, they were aware of the purpose of 

the Colloquium, the role of the regional Jewish body and its 

connection with the World Jewish Congress, and approved the 

idea of cultural exchange betw.~~n Jews and the people .of 

Asia . (Shapiro referred on a number of occasions to his 

meeting in New York with Israel Singer of the World Jewish 

Congress). Thirdly, he looked forward to more such 

exchanges between Chi.nese and Jewish scholars. 

. .. . _:· ~ . .. : • · .. - . ·:~: ~-- :. - -
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19. Shapiro created wid'espread media interest in Hong Kong. In 

addition to the local English and Chinese language 

newspapers he was int~rview~d by Reuters, Agence~France 

Presse, Hong Kong English and Chinese language Radio, and 

appeared on Hong Kong English and Chinese television. in 

special interview programs. The international Jewish and 

Israeli press also took up his story . The actual paper he 

delivered, on what Chinese scholars had written about Kai 

Feng Jewry, turned out to be somewhat of an anti-climax and 

did not, it must be said, overly impress the academics with 

its scholarly weight. We were hardly surprised that the 

media did not rush to report on it. At every point we 

emphasised to Shapiro that we did not want to endanger any 

further contacts with him or others in Beijing by 

"over~exposing" him. Indeed, we telephoned him in advanqe 

in Beijing to ciear releasing his details to t,he · media on 

arrival in Hong Kong. While we were certainly anxious to 

publicise him as much as poss.ible, we were prepared to keep 

him ~under wraps" if that was the condition of his coming. 

We need not pave worried. Snapiro not only cleared media 

cove~age he lapped up every opportunity and oQviously 

enjoyed his celebrity status. By nature, and by the 
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accumulated experience of 40 years in China, Shapiro is a 

survivor and a cautio~s cultural apparatchik. That he 

should feel free to speak so openly about contacts between 

China and Jews - albeit on the scholarly, cultural and 

educational level - is_, in our view, a strong indication of 

an important shi.ft in policy in Beijing. It is for others 

to interpret the significance, if any, of the timing of 

Shapiro's attendance in Hong Kong and the Chinese Xinhua 

news agency release about the Tamir-LiLuye meeting at the 

Uni.ted Nations. But we have no doubt that the decision to 

let Shapiro come was taken against a wider backdrop of 

re-assessing relations with Israel and the Jewish world. 

20. As indicated clearly in the report on Li Shenzhi's visit to 

.Australia there is no suggestion of such a re-assessment 

leading to early recognition of .Israel and diplomatic 

relations . . Indeed, the over-ac~~ve pursuit of ~uch a goal .. - . . . . 

could, in the short and medium-term, be counter-productive~ 

But the careful cultivation of contact with the .Jewish world 

through such vehicles as the Colloquium, invitations to 

Chinese students to undertake Jewish studies at Western 

universities, Chinese scholars to attend Jewish cultural 

... __ .. ::. ·;.:,::·~ ·.· ·'.t.: ·.: .= .. ·:·· .·.~··· .·.·... . . . , ... ~ :; 
.~ -... ·~ ... ·:~?· ..... ;'"' .... .. ~·~ .. ;;_.· : 
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events, and Jewish scholars to visit China, can make 

significant contributions to a changed awareness. As 

Shapiro, somewhat to our surprise, agreed to be a member of 

the international steering committee for the ·Third 

Colloquium, (APPENDIX 6> we believe there is potential for 

further development of the connection. We intend to pursue 

this matter on a ·visit to Beiji~g, tentatively scheduled for 

July , to explore whether it ·might be possible for Shapiro, 

and others in the future, to come to. Jerusalem should .the 

steering committee, for example, happen to be holding a · 

planning meeting there. We .also hope, in the not too 

distant future, to hold an · Asian Jewish dialogue in Beijing. 

THE COLLOQUIUM 

21. Although Shapiro's last-minute arrival added a special 

dimension of interest for the media, the Colloquium 

discussions themselves and the presence of such an 

impressive group of VIP's in Hong Kong created widespread 

interest. Again, the accompanying clippings give some idea 

of the topics which attracted press attention. In addition 

.... 
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a series of radio interviews with Professor Yoram Dinstein, 

Malcolm Fraser and· Sam Lipski dealt with different aspects 

of the Colloquium theme and the idea behind the meeting. We 

invited David Landau of the Jerusalem Post, Shaul Ben Haim 

of Maariv, and Edwin Eytan of Yediot Achronot to represent 

the Israeli press. Landau and ·Eytan also reported the 

Colloquium for the Je.wish Telegraphic Agency. Susan Bures, 

Edi tor of the Australian Jewish Times, was also present as 

were "stringers" for other Jewish publications, including 

the London Jewish Chronicle. 

22. It would be an invidious, and impossible task, to try to 

summarise the two days o~ discussions. It was generally 

agreed, however, that the standard of discussion and most 

papers was high and a significant improvement on Singapore. 

\) 
Indeed, some of the exchanges~between scholars were quite 

brilliant and would have graced any inter~~.tional academic. 

conference. We not~ this, not to express surprise, but to 

emphasise how important it is to concentrate on the 

individual calibre of the scholars invited and their ability 

to articulate their ideas, not just on paper but in verbal 

exchange. In one case, that of Masao Morimoto from Japan, 

. ; 
.. •• o •• :.•':'" o , r 
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we found ourselves. in the embarrassing position of having 

irivited a guest who could not express himself at all · in 

English beyond a few basic words even though he can 

apparently write it. While we were prepared to go to 

extraordinary lengths to accommodate a Chinese scholar if he 

. . 
had needed an interpreter, and are prepared to do so at 

future Colloquiar we believe it is pointless for scholars 

from any other country to be invited who cannot speak 

English and who have not been checked out to ensure that 

they can. 

23. The opening statement by Leibler at the beginning of the 

Colloquium follows (APPENDIX 7). However a full transcript 

of papers, discussion and additional material being 

especial·ly prepared, will appear in book form in a 

comprehensive Colloquium publication which we intend to 

circulate widely. But it should be noted that, in ~ddition 

to the more timeless issues discussed, the questions· of 

recent manifestations of Japanese and· Malaysian 

anti-semi tism ·, as wel l as prospects for peace in the Middle 

East, also came up ·and drew press comment. 
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24. As comments by the participants at the time, and 

correspondence since has confirmed, the Colloquium succeeded 

at an informal social level as much as it did at the - formal 

level of papers and plenary discussions. We believe that 

this is, in many ways, as important ah outcome as any. It 

was demonstrated at the closing dinner of the Colloquium 

when Ram Jethmalani, the colorful and entertaining Indian 

advocate, spoke eloquently about his support for Israel and 

the Jewish people. Using every rhetorical trick learnt over 

more than 40 years as a barrister, Jethmalani gave an 

unforgettable closing speech • . But he was clearly genuinely 

moved by the occasion and he succeeded in winning widespread 

applause from all of the Asians present when he declared· it 

was essential to ensure Israel's survival. 

THE THIRD COLLOQUIUM 
· .. ~· . 

25. We intend to investigate the possibility of holding the next 

Colloquium in Beijing. While both conveners are committed 

to making every effort to stage it there next time, 

Professor Dinstein is less optimistic than Isi Leibler about 

· .... , · .. ·: : ... . .... . . ~: 
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the prospects. Even more important than an early decision 

on venue is confirmation of a date in the third week of 

March, 1989. The date is crucial to enable us to approach 

some of the key people, a number of Nobel Laureates amongst 

them, who have expressed interest in attending the 

Colloquium but. who were already booked in advance for the 

previous ones by the time they received the invitations. 

26. We have tentatively proposed to call a meeting in Jerusalem 

next October/November of as many members of the Steering 

Committee as can attend. But,· because of the considerable · 

costs involved, this will only take place if the Chinese 

agree to send Shapiro. 

CONCLUSION 

27. We believe ~hat the Hong Kong meeting vindicated our hopes 

in undertaking the Colloquium venture in the first place. 

This is not so much because of what it actually achieved -

which although valuable in itself, we see only as a 
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beginning - but because of what it demonstrated can be 

achieved. 

28. In order to proceed to the Third Colloquium, to take 

advantage of the openings which have been established in 

China, to explore the contacts in Japan and India, to 

re-assess what might be possible in Singapore, South Korea, 

Thailand and the Philippines, the Colloquium will have to 

professionalise its planning and organisational arrangements. 

For the first two Colloquia these have been handled by .the 

limited resources of the APJA, in addition to Leibler's 

travel organisation, Jetset Tours. It should be noted that 

APJA is in turn heavily subsidised by the Australian 

Institute of Jewish Affairs. At best it can make ' available 

the part-time services of two profess{onals and the 

part-time backup of one secretary. While this can suffice 

for the first year or so in the lead-up to the conference, 
.~·· 

in the last six to nine months prior to the Colloquium, 

which has to be set up in a third country with no local 

staff to assist, at least one full-time professional 

organiser and a full-time secretary becomes essential. In 

addition, as we learned in Hong Kong, despite the generous 

. " · 
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assistance of Israel Consul-General Reuven Merhav and his 

staff, considerable resources for the conference secretariat 

in such areas as word processing, photocopying and 

communications are essential. Furthermore, wherever the 

next conference is held, but especially if it should turn 

out ~o be Beijing, advance travel by the professional staff 

to make on-site arrangements will be vital. 

29. We believe that, in the circums~ances, a total review of the 

afford.able budget available for the Colloquium, is now 

essential • . It is not feasible for the Australian Institute 

of Jewish Affairs and Jetset . Tours to continue to subsidise 

the Colloquium. It should have the continuity and ' 

predictability of a reasonable budget allocation b~hind it 

to enable the_ hiring of minimal professional staEf. At 

present the combined subsidies of· the World Jewish Congress 

·and the Jewish Agency do not cover the cost of air fares and 

hotels for invitees. 

30. At the same time we take this opportunity to thank the World 

Jewish Co~gress, especially Edgar Bronfman and Israel 

Singer, not only for their financial resources but also for 
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their continued support of the Colloquium idea. Singer was 

to have participated in Hong Kong but had to participate in 

meetings in Moscow at the last moment relating to Soviet 

Jewry . 

We also thank our other "mechutan", Akiva Lewinsky of the 

Jewish Agency, who readily understood why improving the 

Jewish world's contact with Asia was a project worthy of his 

committed support. 

We look forward to greeting them both at the Third 

Colloquium. 

April 1987. 
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THE SECOND 

i 
) 

APPENO\X I. 

ASIAN-JEWISH COLLOQUIUM 

HONG KONG 

MARCH 22-24, 1987 

PARTICIPANTS 

ABRAMOV, S. Zalman: 

Doctor of Law. Member of 
Former National Chairman, 
Council on Soviet Jewry. 
United Nationas , 1975 and 
Jewish Congress. 

Parliament (Knesset) of Israel, 1959-1977. 
Israeli ·American Society and Public 
Member of Israeli Delegation to the 

1977. .Former Vice- President, World 

CAMPOS, Paulo C. : 

Professor of Medicine. President , Nation~l Academy of· science and 
Technology, Philippines, since 1978. Graduate and Post-gradua,te 
of University of the Philippines, Johns Hopkins and Harvard Schools 
of Medicine and of Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Medicine. 
Member and Sometime President , Philippines National Research 
Council's Governing Board and UNESCO National Commission of the 
Philippines Technical Group on Science and Technology . Member and 
fellow of medical and scientific associations . Knight Commander, 
Knights of Rizal. 

CHAISERI, Khunying Nongyao: 

Rector , Thammasat University, Bangkok. Senator, National 
Assembly and Member , Committee of Finance, Banking and Monetary 
Institution of National Assembly. Professional· lecturer in 
Accounting, Commerce, Auditing and Management. Recipient of 
several regal and national decorations and awards . 

COWEN, Sir Zelman: 

Venue: 

The Right Honourable Sir Zelman, A.K. , G.C.M.G., G.C.V.o., Q.C . , 
D.C.L., is currently Provost, Oriel College, Oxford. Former 
Dean of Faculty of Law and Professor. of Public Law, University of 
Melbourne. Sometime Vice~chancellor of the Universities of 
Queensland and New England (New South Wales). Governor-General 
of the Commonwealth of Australia, December 1977 - July 1982 • 

• • • /cont'd 
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DINSTEIN, Yoram: 

Pro-Rector, Tel- Aviv University. Professor of International Law 
and Yanowicz Professor of Human Rights. Former Consul of Israel in 
New York and Member of the Israel Permanent Mission to the United 
Nations. Elected Associate Member of the Institute de Droit 
International (1983). 

EZEKIEL, Nissim: 

Professor of English, University of Bombay. Noted poet, writer and 
editor. Recipient of several awards, including Australian 
Government Cultural Award (1977) and National Association of Letters 
(1983). 

FLAVIER, Juan Mart in : 

President , International Institute of Rural Recons~ruction. 
Professional Lecturer, Uni versity of the Philippines , Institute of 
Public Health . Chairman, Mindanao Agricultural Resettlement Agency 
(Ministry of Agrarian Reforrn- NCCP Joint Project) . Graduate in 
Medicine, Science , Public Health and Management Accounting. 
Recipient of nUll\erous honour s, author of books and articles and 
trustee of several foundations . 

FRASER, Malcolm: 

The Right Honourable Malcolm Fraser , C. H. Second- longest serving 
Prime Minister of the Commonwealth of Australia (December, 19.75 --.:.. 
March, 1983) . Elected to Federal Parliament in 1955. Chairman of 
Government Members ' Defence Committee "(l963-l965) and Member of 
Joint Pa=liamentary Committee on Foreign Affairs (1962-1966). 
Appointed to Ministry in Jan~ary, 1966 (Army portfolio) and to 
Cabinet (Minister for Education and Science) in February, 1968. 
Became Minister of State fo r Defence in November , 1969. Co-Chairman 
(1985-1986) of Commonwealth Committee of Eminent Persons on South 
Africa. Currentl y Mem.Cer .of Interaction Council for Former Heads 
of Government and Chai::-man and Chief Executive Officer of Asian
International Counselling Service Ltd. · 

HARISH, Michael: 

Member of Knesset (Parliament) of Israel. Chairman, Knesset Energy 
Committee and Member of Knesset Foreign Affairs and Defence 
Committees. Appointed (1973) Chairman, International Department 

-of · Israel's Labour Party. Deputy Chairman (8th Knesset) of Knesset 
Economic Committee. Served variously in 9th, 10th and 11th Knesset 
as member and subsequently Chairman of Foreign Affairs, Defence 
and Energy Conunittees. Chairman, Israel Centre for Energy Policies. 
Instrumental in re-establishment of diplomatic ties between Israel 
and Spain. 

• •• /cont'd 
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IKEDA, Akifwni: 

Re~earch Officer~i~-Charge, Middle East Politics, Current Affairs 
Department, Institute of Developing Economies (Tokyo). Law 
Graduate, Tohoku University, Sendai. Studies included periods at 
Stirling University (Scotland), Oxford University (England) and 
appointment as Visiting Scholar, Truman Institute, Hebrew University 
(1984-1986). 

JETHMALANI, Ram: 

Advocate, Supreme Court of India. Member of Indian Parliament 
(1977-1984). National Vice-President of Bharatiya Janata Party 
(leading opposition political party in India) . Sometime Professor 
of Government Law (Bombay University). Held Chairmanship of the 
Bar Council of India. Appointed (1973) Vice- President of World 
Peace through Law Centre and President of the Centre's Asia Section. 
Member of International Bar Association. 

KHANAL, Yadu Nath : 

Formerly Professor, Tri-Chandra College. Member- Secretary, 
Nepalese Delegation to 1955 Bandung Conference and member, "Nepalese 
Delegation to UN General Assembly (1959 and 1960) . Held positions 
of Home Secretary, Foreign Secretary, Advisor to Foreign Ministry 
and Chairman of Public Service Commission . Also Nepalese 
Ambassador to India, U. S.A. and China. Recipient of several 
honorary degrees, titles and decorations (including K.C.V.O.(U.K.)). 

KHOMAN, Thanat : 

Chairman, John F . Kennedy Foundation of Thailand; International 
Law Association of Thailand; Board of Trustees and Executive 
Committee of Asian Institute of Technology; Policy Council of 
Thailand's Institute of Foreign Affairs; UN Trusteeship Committee 
of General Assembly: Committee on s .w. Africa . Former Deputy 
Prime Minister {1981-1983). Foreign Minister (1958-1971). 
President of Prince of Songkhla University Council and Thailand's 
Ambassador to the UN., U.S.A., Cuba and Guatemala. Co-founder of 
ASEAN, PECG, ASA and ASPAC _ _. _ _ f(~cipient of awards and decorations 
from 14 countries. 

KOHNO, Tetsu: 

Professor of English, Hosei University, Japan . Senior Fulbright 
Researcher (Columbia University: American-Jewish Culture). 
Author and translator. Translations include Kennetfi Clark's . 
Civilization and works· by George Orwell. 

• •. /cont'd 
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IAU, ·Teik ·soon: 

Professor and Acting Dean, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences at the 
National University of Singapore. President , Singapore Institute of 
International Affairs . Former Research Fellow, Institute of South
East Asian Studies. Research areas: Internationai politics of 
Asia-Pacific region and ASEAN. 

LEIBLER, Isi.: 

President, Asia Pacific Region , World Jewish Congress since 1981, 
Membe.r of .Executive and Governing Board, World Jewish Congress since 
1978~ Chairman, Asia Pacific Jewish Association sin~e 1980~. 
President of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry , 1978-80 and 
1982-85. Chairman of · the Australian Institute of Jewish Affairs since 
1983. Chairman and Managing Director of Jetset Tours Pty. Ltd. since 
1963. Author of Soviet Jewry and Human Rights (1963), Soviet Jewry 
and the Australian Left (1964) and The Case for Israel (1972). 

LEIFER, Mich.a.el: 

Reader in International Relations , London School of Economics and 
Political Science. Currently Visiting Professor of Political Science 
at National University of Singapore. Forme~ Visiting appointments 

. include University of the Philippines, Australian National University 
and Cornell University. Member, Research .Board, Institute of Jewish 
Affairs (London). Author and editor of books, articles and essays in 
field of international politics in the Asia-Pacific region. 

LERNER, Natan: 

Director, The International Center for University Teaching of Jewish 
Civilization, Jerusalem. Doctor of Law and Social Sciences (Buenos 
Aires University) . Former Assistant Chairman, Public International 

· Law, Buenos Aires University. Head of Latin-American Desk (1963-1966) 
and Executive Director, Israeli Branch (until 1983) of World Jewish 
Congress . Lecturer at Haifa and Tel-Aviv Universities and Researcher, 
Hague Academy of International Law. Advisory (1981) to Israel 
Delegation to UN General Assembly. Former Consultant to UNESCO 
Division on Human Rights and Peace. Author in field of human right~, 
racial and religious discrimination, Israel, and problems of minorities. 

MORIMOTO, Masao: 

Chairman, since 1976, of Board of Trustees of Hokkaigakuen University, 
Japan, and Professor of Economics in tj1e Graduate School of the 
Faculty of Economics. Board member of The· Association of Private 
Universities in Japan (1976-) and· Commissioner, Hokkaido Board of 
Education (1976- ). Chainnan, Hokkaido Construction Council and 
member, Hokkaido Comprehensive Development Committee, Hokkaido 
Government (1975- ) . 

• •• /cont'd 
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MURAMATSU, Takeshi: 

Dean, College of Comparative Culture, University of Tsukuba, Japan. 
Professor of European History and Literature, Tsukuba University. 
Doctoral graduate of Tokyo University. Member of Board of Directors 
of Japan Writers' Association and of !lesearch Insti'tute of Japan. 
Vice-Chairman · of Japanese Intellectuals for Peace in the. Middle East. 
Post-graduate studies at Harvard and Columbia (N.Y.) Universities. 
Professional posts at Rikkyo University, Kyoto Industrial University 
and Tsukuba University. Visiting Professor at Toronto University. 
Library critic and scholar of French and Comparative Literature. 
Author of numerous publications and translations, including books on 
Jewish history, international terrorism, De Gaulle and Paul Valery. 
Recipient of Hir-abayashi Taiko Award for Literatur:e ( 1976). 

MURAOKA, Takamitsu: 

Chairman, Department of Middle Eastern Studies, University of 
Melbourne. Fellow of th~ Australian Academy of Humanities. Fellow 
of the Institute for Advanced Studies · (Hebrew University). Editor of 
Abr-Nahrain. Doctoral degrees in linguistics and classical (Semitic) 
philology, Tokyo Kyoiku University and Hebrew University. Author/ 
translator of numerous books, essays and articles in the following 
areas: Hebrew (classical and modern) language and literature, Greek, 
Aramaic, Syriac, Japanese. · 

ROSEN, David: 

Dean, Sapir Center for Jewish Heritage, Jerusalem. Director, Inter
Religious Affairs, B'nai B'rith (Israel) Anti-Defamation League. 
Execut.ive .Member, Israel Inter-Faith Association. Doctoral Graduate 
of Trinity University (Dublin) and the University of Cape Town. 
Former Chief Rabbi of !~eland. Former Executive Member, Conference 
of European Rabbis and World Conference of Synagogues and 
Congregations. Former President, Irish Friends of Hebrew Universi·ty 
and Irish Council for Christians and Jews. Patron, I.S·. P.c .c. and 
UNICEF (Ireland). Former Senior Rabbi, Green and Sea Point Hebrew 
Congregation (Cape Town). · 

SHAPIRO, Sidney (SHA BOLI): 

Graduated from St. Johns Law School, New York. .Studied Chine·se at 
Cornell, Columbia and Yale Universities. A Chinese citizen since 
1963. Translator of Chinese literature into English - more than 20 

. volumes of novels, poetry and short stories published in Beijing and 
distributed intern.ationally. .Author of An American in China, Jews in 
Old China. Member of the Chinese Writers' Association, the Chinese 
Peopl~'s Political Consultative Council, the Council of the 
Translators' Association, and the Chinese Associatiqn of Pacific · 
Basin History. 

• •. /cont'd 
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SIDORSKY, David: 

Professor of Philosophy, Columbia University, New York. Doctoral 
graduate in Philosophy (Columbia). Vice-President, American Soci~ty 
for Political and Legal Philosophy. Member of Editorial Boards of 
Midstream, Middle Eastern Review, Social Philosophy and Policy, ~· 
Member, Administrative Council of Blaustein Institute for Human 
Rights. Advisory Scholar, Ethics and Public Policy Center 
(Washington, D.C. ). Author and editor of several books and essays in 
fields of philosophy, social philosophy, the history of philosophical 
thought, etc. 

SUDARSHAN, George: 

Professor of Physics and Director of the Center fo r Particle Theory, 
University of Te.xas at Austin. Director, Institute of Mathematics 
and Science, Madras. Doctoral graduate, Rochester University. 
Research Fellow, Harvard University. Former faculty member, 
Rochester and Syracuse Universities . Honorary doctorates, Wisconsin, 
Delhi and Chalmers University (Sweden) . Awarded national decoration 
(India} and recipient of First Third World Prize for Physica (1986). 

SUWANAGUL, Kasem: 

Rector, Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok. Senator, Parliament of 
Thailand and President , University Council of Sukhothai Thatnmathirat 
University. Doctoral graduate, New York University. Former Thai 
Minister of University Affairs, Professor of Pol i tical Science, Dean 
of Faculty of Political Science at Chulalongkorn University and 
Acting Rector, Khonkaen University. Member .of Advisory Council for 
Institute of South-East Asian. studies (Singapore), of several 
university councils and academies and of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs' Policy Council (Insti t ute of Foreign ·Affairs). Recipient of 
several national decorations and awards. 

TAM, Yue-Him: 

.. - .... Graduated from the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Doctoral 
graduate, Princeton University. Presently Senior Lecturer in History 
at The Chinese University . Director, All China Association for the 
Studies of Sino-Japanese Relations. 

TAN, Nalla: 

Consultant in Community Medicine, Primary Health Care, Health 
Education, Adolescence and Sex ·Education. Former Associate . 
Professor, Faculty of Medicine, National University of Singapore. 
Counselling Consultant. Author of numerous publications and several 
books. · Outstanding Woman of the Year Award (1975). Involved in 
Singapore's Public and Social Service. 

• •• /cont'd 
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WANG, Gungwu: 

Vice-Chancellor of the University of Hong Kong. Doctoral graduate of 
School of African and .Asian Studies, University of London. Professor 
of History, University of Malaya (1963-1968) ~ Former Professor of 
Far Eastern History, Australian National University (ANU) and 
Director of the ANU Research School of Pacific Studies. Research and 
publications in the field of Chinese and South-East Asian History. 

WERBLOWSKY, Zwi: 

Martin Buber Professor of. Comparative Religion. Doctoral .graduate of 
th~ University of Geneva. Former Chairman, Department of the History 
of Jewish Thought and Dean of the Faculty of Humanities (1956-1969) 
at the Hebrew University (Jerusalem). Held Visiting Professorships 
at Universities of Kokugakuin, Tsukuba, Melbourne, Brown, Chicago, 
Harvard and Standford; and Fe l lowships of The Institute of Advanced 
Religious Studies of the University of Notre Dame, The Netherlands 
Institute for Advanced Study in Humanities and Social Sciences, the 
Center for the Study of Democrati c Institutions (Santa Barbara) and 
the Japan Foundation. Former Chairman of Israel Interfaith 
Association, Israel Universities. Study Group for Middle Eastern 
Affairs and Israel National Committee for UNESCO. Presently Editor 
of Numeri and General · Secretary of IAHR (International Association 
for the History of Religion). 

YOU, Tae-Yeung: 

Director, The Saemaul Institute, The Kon-Kuk University (Seoul) and 
Associate Professor, Kon-Kuk University. Doctoral graduate, Hebrew 
University and Sometime Lecturer, Ben Gurion University of the Negev. 
Presently Member of Policy Advisory Committee of the Prime Minister 
and of the Minist~r for the Interior. Vic~-President, Na~ional 
Association of Saemaul Research frofessors. Exetictive Director, The 
Korean Association of Middle East Studies . Vice- President, Korean
Danish Society ·and General Secretary, Korea-Israel Friendship Society. 
Advisory Committee Member, National Federation of. Agricultural 
Co-operatives • 

. , 
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THE SECOND 

ASIAN-JEWISH COLLOQUIUM 
HONG KONG, 22-24 MARCH, 1987 

P R 0 G R A M 

THE JEWS AND ASIA: OLD IDENTITIES AND NEW IMAGES 

SUNDAY, 22 MARCH : 

6 . 30 pm: 

8.00 pm: 

MONDAY., 23 MARCH: 

9.30 am: 

, ~· · 

11. 00 - l 1.15am: 

Venue: 
Holiday IM, Harbour View 

Colloquium participants and delega~es to APJA 
Conference are cordially invited to cocktails as 
guests of the President of the Wo=ld Jewish Congress 
Asia Pacific Region, Mr . Isi J. L~ibler, C.B.E., 
to mark the opening of the Colloquium. 

Registration of participants in Secretariat office. 

SESSION I: CULTURAL PERCEPTIONS - SELF AND OTHERS 

Chairman: Sir Zelman Cowen (Oxford University) 

Welcoming Remarks: Mr . Isi J. Leibler, C.B.E. 

0pening Presentation Papers: 

Professor Y. Kh.anal (Nepal) -
' The Perception by a culture of itself and of 
other Cultures' 

Mr . · &alman Abramov (Israel) 
.'Self- perception of Judaism: Religion or 
Nationality?' 

Discussion Opener: Professor Wang Gungwu 
(University of Hong Kong) 

Discussion 

Morning Tea Break 

... /cont'd 

Asia Pacific Jewish Association: 

70 Mody Road, East Tsirn Sha Tsui, 
Kowloon.. Hong Kong 

GPO Box 5402 CC, 
Melbourne, 
Victoria, Australia 3001 

Tel: (3) 7215161 T.el.ex: 38670 Facsimile: (3) 695672 Tel (03) 602 1622 Telex: AA31838 
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MONDAY, 23 MARCH (continued): 

ll.15 am: 

12.45 - 2.30 pm: 

2.30 - 5.30 pm: 

3.45 - 4.00 ;Pm: 

4.00 pm: 

8.00 pm: 

TUESDAY, 24 MARCH: 

9.30 am: 

Discussion continues 

Luncheon 

SESSION II: THE EMERGENCE OF STEREOTYPES 

Chairman: Professor Takeshi Muramatsu 
(University of Tsukuba, Japan) 

Presentation Pacers: 

Professor I<asem Suwanagul 
(Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok) -

'The Emergence of Stereotypes' 

Dr. Natan Lerner (The International Center for 
University Teaching of Jewish Civilisation) -

'Stereotypes and Group Libel' 

Discussion Opener: Professor George Sudarshan 
(University of Texas at Austin) 

Discussion 

Afternoon Tea Break . 

Discussion continues 

Dinner at outside venue (to be advised) 

SESSION III: THE STRANGER PH:ENOMENON IN SOCIETY 

Chairman: The Rt. ...... _Hon. Malcolm Fraser, C.H. 
(former Prime Minister of Australia) 

Presentation Papers: 

Professor Tetsu Kohno (Hosei University, Japan) -
"To be 'Alien' or 'Semi-alien' in a Homogeneous 
Nation" 

Pro.fessor David Sidorsky 
(Columbia University, New York) -
'The Alien in Literature' 

... /cont'd 
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TUESDAY, 24 MARCH (continued): 

11.00 - ll.15am: 

11.15 am: 

12.45 - 2.30 pm: 

2.30 pm: 

3.30 - 3.45 pm: 

3.45 pm: 

5.15 pm: 

5.30 pm: 

7.00 pm; 

SESSION III continues: 

Discussion Opener: Rabbi David Rosen 
(Sapir Center for Jewish Heritage) 

Discussion 

Morning Tea Break 

Discussion continues 

Luncheon 

SESSION IV: IDENTITY AND NATIONAL IDENTITY 

Chairman: Professor Yoram Dinstein 
(New York University} 

0pening Presentation : 

Professor Zwi Werblowsky 
(Hebrew University , Jerusalem) -

· 'Identity and National Identity' 

Professor Lau Teik Soon 
(National University of Singapore) -
' The Problem of Identity in Minority and 
Majority cultures' 

Discussion Opener: Dr. Nalla Tan (Singapore) 

Discussion 

Afternoon Tea Break 

Discussion continues 

Closing Remarks: 

• Mr. Isi J. Leibler, C.B.E. 
Professor Yoram Dinstein 

Close of Session 

Drinks and Savouries, followed by Dinner. 

.·' · .. -. .: , . . 
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THE VISIT OF DR. LI · SHENZHI TO AUSTRALIA 

3 - 16 March 1987 

BACKGROUND 

I met Dr. Li Shenzhi on my previous visit to Beijing on 20th 
October 1985. I was first introduced to him by H.P. Kong, an 
overseas Chinese living in Hong Kong who personally enabled me to 
meet a number of very senior personalities in the People's 
Republic of China. · · 

Kong had a l~rge coterie of friends from his days at Yenching 
University, a Protestant missionary college, in pre-revolutionary 
China. He was active in radical politics and, as a consequence, 
his father, a Kuomintang official, sent him to the United States 
in 1947 to finish his studies. He had no further contact with 
his mainland Chinese friends until the 1980s. Many of them like, 
Dr. Li Shenzhi, assumed top leadership roles after the 
Revolution. 

Kong lives in Hong Kong, has an American "green card" and was 
regarded as an influential friend of the Taiwanese government. 
He is wealthy, having inherited "and then developed real estate 
and other interests in Hong Kong, as well as in the United States 
and Canada. He owns a school in Hong Kong. His principle 
business is an in-bound travel organisation and it is t~rough his 
travel ventures that I have become quite close to him over the 
past decade. · 

Of his influ~ntial friends in Beijing Dr. Li struck me as the 
most impressive. Li is about 64, currently the Vice President of 
the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and Director of the highly 
prestigious Institute of Anierican Studies. This position makes 
him the key advisor to government on any· matters relating to the 
United States. This gives him the status in China which .. is 
equivalent to a senior deputy minister. He has access to Deng 
Xiaoping, who personally rehabilitated him, and accompanied him 
on his visit to Washington. He travels extensively and visits 
the United States on an average twice a year. 

He was very close to the late Chou En Lai, 'the urbane and ·· · · 
sophisticated Chinese Foreign Minister who survived the Cultural 
Revolution. He was Chou's principal speech writer. 

As a consequence he was personally involved in some of the most 
momentous developments that took place in China from the 
Revolution. He personally met Stalin in 1952 and was directly 
acqua~nted with many of the leading personalities who guided 
China during the turbulent period following .the Revolution. 

He was a major casualty early in the Cultural Revolution, and 
purged as a rightist. He and his family spent 21 years in 
"internal exile" and were forced to carry out the most menial 
jobs in the rural outback. He was extremely fortunate to survive. 

. , . .. -· .· .·. · .·. ·. ~ .. 
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His children, who grew up during this period, were denied any 
form of education, a matter to which he refers with even more 
intense bitterness than to his own suffering and degradation 
during that terrible period. For example his youngest son - one 
of ·four children - is now at Columbia University, New York 
completing a Ph.p. in economics. But Li is quick -to point out 
how hard it has been for him since he worked as a steelworker for 
many years and could not study. At the same time he is obviously 
proud that, despite the difficulty, his son completed his 
Master's degree at Columbia in record time. Not surprisingly he 
is somewhat cynical about ideology and the Chinese system as a 
whole. Yet he remains a Chinese nationalist, or more correctly, 
patriot and traditionalist. 

He has met his counterpart from the Soviet Union, Georgi Arbatov, 
the Director of Moscow's American Institute, on a number of 
occasions and receives repeated invitations to visit the Soviet 
Union which he was obliged to decline for political reasons. 

He paved the way for 
pursuits in Beijing. 
and officials whom I 
channels . 

me to develop contacts for my Jewish 
Through 'Li I gained access to individuals 

would never have met through normal 

During my visit he indicated that if handled properly he could . 
arrange for an observer or even possibly a participant from 
Beijing to attend .the Asian Jewish Colloquium so long as the 
thrust of the publicity and content was not politically sensitive 
or related to t .he Middle East. · 

As a cons~quence early this year I wrote him a letter and 
received a somewhat exciting response. Regrettably, on arrival 
in Australia two days later, he told me that time was against us 
and it was u'nlikely that Shapiro would now be able to attend. 
But, to our surprise and delight, on the last day Li was in 
Australia we heard, first through the Cultural Att~che at the 
Australian Embassy in Beijing and then directly through a phone 
call to his Beijing home, that Shapiro did indeed want to come to 
Hong Kong and had been wondering why he had not heard from us. 
In fact we had telexed a formal invitation to him on 2nd March 
which did not reach hfm until 12th March. ·At the time of the 
writing of this report it appeared ·he would indeed come to the 
Colloquium. If it comes off it will be a real piece of cultural 
history. in the making. And Li will have been directly 
responsible. · 

The background to Li's visit in Aus~ralia is relevant. In 
Beijing I asked him whether he would be willing to accept an 
invitation to visit Australia. He said he would appreciate an 
invitation but to speak on a Jewish theme would not be · 
appropriate as he had no claim for specialisation in this area 
and it would obviously be perceived as politically inconsistent 
with his role. 

·-:: .. ·· ... . ···. , . . .·. -:··.:·: · .... : .... .: -.. -.. . ... : 
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He would, however, willingly accept an invitation from . a 
university to lecture on Sino-American relations. He made it 
clear to me that his main object for a visit would. be to escape 
the world of reality and have a holiday. Through our contacts in 
the academic world it was arranged for Professor Claudio Veliz, a 
Professor of Sociology at LaTrobe University in Melbourne to 
invite him to lecture to a series of seminars and he accepted. 

As soon as H.P. Kong learned that his friend was coming he 
arranged to arrive in Australia at the same time and spend the 
first few days with h~m . . 

After discussions I arranged for · 

Australia with a view 
home where Dr. Li and 
suggested 

to visit 
to setting up an informal meeting at my 

could meet and exchange views. I also 
to emphasise the informa l nature 

of his visit to Australia. 

Dr. Li arrived on Tuesday 3rd March directly from Be ijing and the 
flight from Hong Kong with H.P. K~ng arrived about the same time. 

I spent the first even'ing with or. Li, H.P. Kong and Sam Lipski 
and we finalised his programme in Australia making a number of 
adjustments to the initial schedule and substit~tihg sight-seeing 
for activities such as visits to schools with Chinese language 
courses for which he obviously had no interest. 

on his first day I arranged for Dr. Li to meet . former Prime 
Minister Malcolm Fraser who was about to leave for Israel and 
would be participating at the Asian Jewish Colloquium in Hong 
Kong in two weeks. They had a useful exchange b~t Dr . Li was a 
little bewildered when, at the close of discussions, Malcolm 
Fraser asked if he could look forward to meeting him in Hong Kong 
for the Asian-Jewish Colloquium. Li replied that he knew nothing 
of Jewish culture. But Dr. Li's knowledge of Jews must have been 
considerably broadened by what he witnessed in Australia. 

He arrived the same day as the Soviet Foreign Minister 
Shevardnadze came to the country. He saw front page headlines 
relating to Jewish demonstrations against the persecution of Jews ·~ 
in the Soviet Union. He was present wh.en I had to excuse myself 
to take a call from the ·Prime Minister who wished to convey to me 
the nature of his discussions with the Soviet Foreign Minister in 
relation to Soviet Jews and the Middle East. (Hawke told me he 
spoke for half an hour with Shevardnadze on Soviet Jewry and 
close to one and a half hours on the Middle East.> or. Li was 
also aware that the Prime Minister would be addressing a small· 
group of Jewi~h businessmen at my home the following weekend. 

The dinner at my home was very satisfactory. I arranged for 
and Dr . Li to go touring together the next day in order to 

enable to possibly explore ct.her areas with Li. I believe 

.;,... ~ ··:- . 
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that information extracted from Dr. Li <without any pain> was 
extremely useful. 

THE GENERAL POLITICAL SITUATION 

One should not misinterpret the moves by Conservatives in the 
Chinese leadership as anything other than a temporary regression. 
Chinese society is undergoing traumatic transformations and 
inevitably one must expect zig-zags. Chairman Deng Xiaoping was 
forced to make some concessions to the old guard because of the 
nihilistic nature of public dissent by the students. The problem 
with the students were · that they were not disciplined or 
sensitive to the need fo·r some self-imposed restraint. However, 
to suggest that there was a danger of a reversal to the days of 
the Cultural Revolution was absolute nonsense. Not even the most 
extreme Conservative would contemplate anything like this. In 
somewhat more reserved terms he made the same point to his 
academic seminar on "Socialism with Chinese Characteristics" at 
LaTrobe University. The seminar, conducted over a dinner, was 
attended. by members of Melbourne's academic and business 
establishment. · 

At the private dinner he was more specific noting it would take 
at least ten years, and there would be .mu<::.h int~rnal struggle, 
before China really broke away from totali.tarianism. He 
emphasised that Deng Xiaoping was more radical than Gorbachev but 
reiterated that the Chinese ~ystem ~as still a totalitarian 
regime • . At his seminar he said his biggest concern was that the 
Chinese leadership was in danger of developing a "nomenklatura" 
on Soviet lines with the sons of top officials inheriting power 
and status. China could only succeed if there were a real 
"meri toe racy n. 

Private enterprise a·nd the provisions of land to peasants had 
been very successful. However there was a need for a 
"psychological" revolution in urban areas. People who .had been 
eating from a c9mmon rice-bowl in the towns and cities for over 
30 years could not adjust to private enterprise as quickly as 
peasants. who instinctively wanted their own land. 

People were nervous and some would lose jobs . and positions but 
this way a far cry from a reversal to Maoism. 

In relation to the future of Hong Kong, China had no ideological 
problem in maintaining a capitalist Hong Kong. The problems 
would arise from · the stifling impact of inefficient and even ·· 
corrupt Chinese bureaucrats. Over a period of time this could 
lead to the decline and ultimate downfall of post 1997 Hong Kong 
as a central commercial trading centre. 

The relationship with America was strained because of Taiwan but, 
by and large, satisfactory. Taiwan would not reunite with China 
in the short term. Taiwan would continue to generate Sino-

.;• ·. .. ~. - ... : . ., .. ~ ... . ·: -·-... ... .: 
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American tensions but the American relationship was solid enough 
to survive. 

The suggestion that a rapprochement with the Soviets is imminent 
was simply · not true. There was a massive increase in trade with 
the USSR; an easing of tensions on Sino/Soviet · borders; but the 
Cambodian problem was insoluble in the immediate future. Even if 
the Soviets wished to make concessions they were unable to 
control the Vietnamese who were not just Soviet vassals. 

Gorbachev was a moderniser and a reformer who wished to 
strengthen the existing system. Shevardnadze might survive but 
it ·was rumoured that he was not in favour with Gorbachev. 

ISRAEL AND JEWISH MATTERS 

Dr • . Li emphasised th·at he was no expert on Jewish or Israeli 
matters. However ~is phenomenal grasp of the total Chinese 
picture enable him to provide e~traordinary insight int9 Chinese 
policy. 

The problem with Israel originated with Mao Tse Tung late . in 1949. 
Dr.. Li was personally present and rerc:iembered Mao telling a small 
group of Chinese leaders that Israel ' was a small country and 
there we.re many Arabs. China had to be practical. Mao said "we 
will develop relations with all countries who recognise ua but 
the one exception will be Israel". 

Dr. Li said that, in effect, this policy remained in place now. 
Nor was there any suggestion of a policy review in the near 
future. 

Dr. Li emphasised. that Israel was categorised with .two other 
countries; South Africa and South · Korea. There were genuine . 
pressing needs for China to recognise and enter into diplomatic 
relations with South Korea. Korea had major economic 
implications for Chinese development . But even here China was 
dragging her feet. Dr. Li stressed .that South Korea . was far more 
economically important to China than Israel or South Africa. 
Besides, recognition of South Korea would not have the same 
negative impact' on Third World countries that · a move towards 
Israel could have . 

There were a number of reasons why China maintained its "non 
recognition" stance on Israel. 

(a) · Foreign policy matters of this nature are only dealt with at 
the level of Deng Xiaoping. Nobody else would dare touch 
such a matt~r. or. Li did not. believe that anybody would 
even raise the question of Israel with Deng Xiaoping because 
it was so trivial, and they realised it would irritate him. 

. .. . .. •:;., .· 
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(b) China wa~ obsessive in its fear of offending any nations in 
the third world or alienating what it saw as friends and 
allies in the Third World.· This has been the hallmark of 
the policy since the days of competition with the Soviets. 
The absence of diplomatic relations between China and Korea 
despite the massive economic and political price that China 
has to pay for not moving quicker is simply due to a desire 
not to offend North Korea, an old ally. 

· (c) China was barely providing any assistance or support to the 
Arabs. The very fact that China realised that it ·was not 
acting like a super~power in the Middle East made it even 
less likely that any kind of initiative would be undertaken 
that would offend the Arabs. 

Cd> China had massive internal problems. Foreign policy, other 
than initiatives having a critical impact on the . country , 
were not subject to a process of review. Dr. Li again 
stressed that any movement in relation to Israel required 
the personal involvement of Deng Xiaoping. 

For example, even if the Soviet Union recognised Israel, . 
Ghina would . be unlikely to follow suit with immediate 
recognition even if this meant China would be excluded from 
participating at an international conference on the Middle 
East. Dr. Li felt China would recognise Israel after the 
Soviet Union but it would probably be at least a year before 
they acted unless there were other pressing factors 
necessitating a move. 

The most important factor of all is that China sees itself 
as the third force between the United States and the USSR 
and consequently considers its relationship with the Third 
world as the linchpin of its foreign policy. Anything which 
would be perceived to possibly have a negative impact on its 
relationship with Third World 'countries is to be avoided . 
The Arabs are regarded as Third World countries. Israel is 
regarded as a bastion of the West. This perception would 
not change unle~s the majority of Arab countries Cin 
addition to Egypt> entered into diplomatic relations with 
Israel. ,..... · 

The current position was that Deng .Xiaoping was personally in 
control of this matter . Nobody in China had persuasive access on 
a matter such as this . The suggestion that Deng Xiaoping's son 
Cthe paraplegic) could be used as an intermediary was dismissed 
as out of the question because in China it would be considered 
obscene for a son to become involved in a matter which was 
essentially within the province of his father. 

Dr. Li said there were only two people who could influence Deng 
Xiaoping. These two were Americans; either former President 
Richard Nixon or Henry Kissinger. However he did not feel that 
either could persuade Deng Xiaoping to move on the question of 

... : .. . ·. . . . ·=-
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Israel. He wagered that Henry Kissinger would not even accept a 
commission to raise the matter because he understood the 
political situation far too well to take up a lost cause which 
would be regarded by Deng Xiaoping as an irritant. 

Dr. Li emphasised ·that interventions from other statesmen or 
Western leaders via ambassadors or even efforts to ·speak directly 
to Deng Xiaoping on this subject would not succeed and could be 
highly irritating. In many cases discussions of this nature with 
Ambassadors and Chinese statesmen would not even be conveyed to 
the next leve~ of seniority. · 

After the death of Deng Xiaoping there might be opportunities. 
But there is every probability that the status quo would remain. 

In a nutshell~ efforts to encourage China to open diplomatic 
relations with Israel were useless and probably counter

·productive. Diplomatic relations could emerge in a dif.ferent 
political environment, i.e., a peace settlement with the Arabs 
or, at least, Soviet recognition. 

That was not to suggest that Chinese w~re hostile towards Israel. 
Most Chinese, well · versed on the international scene, are either 
neutral or are positively disposed towards Israel. In fact, most 
civil servants would regard it as obligatory to explore with all 
groups, including Israelis, ways and means in which business 
relations c~n be developed that can be beneficial to China. The 
only prerequisite was that such moves should not be publicly 
exposed or seen to be divergent from broad government pol'icies. 
In this particular case th.is means the policy of non-recognition 
of Israel. 

Dr. Li emphasised that Deng Xiaoping was aware and endorsed 
China~s trading relations with Israel so long as such trade did 
not create political waves. Many people in the commercial field 
would trade with Israel or accept Israel technological assistance. 
But not if it was exposed to the world. For that reason the 
charade of importing Israeli merchandise -(including defence 
equipment) _ through third parties has been maintained despite 
substantial progress on bi-lateral commercial and technical 
relations. 

Tourism from Israel to China is totally irrelevant. China has a 
limited tourism infrastructure. Israelis are now permitted to 
come to China as minority components of tour groups of other · 
nationalities, for conventions and international gatherings, and 
occasionally for business. This reflects the reality that in 
principal there are no limitations to stri~tly commercial and 
technological relations with anyone. However if such activities 
conflict with formal policies and are publicised they would be 
brought to a · stop. 

There is virtually no export from China . to Arab countries . Yet 
even if Israel could absorb millions of dollars of Chinese export 
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produce, this would not be a wedge by which to bring about 
recognition. The Chinese responsible for commercial dealings 
would undoubtedly back out rather than risk being accused of 
undermining official policy. 

There is also confusion over Jewish international finance. China . 
recognises that they are already deeply involved with Jewish 
businessmen and consider this has no bearing on their politic~l 
relationship with Israel. They assume Jews would behave like 
Chinese and di.fferentiate between economic and political issues. 

Dr. Li kept stressing the relevance of China's inferiority 
complex as a superpower. The primitive nature of her econo~y and 
social development also contributes towards a ·rigidi ty in foreign 
policy initiatives. There is little likelihood of a change in 
the status quo on ~atters perceived to be of trivial importance 
such as Israel. 

Dr. Li . emphasised that even if China had to pay a massive 
commercial p rice for no t recognising Israel the nature of the 
regime was such that they could cope more easily with a 
commercial disaster rather than the subtle intricacies of taking 
up the subject of Israel at a political, as distinct from 
commercial, level with Chairman Deng Xiaoping. 

- . 
Dr . Li said that, in his opinion, unless there were a ·ramatic 
international changes, he could -not .foresee· any changes· in the 
short term. The death of Chairman Deng Xiaoping would not 
necessarily lead to a change. 

He felt that at other levels, e fforts would meet with a warm 
response, i.e., in addition to commercial and technological, even 
cultural. interchanges on a Jewish level would, if handled with 
intelligence anq restraint, be acceptable. However the climate 
at this very moment was not ideal for any new experiments. · -· .. 

He saw initiatives such as tne Asian Jewish Colloquium as totally 
"irrelevantu in Chinese eyes. ae guaranteed that at a futur, _. 
Colloquium or similar conference or academic gathering he would 
ensure_ participation of a Chinese person as long as it would not 
be a political forum. Dr. Li regretted he did not. have more 
notice on this occasion. At that stage, prior to Shapiro's 
~cceptance, he felt Shapiro would have been able to attend had 
there been ~n additional . two or three weeks leeway. Dr. Li said 
had he been aware of our ability to provide an interpreter and 
that we W·ere willing to accept a participant whose contribution 
would not have been quite as 'specialised as Kei Feng Jews, he 
could have provided alternative Chinese candidates. -

On the other hand he asked "what is the point of it all. It 
makes no difference to the reality". I explained ·that, in our 
eerception, it was an important s~ep forward iri terms of 
normalisation to have a representative. from Chin-a attending an 
international Jewish meeting. · 

. ·.·.· ··.: 
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Dr. Li implied that our desire for a "Chinese participant" had 
the same sense of unreality as the Chinese with words and symbols 
as distinct from realities. The tradition of adhering to 
political symbolism would remain the major obstacle in bringing 
about diplomatic relations. Persistent direct attempts to lobby 
towards this objective could create irritation and become 
counter-productive by having a negative impact on the real 
progress that is taking place on a commercial, technological and 
people to people level. 

There is one very s~ark conclusion to this assessment from Li. 
Much of the shadow-boxing that is taking place on the political 
levels in Israel in relation to China is illusory and may be 
harming, rather than assisting, the development of positive Sino/ 
Israeli re l ations. If Dr. Li's evaluation is accepted there is a 
need for a total strategic rethink of Israeli and Jewish policy 
in this area. 

AFTERWORD 

The above assessment was written before we learned that Shapiro 
was indeed p lanning to come to Hong Kong and before he had our 
final dinner with· Dr. Li. It remains va lid, But in our 
concluding conversation some interes~ing new avenues were opened 
up in· discussions with my brother Mark teibl~r . and Sam Lipski. 
They deserve special attention. · 

1. In trying to answer the question: Where do we go from he;re? 
We asked Dr . Li whether he would be willing to consider 
hosting influential schqlars from the West who were. also 
interested in Jewish affairs. we made it clear that we would 
arrange for such visits to China to be financed from our end 
or through our associates. He said . he would like to think 
about the idea , giving the impression that we might have to 
wait for quite a time before he responded. ·In fact, just 
five minutes later, as if out of the. blue, he turned the 
proposal around --and made it clear that it would be far more 
desirable for Chinese scholars to come to the west and study 
Hebrew and Judaism. This could be undertaken in Australia or 
any country in which there were suitable facilities. 

2. we are convinced this was far from an improvised response and 
believe th~t Li had been thinking about the proposal for some 
time . He was fully aware that we would want to follow up 
and, considering other comments he made while here, it fits 
in with his wider concerns. These relate to a profound 
anxiety about the standards of scholarship in Chinese 
universities today. At the LaTrobe University Seminar he· 
readily admitted that a whole generation of Chinese academics 
now teaching in Chinese UQiversities were mostly hopeless 
since they had "graduated" during tt:ie Cultural Revolution. 
While the problem was not so acute in the science and 
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technology faculties he left no doubt that he considered much 
of the humanities and social sciences "a vast wasteland". 
When one of the local university vice-chancellors present 
asked what, if anything, Australian academics could do to 
help, Li said in effect, and in the most diplomatic way, 
"Sponsor as many scholarships a·s you can for Chinese 
scholars-undergraduates, graduates and professors to come to 
Australia". 

3. In suggesting that we sponsor Chinese students to study 
Hebrew, Li had two motives which he expressed in the mixture 
of •lliptical and di~ect styles he adopted whenever he deemed 
appropriate. The first was entirely future - oriented. While 
repeating his belief that there was no early prospect of 
recognition of Israel he quoted a Chinese proverb - it may 
have lost something in translation - which ran something 
like: "The river flows at its own pace, but the water is not 
always the same". He was referring to the inevitability of 
recognition of Israel, even if it takes another 10 or 20 
years. When the day finally comes he wants people in the 
Chinese Foreign Ministry to know something about I~rael, be 

-a9le to read and speak Hebrew, and be able to deal formally 
with the Jewish state. Until that day comes there is a 
second motive. He seemed to be genuinely apologetic that he 
was so ignorant of the Jews and Jewish affairs. More than · 
that . He was ·· apologetic that virtually nopody else in any 
position of influence in China knew anything. It offended 
him as a Chinese decision-maker and as· a scholar. (He 
repeated on a number . of occasions that the Chinese leaders 
did not know enough about the outside world.) He said, for 
example, · that . in contrast to Christian clergy in the West, 
Chinese Christian clergy did not study any Hebrew or History 
or Ancient Israel and thought that ·some of the younger· 
Christian clergy in China should be amongst the ·first 
scholars to be invited to study abroad. 

we propose, therefore, that the most serious consideration be 
given to the establishment of a foundation which sponsors 
Hebrew and Jewish studies for Chinese schola~§ in the West. 
We further propose that the idea will be taken up as a 
development Ptojece by the Asian Pacific Region of the World 
Jewi.sh Congress and the Australian Institute of Jewish 
Affairs and that other appropriate international Jewish 
bodies should be invited to participate. 

3. It seems, from other remarks Li made, and from our own 
limited experience when in Beijing that if "Jewish affairs" 
has any "home" in the Chinese government it is in the 
Ministry of Religions and that within that department Jews 
would be assigned to the Christian clergy to handle. This, 
in turn, tied in with his promise that he would talk to his 
colleague and fellow Vice-President of the Academy of Soc~al 
Sciences about his discussions with us in Australia. This 
Vice-President, whose name was not clearly spelt out for us, 
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is, according to Li, himself a Christian clergyman and the 
most knowledgeable man in Be1jing on religious affairs. Li 
said that while he could arrange any contacts on political 
and international issues we would have to rely on the other 
man for setting up the most useful meetings on the 
development of Chinese-Jewish contacts. We shall, of course, 
follow up and make contact with him. We hope that he, 
together with Li, will help us to set up our next visit to 
Beijing so that it is most productive. Ironically, as Li 
reminds us, he had wanted to introduce us to his colleague 
when we were in Beijing in 1985 but he was out of town and 
did not return until . after we had left. If Li's assessment 
is correct, his colleague could become the ·most valuable 
point of contact we have so far had. We expect to hear more 
about him from Sidney .Shapiro in Hong Kong. 

4. Another intriguing area opened up by Li, and a theme to which 
he returned on a number of occasions, was the roie of 
Chinese-Americans and Jewish-Americans. He emphasised 
repeatedly that many Chinese-Americans when visiting China 
had tried to impress on the Beijing leadership that if they 
wanted to have better relations with the United States they 
had to have good relations with American Jews. (Li clearly 
agreed with them.) But he noted that although the Chinese 
leadership had heard the constantly recurring message, and 
were willing to accept its validity, they had not done 
anything about it. 

5. It wa·s in this context that he raised the role of Congressman 
Stephen Solarsz. He clearly considered him to be of the 
utmost importance in shaping Congressional opinion on the 
Taiwan issue and deeply concerned that Solarsz was too pro
Taiwan. This surprised us since it does not equate with 
Solarsz' other positions on foreign affairs which are, of 
course, more left-liberal. But according to Li, Solarsz 
takes a pro-Taiwan position for purely electoral reasons 
since his New York district either has Chinese-American 
voters or he is subject to the Taiwan lobby which is strong 
~Q-~ew York. Li said he met Solarsz on Capitol Hill some 
four years ago but could not have a coherent conversation 
with him since he was constantly interrupted by roll-calls 
f .rom the floor of the House of Representatives. 

6. If Solarsz does hold the pro-Taiwan position attributed to 
him, Li believes he could persuade him to modify his views. 
Li believes he could persuade him. Li reiterated that he was 
seriously concerned that the Taiwan issue could deteriorate 
into a serious confrontation if all parties do not compromise. 
He sees four parties involved;· Beijing, Kuomintang Taipeh, 
Washington, and the "people of Taiwan". If Solarsz could be 
encouraged to become more "moderate" on Taiwan th~s would in 
turn help the "moderates" in Beijing to . overcome the Taiwan 
hard-liners who, if successful in closing an option for 
peaceful reunification with Beijing, could ultimately 
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precipitate military action. Although Li did not put it 
quite this way he was in effect saying that in Leninist terms 
Solarsz, by insisting on supporting the right of Taiwan to 
self-determination, was encouraging a situation which could 
lead to disaster. There was a clear implication from what Li 
said that if "better relations" between Jews and China were 
desired, a change by Solarsz might have some significant 
payoffs. 

At this stage, since we are not aware of Solarsz' actual 
position on the issue we are merely reporting what Li 
conveyed, and make no further comment. 

7. Li has never been to the United Kingdom and would welcome an 
invitation from a leading university there to lecture o~ hold 
seminars on Sino-American relations, Chinese Culture, the 
development of Socialism in China or related topics. He 
would not be available to travel until late in 1988 or 1989. 
We indicated that we would take the matter up with our 
friends at Oxford or other universities and try .to ar.range 
for an invitation. · 

To sum up: Li Shenzhi's visit to Australia was a valuable 
exercise which provided informed insights into critical areas of 
Chinese policy on Israel and the Middle East, offered ne~ avenues 
to explore· in the area of Chinese scholarly contacts with the 
Jewish world, set up the participation of Sidney Shapiro at the 
Asian-Jewish Colloquium, and has laid the groundwork for another 
visit to Beijing in the next 6-12 months which should prove even 
more productive in the slow, patient, but necessary development 
of Chinese-Jewish contact. 

. ':"""·· 
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ASIA PACIFIC JEWISH ASSOCIATION 
C.P.O. Box 5402CC, Melbourne, Victoria. Australia 3001 . 

14 January, 1987. 

Dr. Li Shenzhi, 
Vice-??:esident 
Chinese Acade.~y of Social Sciences, 
Jianguomennei Daj·ie ? Haeo 
BEIJING 
CHINA. 

Dear Dr. Li, 

Tel: (03) 602 1622 Telex: ·AA318J8. 

I write to you as a consequence of our discussion in Seijing during 
our meeting in October , 1985 . You may recall that on that occasion 
I raised with you the possibility that, if a suitable occasion· 
presented itself, you might sug·gest the name of a Chinese scholar 
who could participate in an appropriate inte!:national cultural 
confe;-ence. 

As such an occasion has now arisen with the fort hcoming Second 
Asian-..Jewish Colloquium to be held in Hong Kong March 2.3 and 24, !.987, 
I was wonde?:ing whethe?: you might indeed be able to suggest a 
suitable schola= from a Chinese institution of lear~ing who coulc 
attend. As y~u will know, there is growing interest in the his~ory 
of the Kai Feng Jews . An academic who could present a paper out
lininc the remark.able history of this Jewish community, how it was 
able to co-exist in China free of anti-Semitism for all those 
centur~es until it assimilated, would be extremely useful. 

The Colloquium to be held in Hong Kong will bring together some 
40 distinguished scholars of international standing from a dozen 
countries including Australia, the United States, Israel and Europe 
as well as leaoing Asian academies and intellee~uals from Japan, 

_ ?J:.l]gapore, South Korea and India, amongst others . . Amongst them are . 
Rabbi David Rosen, Je:::usale.~; Professor Masao Morimoto, Tokyo; 
Professor Edgardo Angara of Manila; Dr. Thanat Khoman, forme?: 
Thai ~1in1ster for Foreign Affairs; and · Prof. Kasern Auwanagal of 
aangkoK. Also at~ending will be Malcolm Fraser, the former Prime 
Minister of Australia and Sir Zelman Cowen, the former Governor
General of Aus~ralia. 

Those participa~ing will represent both the sciences and humanities 
and will be discussing the general theme of 'The Jews and -~sia: Old 
Ident:::::ies and New Images' . We believe that this encounter betweero 
Jewis:. and non..,.·3e•11ish sc!'lolars provides a unique opportunity for 
dialogue and c~nstructive ideas exchange. The first Colloquium, 

... /2 
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held in Singapore in 1984, was a most successfu l venture and were 
we able to have the privilege of a scholar from China it would enhance 
the Second Colloquium ve_ry considerably. 

Naturally, as a guest of the Colloquium the invitee would have all 
travel and accommodation expenses paid by t.;e Colloquium organisation 
which is sponsored by the Asia Pacific Jewish Association. 

I must apologise that we have left our request so late. Unfortunately 
the final arrangements for a location for the conference were not 
made until recent weeks and I was reluctant to w-rite to you until we 
knew that the conference would definitely be helc in Hong Kong. Now 
that it is, we would be delighted to welcome anyone you sugg.est might 
be able to participate and contribute to our discussions. 

I look for#ard to hearing from you at the earlies~ opportunity. 

Yours sincerely, 

·7 / _.. / 
I t.. ,.. , 

A·µ~~~ 
!SI J. !.EIBLER, C.B.E . 
ChaL'!llan 

. . · .. 
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IHANK::S . ~UH fUUH Ltl l~H JAN. 1~, 1¥~/. l WUULU "tt:UMMtNU l"HU~. 
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THE SECOND 

ASIAN-JEWISH COLLOQUIUM 

March, 1987 

NE W·S RE L 'E ASE 

A unique intell~ctual forum, bringing together leading Jewish and 
Asian scholars, wil+ be held in Hong Kong on March 23 and 24, 1987. 

The Se~ond Asian- Jewish Colloquitim, jointly sponsored by the World 
Jewish Congress and the Asia Pacific Jewish Association, follows the 
extremely successful inaugural dialogue which took p l ace in Singapore 
in 1984. The first meeting dealt with the theme "cultural Interaction: 
Old Societies , New States" . 

Following on this theme, the Second Colloquium will be based on the· 
topic "The jews and Asia : Old Identities and New Images" . Included 
in the discussion will be ·a number of sub- topics related to the 
central theme, such as "The ~Stranger ' Phenomenon in Society", '·'The 
Emergence of Cultural and National Stereotypes" and "The Problem of 
Identity in Minority and Majority Cultures'!. 

The Coll9qu~um has attracted over 30 distinguished scholars and 
intellectuals representing a ~ide range of disciplines in the sciences 
and humanities from Australia, Hong Kong , India, Israel ', Japan, South 
Korea, Nepal,· the Philippines, Singapore , Thailand, the United States 
and Europe . 

Those attending include Sir Zelman Cowen, Provost of Oriel College, 
Oxford university and former Governor-General of Australia; Dr. Thanat 

.. Khoman, Chairman of the John F. Kennedy Foundation of Thailand and 
former Foreigri Minister of Thail and (1958- 1971); Prof. Tetsu Kohno, 
Professor of English at Hosei University , Japan; Prof. Wang Gungwu, 
Vice-Chancellor of the University of Hong Kong; Prof. Zwi Werblowsky, 
Martin Buber Professor of Comparative Religion, Hebrew University, 
Jerusalem; Prof. Nongyao Chaiseri , Rector , Thammasat University of 
Bangkok; The Rt~ Hon. Malcolm r'.r~s_er, C.H., former Prime Minister of 
Australia and Co-Chairman of the Commonwealth Committee of Eminent 
Persons on South Africa; Prof. Masao Morimoto, Chairman of· the Board 
of Trustees, Hokkaigakuen University, Japan; ond Prof~ssor David 
Sidorsky of the Department of Philosophy, Columbia University, New York. 
(A full list of participants is attached.) 

The conveners of the conference are Professor Yoram Dinstein, Pro
Rector, Tel-Aviv University (currently at New York 'University) and 
Isi J. Leibler, C.B.E., President of the Asia Pacific Region, World 
Jewish Congress. 

Venue: Asia Pacific Jewish Association: 
Holiday Inn, Harbour View 
70 Mody Road, East Tsim Sha Tsui, 
'Kowloon, Hong·Kong 
Tel: (3) 7215161 Telex: 38670 Facsimile: (3) 695672 

GPO Boi: 5402 CC, 
Melbourne, 
Victoria, Australia 3091 
Tel (03) 602 1622 Telex: AA31838 

.. 
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THE SECOND 

ASIAN-JEWISH . COLLOQUIUM 

19 March, 1987 

N E W S R E L E A S E 

A ·distinguished trans:):ator of Chinese literature into English, 
Professor Sidney .Shapiro (Sha Boli) is coming from Beijing 'to 
participate in the Second A?ian-Jewish ~o1loquium ~9. be held in Hong 
Kong on March 23- 24 , 1987. 

Professor Shapiro , a Chinese citizen since 1963, h~s lived in China 
since 1947 . His participation in the Colloquiu,m was arranged· 
following a request to Dr. Li Shenzhi , Vice- P.resident of the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sciences in Beijing. 

It is the first. time si_nce 1949 that a Chinese scholar of such standing 
has particip_ated in a conference convened by an international Jewish 
organisation . 

The conveners of the conference , Professor Yo~am Dinstein and Isi J. 
Leibler , have welcomed the attendance of Professor Shapiro and said 
that .j.t would . add . <:<onsiderably to the international int~rest surround
ing the gathering of leading Jewish. and Asiap scholars . 

Professor Shapiro was born in New York city in 1915 . He is a graduate 
of ·st. Johns Law School and studied Chinese at Cornell, Columbia and 
Yale Universit.ies~ He is a member of the Chinese Writers' Association 
and the Chinese Pe.ople ' s Political Consultative Council (China's 
~ighest national advisory body). 

A press conference to brief news media representatives about the 
Second Asian-Jewish Colloquium will be. held , as previously advised, 
on Friday, March 20, 1987 at 12 ·noon . 

The briefing will now take place in Suite 1844 at the Holiday Inn, 
Harboµr View, and ~OT in the Constable RO:>m . 

Arrangements for interviewing Professor Shapiro arid other guests at 
the Colloquium .can be made at the press conference or by contacting 
Danielle Charak or Kaye Bignell at the · Conference secretariat, 
Room 246 at the Hol.j.day Inn, Harbo~r View, tel: (3) 721.5161. 

Venue: 
Holiday Inn, Harbour View 
70 Mody Road. East Tsim Sha Tsui, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 
Tel: (3) 7215161 Telex: 38670 Facsimile: (3) 695672 

Asia Pacific Jewish Association: 
GPO Box 5402 CC, 
. Melbourne, 
Victoria, Australia 3001 
Tel (03) 602 1622 Teie:r: AA31838 
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SECOND EDITION Friday, March 20, 1987 The Jerusalem Post . Page 'fwo '·,,' . 

Sign of slight thaw in Peking's attitude to Israel" 

Chinese Jewish official atAsian-Jewish;Colloquium. 
By DAVID LANDAU 

Jerusalem Post Correspondent 
HONGKONG. - The man who ls now perhaps the only Jewish 
citizen or China - and ls certalnl.r Peking's only Jewish official -
arrived. in ffolilgkong yesterday to auend the second "Asian-
Jewlsh Co!loquium. · . · . 

Prof. Sha Boll, or Sidney Shapiro as he was fonnerly known, 
is a New York-born linguist a::.d translator who has· lived In 
China since 1947. He Is a member or the Chinese Writers 
Association and the Chinese People's Pollllcal Consultative 
Council, China's highest national advisory body. 

His advent here to attend the colloquium Is regarded as a 
favourable gest.ure by Peking towards the colloquium which Is 
jointly sponsored by the World Jewish Congress and the Asia 
Pacific Jewish Association. 

There are slx delegates from Israel, among them MK Micha 
Harl~h. colloquium or~anlzers Isl Llebler and Sam Lipski or 
Australia were plainly elated that Sha/Shapiro had come. They 
said his participation' ~ad been arranged by Dr. LJ Sherizhi, 
vice-president or the '"Chinese Acailerriy or Social Sciences· In 
Peking. 

Sha/Shapiro, 77, studied Chinese al Cornell, Columbia and 
:Yale unlv~rsltles In the U.S. before deciding to make his life In 
the fledgling People's Republic. Today, he ls·a noted translator 
and writer. 

The colloquium brings together scholars ·and .public ngures 
from several Asian countries - Including Israel - .and frcim 
Australia and the U.S. The theme al the Hongkong gathering 
will be "cultural Interaction: old societies, new states." 

Well-placed China-watchers, meanwhile, report a slow but' 
discernible WJd steady dlmlnullori In the stridency of Chi.na's 
public hostUlty towards Israel. 

These observers say a careful analysis or China's UN·perform· . 
ance over recent months shows "that Peking no longer automatl• 
cally jumps to the lead in denigrating or cendemnlng Israel." 

Especially slgnlflcant ~n this context was China's decision last . 
autumn not to attach Its name to the Hsi or states seeking to 
challenge Israel's creden ti~ to the Genera! Assembly. 

These observers; stationed In Hongkong, feel that diligent · 
elTorts by Israel to pinpoint areas of common Interest will result, 
over a period of five to.seven years (If pr~ent trends Jn China : 
continue) in significant progress towards real normallzallon of · 
rel.atlons. 

., 

... 
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ASIA PACIFIC JEWISH ASSOCIATION 
G.P.0. Box 5402CC. Melbourne, Victoria. Australia 3001. Tel: (OJ) 602 1622 Telex: AA31B38. 

21 March, 1987 

N E W S R E L E A S E 

HONG KONG: A new "Rabbinical fraternity", to be known as the 
Asia Pacific Rabbinical Association, has been established to strengthen 
Jewish life· throughout the small communities of the region. 

The new body, APRA, was· formed at the Biennial Conference of the Asia 
Pacific Jewish Association which met in Hong Kong Sunday, March 22. 
The Association will comprise rabbis in the Asia-Pacific region with 
a convenor in Australia, a liaison member in Jerusalem, and representat
ives of regional cormnunities which do not currently employ rabbis. 
Rabbi Ronald Lubofsky of Melbourne was appointed as the convenor of 
APRA and Rabbi David Rosen, Dean of the Sapir Center for Jewish Heritage 
in Jerusalem, will be the Israeli liaison member . 

Also participating in the Hon.g ·Kong Con~erenc~ were Rabbi Meir 
Bensoussan (Hong Kong) , Rabbi Isaac Ben Zakin (Si~gapore) and Rabbi 
Michael Schudrich (Japan). 

According to the outline of principles presented to the APJA Conference 
after the rabbis met independently, the new body aims to "facilitate 
and strengthen Jewish life throughout the region". 

However, the APRA proposal said that although the rabbis at the 
conference considered APRA's establishment as "important and necessary", 
it cannot serve "as a replacement for a full time professional in all 
Jewish conununities". 

It therefore urged "all communities to strive their utmost" to engage 
their own Jewish professionals. 

Rabbi Lubofsky as convenor will ... oe responsible for all contact and 
communication between component members. 

A "working relationship" is to be established between APRA and the 
Melbourne or Sydney Batei Din for the purpose of administering and 
regulating matters of conversion and divorce. 

"For the purpose of deriving maximal benefit from the various resources 
and appropriate institutions in Israel a direct line of communication" 
will be maintained with Rabbi Rosen. 

. ... /APRA intends 

lncorpora1 in~ ch.- Jewish communitie-s; ot: 

Aumillia. H.~alL Honi: Kong. India. J~p.ln. Ko~e.i. New Z~al.lnd. Papua N~ Cuine~. Philipp~nes. Singapore. Sti Lanka. TaiwJn. Thailand 
· : ·.:: .. 
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Asia Pacific Jewish Association 
News Release - Hong Kong: 21 March 
Add One/ 

APRA intends to hold a ccnference as soon as practicable and probably 
in Australia. 

It will deal with the administration of Jewish religious affairs with 
particular attention to the needs of communities without religious 
leadership. 

Ends . 

.~·· 

J , l • .. . 
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"THE SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST", MARCH 21 , 1987. 

Chinese American scholar to 
speak at Asian-Jewish forum 

By ZELDA CA Wl'HORNE 
ONE of China's most dis- penon, although at the same my <laughter and son-in-law 

tinguished and unusual citi- time it is obvious that the - both doctors - and my 
zens is in Hongkong to at- Chinese academic world granddaughter." 
tend a forum for Asian and knows about and fully sup- Convened by Professor 
Jewish intellectuals. ports this conference," said Yoram Dinstein, pro-rector 

He is Professor Sidney Professor Shapiro. author of of the Tel Aviv University 
Shapiro, better known as Sha Aa American in China and and Mr lsi Leibler, Asia Pa-

. Boli in his adopted country more pertinently, 1984's cific region president of the 
which he serves as a member Jews in Old Qtina: Studies World Jewish Congress. the 
of the Chinese Writers' Asso- by Chinese Scholars, which forum has attracted more 
ciation and the People's Po- be translated, compiled and tha.n30eminentscholarsand 
litical Consultative Council edited. intellectuals from a dozen 
- China's highest national Now 72, the native New countries. 
advisory body. Yorker arrived in China in Included in the star-stud-

Last minute news that 1947, married a local girl - ded list are Sir Zelman 
Professor Shapiro will speak the couple are now grandpar- . 
at next week's Second Asian- ents - and was finally grant- Cowen, provost ~fQr:iel Col-
Jewish Colloquium - per- ed citizenship in 1963. !,ese, Oxford Umversity, 1andf 

· · fi h. d 1ormer govemor-ienera o 
m1ss1.on or 1'!1 to atten Like many intellectuals, · Australia; Dr Thanat 
was given ~ollowmg a request Professor Shapiro and his Kho man, chairman of the 

. to t!'e ~mese ~~~y of family suffered hardships John F. Kennedy Founda
Soci~ ~·~nces ~n ~~ngt - during the PJltural Revolu- tion of Thailand and former :i:s co~~e:::CC ~estero:y. a lion, but were later restored foreign minister; and Mr 

As the organisers noted, to favour. M_alcol'!' .Fraser, for~er 
this will be the first time "There they are," said pnme minister of Australia 
since 1949 that a Chinese Professor Shapiro proudly Central theme of the Sec
scholar of such standing bas showing a family snapshot ond Asian-Jewish Colloqui
participated in a conference taken in his Beijing apan- um, being held next Monday 
con~byanintemational menL and Tuesday, will be "The 
Jewish organisation. "That's my wife Fengzi Jews and Asia: Old Identities 

.. I am here as a private (her name means Phoenix). and New Images." 
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ISi Uebler-not our concern 

Jewish scholars 
to stay out of 
synagogue row 

By Seth Faison 

· I 

PROMINENT Jewish sc:holars mtttlng In Hongkong will 
Ignore the problem5 racing tbe tttritory's only synagogue, 
wblcb may soon be tom down so that a hlgh·rlst apartmtnt 
complell can be built in Its place. 

"It's not our concern," said Mr Isl Lei bier, Pnsidrnl of 
the Asia Pacific Region of the World Jewish Congress, and 
co-convenor of a confertnce that has altncttd Jewish . 
academics Crom around the world. 

The lmptndlng demolition has futled a biller con· 
troversy among the territory' s Jewish community, many or 
whom are trying to block It. 

Mr Leibler 58id that the prindpal alms or the conrer· 
ence, the Second A_gaa·Jewlsh CoUoqulum, was lo ''pro
ject the pre;ence of Jewish culture In Asia." 

"We are hoping that In a small "ay we can t1>mmcoct a 
role here for Jews, who play a pivotal role already In the 
West and the Middle East," he said. 

But when asked if preening an h lqorlcal and rellgjous
ly Important synagogue would not be a constructive way or 
protecting Jewish culture In Hongkong, Mr Lelbltr said, 
"No, It's not a religious concern." 

· A letter signed by the two Chief Rabbis or lsratl In 1985 
f-0rbade on religious grounds the destruction or the syna· 
gogue. 

Mr Leibler at first did not believe that such a letter, a 
copy of which has been obtained by TheSundard, actually 
exists. 

Persuaded that it might, be questioned how much weight 
It would carry. 
. "(The rabbis) have absolutely no authority outside 
Israel. You know, the Jewish religion Is not like Catholic· 
Ism. There Isn't any Pope who has authority over synago
gues worldwide," he said. 

A member or the local Jewish community dl">agreed. 
"From a reli~ious point of view, the fact that the rahhl.s 

m:ul~ tin• n1linl!. i~ htn!ih .. ''" ~•n-p- ln••llv~;· ~•W Mr 
U1nid l.luxhu.um • .a llonekone·bll.wd lawyer. 
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Mr Lelbler countered: "Judal5m h11.~ never conslderea a .. 
building to be the most sacred thing.,. 

Other Jewish scholars exp~ a little more sympathy. 
"Oh yes, I've visited that synagogue. It's quite beautl· 

l'ul," said Professor Yoram Dlnstelo, Pro-Rector of Tel 
Aviv University, who is also co-convenor of the conference. 

"But this sounds to me like a local affair, not or concern 
lo an International conference," he said. 

"When was It built? Around the turn of the century? 
Well, In ISTael, we have things that are J,000 years old. 
Archaeologists aren't even Interested In things that are less 
than 1,500 years old," he said. ' 

Mr Leibler agrttd: "No, I don't think thi:s l:s an Issue that 
we can consider." 

The conference will discuss a range of highly academic 
·subjects. 

They include: "The Je·ws and Asia: Old Identities and 
New lmag~"; "The 'Stranger' Phenomenon In Society"; 
and "The .Problem of Identity In Minority and MiYority 
Culture:s". 
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ASIA PACIFIC JEWISH ASSOCIATION 
G.P.O. Box 5402CC. Melbourne, Victoria. Australia 3001 . Tel: (03) 602 1622 Telex: M31838. 

22 March, 1987 

NE W.S R·ELEASE 

HONG KO~G : The Asia Pacific Jewish Association has strongly condemned 
recent anti - Semitic statements by the Prime M,inister of Malaysia and 
other spokesmen for the. Malaysian Government. 

In a resolution passed at the end of its one-day conference in Hong Kong, 
APJA expressed "out:r;age at the attacks on Israel, Jews and Judaism made 
in recent months by the Malaysian Government cµid Prime· Minister" . 

APJA delegates said they were "confident that all people of good will 
in our region join us in deploring such expressions of religious and 
racial intolerance" . 

The APJA Conference, attend~d by some twenty (20) .representatives of 
twelve (12) communities in the Asia- Pacific region, .was the curtain
raiser to the Second Asian- Jewish Colloquil.lill which opened here Monday. 

The key discussion at the APJA Conference centred around questions of 
Jewish education, especially in the smaller communities .where there were 
requests for assistance from Jewish volunte.ers from Australia, the 
United States and Israel to spend a year in the smaller communities 
on volunteer service. 

The proposal was commended by a ~umber of delegates as a version of a 
"Jewish peace cor ps" . Other issues which received attent ion at the 
APJA Conference included -

proposals for. youth from regional communities to visit Israel, 
aided by scholarships where necessary, for a one-year stay; 

publication of a Jewish traveller ' s guide to. the Asia-Pacific 
region; 

tt·he establishment of a statistical and demographic profile of the 
region's communities to be made available on computer; 

the investigation of reports into the status of the Jewish 
commun1ty in Rangoon, Burma. 

APJA Chairman, Isi Leibler, in his .opening remarks on Saturday evening 
a·t a di!'lner hosted by the Hong Kong Jewish comrnuni ty, said he did ·not 
expect the small Jewish communities of the region to survive past the 
next ge'neration. 

. •. /However he said 

lncorporatinc: theo Jewish communities of: 

Australia. Hawall. 11nng Kong. lrydia. Japan. Korea. NP.W Zeat.lnd. Papua New Guinea. f'hilippinP.s, Sing.ap0re. Sri l..lnka. Taiwan. Thailand . . .. : .. ::~' . . . . .. . . . •. 

.. . , ... 
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Asia Pacific Jewish Association News Release 
Hong Kong: 22 March 1987 

·Add One/ 

However he said where there was "even a single Jew", APJA had a 
responsibility to give whatever aid and assistance it could. 

Hong Kong community Chairman, Robert Dorfman, said APJA and its 
activities can ensure a "better quality of Jewish life for our communities" 
if they work and plan together. 

This sentiment was echoed by APJA President Leslie Caplan, who said the 
small communities should be encouraged to work together as well as with 
larger communities like Australia. 

Hebrew University Professor Zwi Werblowsky said the APJA initiative arose 
from the imagination to see the problem of a vast area with a vast 
diversity of cultures and small Jewish communities. 

He said there should be a · continuity of this imaginative initiative to 
offset the proolems of these small communities being rotating communities 
without the "accumulated mass of Jewish history and community experience" 
of more settled communities . 

Ends. 

. ~ · 

. r- •• • .. . ··~: . ·. ·: '_· .: ".::~t- ~· . 
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SUND A y MORNING POST I MARCH 22, 1987 

Police on -alert for Jews' meeting 
TIGHT police security has been 
imposed on today's meeting of 
regional Jewish delegates at the 
Jewish Recreation Oub in Ro~ 
inson Rd in Mid-Levels. 

About 30 delegates from 
small Jewish communities in 
Asia and the Pacific have gath
ered in Hongkong to discuss mu
tual issues of interest and con
cern. such as closer regional co
operation. 

·The delegates have come 
from as fn away as India, 
Vanuatu, Australia and New 
Zealand. a spokesman said. 

·. 

"We arc all small communi
ties with common interests and 
there are tliings we could share, 
like Jewish VIPs visiting the re
gion. 

The police. as is normal in 
sensitive securitv situations. 
have declined to confirm or<k'ny 
whether security has been put in 
place. However. given the con
stant terrorist thn:at to Jewish 
communities worldwide. the 
Sunday Morning Post under
stands that police security exists 
near the conference hall. 

Horse trainer Kerry Kam 

meanwhile, who has been at
tacked twice in the streets in less 
than a mon~h. was still being giv
en around-the-clock protection 
by Jockey Oub security officers 
yesterday. 

"He is not being protected by 
police officers.~ a pol ice spokcs
m an said. "However, the 
Organised and Serious Crime 
Squad is investigating the 
attacks:· 

Mr Kam was attacked in 
Happy Valley on Februarv 27 
and March 13. · 

·.: I' • • ~ \ 
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TRANSLATED FROM A CHINESE COMMUNIST NEWSPAPER IN HONG KONG 
WHICH IS REPRODUCED THROUGHOUT THE MAINLAND 

MONDAY MARCH 23RD, 1987 

Author Mr. Sha Boli and a member of the National Congress was· in 
Hong Kong yesterday and revealed that he was very pleased to see 
Wu Yu Bang appointed to the Board of Chairmen of the Peoples 
National Congress opening ceremony as seen from the television. 
He considered that China's Anti-bourgeois Freedom Campaign was 
proceeding smoothly. 

Mr. Sha Bali, an American and a practicising lawyer, came to 
China in 1947 and ever since then started on his new life and 
work. He was involved in translation for a long time and also 
does literary work. One of his publications includes "A 
Foreigner's View of China", and translations include the famous 
Chinese novel "A Hundred and Eight Heroes" by Tan Chuk Yan and 
the works of .another Chinese a~thor, Pa Chin. His wife, Feng Tzu 
is herself a famous author in China. 

Mr. Sha Boli· arrived in Hong Kong on - the 19th of this month and 
the purpose of his visit was to attend the Second Jewish ' 
International Conference of the Asian Region arranged by qne of 
the Australian academic organisations here in Hong Kong. ~he 
conference was held in the Harbour View Holiday Inn in Tsim Sha 
Tsui and attended by scholars from over ten countries and . 
regions . 

Mr. Sha Bali produced an academic review on the subject "Je~s & 
Judaism in Ancient China" in the conference and also introduced 
his own work on this particular subject which has already been 
published. 

In discussing the Anti-bourgeois Freedom Campaign in China 
recently, Mr. Sha Boli also revealed that from the point of view 
of a translator, he felt that the West's interpretation of 
"Anti-bourgeois Freedom" does not strictly correspond with that 
of the Chinese meaning. What China .. really objects to· is the 
political ideas of the bourgeois but not freedom itself. 

He also said tha~ the incident came about so suddenly and that 
the literary circles were very anxious during the initial period 
of the purge. However, the matter was only dealt with within the 
Communist Party as explained by the Party leadership. The object 
was not ordinary members of the party itself and that everything 
was under control, he assured. 

• ••• /2 
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Mr . Sha Boli also believed that Deng Xiao Ping and Zhao Zhe Yang 
and other officials of the Central Government would insist on 
economic reform and internal liberation policy . The only 
difference was the method and pace of reform. Irrespective of 
the pace, the importance of intellectuals is vital in the reform. 
Intellectuals can therefore allay their fears and continue to 
concentrate on their work. 

Mr • . Sha Boli is one of the few foreigners being invited to the 
National Political Congress. He will leave for .Peking today to 
attend a governme nt meeti ng. 

N.B. Mr. Sha Boli is the Chinese t r a nslat i o n for Mr. Shapiro • 

. · 
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Anti-Semitism in.Japa 
, key topic at Colloquiun 

Evening Standard ~~nday, March 23, 1987. 
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Joum8llst ,Sam Lipsky ·- hel'1t as observer. 

r::~ I Sinclair 
-t~. i. .. at large 
j ;,....l t phone Kevin direct 

,. ...._ I: on 0·6388616 

AMONG the manv 
questions being addres
sed todav bv scholars at 
the second Asian-Jewish 
Colloquium is che per· 
plexin11. issue: of the: ~ud· 
den o-utbre:ik of anti· 
Semitism in J:ipan. 

Whv. in 11 c:ountn- with 
virtual Iv no Jews. is there 
anti-Jewish feeling'? This 
phenomena has caused 
much speculacion and no· 
body seems to have any 
answers why a spate of 
books pouring hatred on 
Jews have su<ldcnly be· 
come bcsc-sellers in 
Japan . 

It is parclv to clear up 
misconcepiioru about 
one another thnt scholan; 
from manv lands arc 
meeting at 

0 

the Holidav 
Inn Harbour View Hotcf. 

This is the second such 
gathering; the first took 
p lace in Sil)gapore in 

1984 buc becnuse of poli
tical reoliciu (probably 
based on the: bizarre ~pc:· 
cul:uions of Malavs1an 
Prime Mini)ter Dr 
Mahathir !'<h1hammaJ nn 
"interoatinnol Zionist 
conspiracies- ) thi,; vear 
there are no par11cip

0

an1s 
from Kuala Lumpur. 

The rest is well repre· 
sented. however. 

It is an honourable list. 
Hongkong represented 
by Vice Clianccllor Wang 
Gungwu of che Universi
ty of Hongkong: history 
lecturer Tam Yue-him of 
the Chinese Univcrsitv. 
is playing c<•·host . Arid 
there arc tfotinguishcd 
deli:gntes from Thailitnd. 
Japan. Brirnin. Amcric:i. 
the Philippines. India 
and Korea . 

As one would e:"<pect. 
there is a sizeable emi· 
nent aro'!P of.braelis. 

Hue the domin:.nr 
group comprises Aus1ra
lians. hea1kJ hv a former 
prime minister: M11lcolm 
Fr:iscr. who is not Jew
ish. and a former ;zov· 
crnor general. Sir Zd· 
man Cowen. The main 
conference uryaniser is 

China 
sends 
Shapiro 

Dr lsi Lcibler of Mel· 
bo~me. pre~ident of the QUIET~ Y. w!th lit.tic 
Asian Pac1f1~ Rceion of fanfare. history 1s being 
the World Jewisli Con· made in the Holidav Inn 
gress. Harbour View Hotel. 

The Australian pre· Among those atcending 
sence is of interest One the Colloquium is 11 soft· 
of the observers ~f the spoken man named Sid· 
<;ollo~uium is the dis· ncy Shapiro. more ~idcly 
11ngu1shed Ausctalion known as Sh;i Boh . 
journalist Sam Lipsky. His presence is in· 

.. more-noted in his home- tcresting bec:iuse while 
land for his incisive re- horn a New York Jew. 
porting than his private Prnfessor Sha/Shapiro 
interest in Jewish affairs. has heen living in China 

With 90.000 Jews. Au· since l'il47. a ciciien of 
stralia is ~y f?rthc l11rgcst l~e Peoples ' Republic 
commumcy m the Asia· since 1963. 
Pacific region. Mr Lipsky He is one of the most 
explains. noted of the tiny and 

As such. itca~tsa help- dwindling number of 
ing _eye over the other aged •foreign fricnds
Jew1sh groups in Asia. who forsook the lands of 

For exam.pie. there are their birth to seek their 
but 6.000 Jews in India destinies in China. p.s 
where there has been a~ with his old friends Dr 
historic communitv in Ma Haide (also born ii 
Cochin for manv centur· New Yorker but 'iJll 
ies. In .Singapore. the Arab) an.d New Ze.alan· 
numberis200fomilies. In der Rewt Alley. Sidney 
Manila. 50. Shapiro hitchc<l himself 

Basically. Lipsky savs. to the red star ~cforc t~e 
the Jews of Australia · co~munlst victory 1n 
help to keep alive che in· China. 
terest in Judaism and He lived 1hrou11.h the 
thing$Jcwish in the smal· 
ler communities sc:ll· 
tcrcd through the Far 
E:ist. 

hard ~·cars: ualike 01hi:r 
expatriates in Beiiing he 
wos not jailed dunn11. the 
Cultural Revolution· but 
his wife was detained for 
four veors. 

Wliat is intcrcstin& ab· 
out Professor Shapiro ·s 
prcs~nce at theJatherin2 
of J istinguishe scholors 
is thin an invitation was 
C:'<tcnded to the Chinese 
Academy of Social Sden· 
ce for them to scnJ an 
observer lo the Collo· 
quium and they re· 
sponded by nominating 
the distinguished Jewish· 
born scholar. 

• 

0Tganisers of the 
forum :11reu 1hcy diJ nor 
ask for Sidney Shapiro by 
name. But their delight 
when he was nominated 
by China was hard for 
them to disguise. 

Said Professor Yorum 
Oinstcin ofTel Aviv Uni· 
vcrsicy. one of the prime 
movers of the Collo· 
quium: ~we arc very glad 
to se:c him. - It is the first 
time since 1949 thut Chi· 
na has sent such a ~isting· · 
uished Chinese scholar 
- indeed. any rcpre· 
sentativc al all - to an 
international Jewish 
organisation. . 

What makes it interest· 
ing from a political point 
orvicw is that the Asian· 
Jewish Colloquium com· 
cs firmly under the 
umbrella of the World 
Jewish Congress. 

And the Congress is 
_;the . ao.vernina lfodv !)r. 



Yorum Dlnsteln ... comparing Jews of the world. 

Zionism. the movemenl 
th:ll spr:ing from Eastern 
Europe towards the end 
of lasl cen1ury and 
spearheaded 1hc drive for 
a Jewish homel:ind in the 
Holv Land. 

8;:ijing, Of COUl'liC. pur· 
su.:s a steadfoslly anli· 
Israeli course. ho ldinl( 
1ha1 Pales1inians had a 
righ1ful claim 10 the land 
and were dispossessed. 
Bui C hina also holds 
firmly to lhe stance that 
while being opposed to 
the Slate of Israel i1 is 
cerlain ly not anti-Jewish. 

The presence of Pro
fessor Shapiro at the Col
loquium indicates Chiou 
has ror once. refreshing· 
ly. put schol:irship Uhead 
of politics. 

Arter 4U years in Chi
na. Sidney Shapiro re· 
tains a keen sense of self· 
deprecatory humour. 
The only excuse he had 
to be at the gathering was 
the hct !hut he h;1J 
edited the book Je111s in 
Old China. he suid. no
lhing 1ha1 if he hud writ
u:n 11 himself 1he bouli 
would nlll have tiecn so 
good. 

His presence in Hong· 
kong wa.~ brief; he has ru 
return to Beijing for the 
scheduled meeting ur the: 
Chinese People's Poli1ic
ul Consultaltve Cuundl 
ufwhich he is a meml'ocr. 

·Meaning 
of word 
ANYWAY. m:wsmen 

ill a press confcr..:ncc 
asked lhemselvcs. wh;u 
i.~ a colloquium'! 

It's a Luin-has .. ·tl ",.,,,,, 

'for an academic semin3r. 
If businessmen hold 

them; they are called 
conferences. 

300in 
HK? 
HOW many Jews are 

there in Hongkong? No
body seems to know. 

People up at the Ohcl 
Leah Synagogue in 
Robinson Road say ab· 
out 300 families arc link· 
ed to the community. 
These include such dis· 
tin guished local names as 
Kadoorie. 

Bui rherc arc manv 
more people of Jewish 
descent in Hongkong 
chan those wirh conncc· 
lions with the social and 
religious community cen
tred on the gracious old 
place of worship. 

Siamese 
twins 
YORUM Dinstein 

compares !he Jewish 
commun1n.:s ur Israel 
and Asia 10 Siamese 
twins. 

Those in West Asia 
look west to Europe. he 
ruaintains. Those in Easl 
Asia look easr. 

There is li1tle dialogue 
between rhc cwo. he com· 
ments. Which is whv the 
pre~ent Colloquiu"m is 
aimed al explaining Jews 
to Asia scholars. 

The theme of the meet
ing. which began toduv 
and ends tomorrow. is 
-The Jews and Asia: Old 
Identities and New Im· 
ages.·· Sidney Shapiro and Isl Lelbler ••• Important mlsalon ... 
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Monday. March 23, 1987 The Jerusalem Post Page Twd 

Chinese 
: op~nto 
Jewish 
studies 

By DAVID LANDAU 
Jerusalem rost Correspondent 

HONGKONG. - China has hinted 
that it w·ould like its academics to 
study Hebrew and Judaism in We~t
ern universities, and a group of lead
ing Australian Jews proposes to 
launch a foundation to help facilitate 
this. 

The hints were dropped during 
recent infonnal contacts between 
the Jewish activists and key Chinese 
academics, who arc also involved in 
Beijing government policy making. 

The Australian Jews, led by tour
ism tycoon lsi Leibler of Melbourne, 
want to involve the World Jewish 
Congress in their effon. Leibler, 
who has uavclled to Beijing at the 
head of an Australian Jewish delega
tion, believes that a serious c:ultural 
dialogue between the two peoples 
would contribute, in the long term. 
to political nonnalization between 
the People's Republic and the Jew
ish People. 

Top Chinese academics have indi· 
cated to Leiblcr and his a!>sociatcs 
that they are aw~re of, and con
cerned over, their country's prO
found unfamiliarity with Hebrew 
scholarship and Jewish affairs at the 
academic level. They expressed their 
active interest in sending young 
scholars abroad to attempt to fill this 
lacuna. 

One small but symbolic step in the 
direction of cultural dialogue is the 
participation here this week of 
Chinese Jewish writer Sidney Sha· 
piro in the Asian-Jewish colloquium. 
·a biennial event organized by Leib· 
!er and his Australian Institute of 
Jewish Affairs. 

Shapiro, an American who moved 
fo China in 1947 and recently pro· 
duccd a book on the ancient Jewish 
community of Kai Feng. told Tht 
Jerusalem Post that while he did not 
represent Beijing at the colloquium. 

his presence at the gathering was' 
indeed intended as ~ goodwill ges-
ture by China. . 
· Meanwhile, Israel's top Chi~a

watcher yesterday appealed to Asian 
Jewish communities to help Israel by 
providing a framework for a pre
liminary dialogue with China and 
other regional states with which 
Israel has no formal relations. 

Reuven Merhav, consul-general 
in Hongkong, told the Asia Pacific 
Jewish Association that the Chinese 
recognize Jewish solidarity - with I 
world Jewry and with Israel. . 

While a move towards diplomatic 
recognit ion was not imminent , 
Merhav said, there were niches 
where Israel and China could useful
ly trade and cooperate. He urged 
Jewish businessmen in this region to 
help Israel identify such niches. 

Merhav charged that Israeli gov
ernments had neglected the vast and 
growing potential of Asia. Jerusalem 
should send out its best diplomats, 
he said, and they should buckle i 
down to learn the realities of the 
region. 
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"MAARIV" SHAUL BEN HAIM 23 MARCH, 1987 

There are no prospects of influencing China to establish 
relations with Israel. 

All attempts to convince China to establish relations with Israel 
lack any real prospects of success and may even be damaging. 

The Chinese do not wish to deal with this issue even if the 
Soviets change their policy, and China will not participate in an 
international conference in the Middle East eveB if such a 
conference should eventuate. This is the conclusion reached by 
one of the most active Australian Jewish leaders and the 
President of the World Jewish Congress, Asia Pacific Region, Isi 
Leibler. 

Leibler together with Yoram Dinstein convened the Second Asian 
Jewish Colloquium in Hong Kong. Leibler draws his information 
from sources he cannot name in greater detail • 

. According to Mr. Leibler's opinion the Chinese leaders are 
reluctant to take any steps which might damage their standing in 
the Third World. The Chinese view Israel as a follower of the 
West but consider the Arabs part of the Third world whose 
leadership they are courting. 

Mr. Leibler said: "As long and as there is no peace between 
Israel and the Arab countries (apart from Egypt) one cannot 
expect any change in the Chinese position. Furthermore one 
should not read in this a hostile Chinese attitude to Israel. 

This is simply an e~ample of Beijing's pragmatism and it is not 
contrary to indirect moves in the economic and technical spheres 
or contact in the scientific and cultural fields" . 

_ .. -As an · example we can refer to the relations between China .and 
South Korea. Trade between the two has very much increased 
without formal relations. 

The only condition is that any contacts should be made quietly 
without publicity which would anger the North Koreans, allies of 
the Chinese. 

One can draw the same conclusion in relation to the Middle East, 
in spite of the fact that there is almost no trade between China 
and the Arab world. 

Open relations with Israel would only provoke the Arabs. The 
Chinese are not prepared to pay this price today. 

. .. /2 
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MAARIV SHAUL BEN HAIM 23 MARCH, 1987 

Mr. Leibler has already visited China and now, after the 
participation at the Asian Jewish Colloquium of a Chinese 
academic, is wq~king towards opening up l ines of communication 
between his organisation and. Chinese institutions. 

Mr. Leibler i .s sure "the day will come when Chinese policy on the 
Israeli question will change nevertheless". 

"The river flows at its own pac~ but the current is not always 
the same". 

He claims that a change may come even if the process takes many 
years. 

Meanwhile he is directing all his energies towards finding 
finance to bring Chinese students and scientists to Australia for 
Jewish studies and Hebrew language courses. In his opinion such 
a project will receive a positive response from Chinese quarters. 

When I asked Isi Leibler what advice he would of fer the Israeli 
government ·he replied: 

"The Israeli government would do well to stop the internal 
rivalry over the importance of establishing diplomatic relations 
with Beijing". 

:·.:~ :-.· . .. ... 
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THE SECOND 

ASIAN-JEWISH COLLOQUIUM 
March 24, 1987 

N E W S ~ELEASE 

HONG KONG: The Second Asian-Jewish Colloquium concluded in Hong Kong 
today with the establishment of a high-level Steering Committee which . 
will help to plan the next Colloquium to be held in two years' time. 

The Steering Commit tee comprises Colloquium members from eleven countries, 
including Professor Sidney Shapiro (Sha Boli) from China. 

Professor Shapiro, a distinguished translator of Chinese literature into 
English, came from Beijing to participate in the two - day Colloquium which 
was based around the theme "The Jews and Asia : Old Identities and New 
Images". 

A paper on the history of the Kaifeng Jewish community in China, 
delivered by Professor Shapiro, aroused widespread interest at the 
conference. (Kaifeng , a Jewish community in China which no longer 
survives, has recently attracted growing international attention.) 

It was the first time since 1949 that a Chinese scholar had presented an 
account of the Kaifeng Jews to an internat ional Jewish conference. 

Other members of the Steering Committee include Sir Zelman Cowen, Provost 
of Oriel College, Oxford University and former Governor-General of 
Australia; The Rt. Hon . Malcolm Fraser, C. H. , former Prime Minister of 
Australia and Co-Chairman of the Commonwealth Committee of Eminent 
Persons on South Africa; Mr. Ram J ethmalani, Advocate, Supreme court of 
India; Prof . Takeshi Muramatsu, Dean of the College of Comparative 
culture, University of Tsukuba, Japan; Prof . David Sidorsky of ColUinbia 
University, New York; Prof . Zwi Werblowsky, Martin Buber Professor of 
Comparative Religion, Hebrew University, Jerusalem; Prof . Wang Gungwu, 
Vice-Chancellor of the University of Hong Kong; Prof . Paulo carnpos, 
President of the National Academy of Science and Technology of the 
Philippines; Prof. Yadu Khanal, Professor Emeritus, Tri- Chandra College, 
Nepal; Professor Tae-Yeung. You, Director of .. the· saemaul Institute, the 
Kon-Kuk University, Seoul; and Dr. Thanat Khoman, Chainnan, John F . 
Kennedy Foundation of Thailand. 

The Colloquium conveners, Professor Yoram Dinstein, Pro-Rector, Tel-Aviv 
University and · I.si J . . Leibler, C. B.E., President of the Asia Pacific 
Region, World Jewish Congress, have extended invitations to scholars 
from other countries in the region to join the Steering Committee • 

Venue: 
Holiday Inn, Harbour View 
70 Mody Road, E:i.st Tsim Sha Tsui. 
Kowlooo, Hong Kong 
Tel: (3) 7215161 Telex: 38670 Facsimile:: (3) 695672 

. · . . ':.·. 

. . • /cont'd 

Asia Pacific Jewish Association: 
GPO Bo:t 5402 CC, 
Melbourne, 
Victoria, Australia 3001 
Tel (03) 602 1622 Telex: AA3183& 

.. ~·· .. ·.: ~:~~ ·· :· - ·.:. '·.· .. : .. 
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The· Second Asian-Jewish Colloquium Pge 2 
News Release, Hong Kong: 24 March, 1987 

Profes~or Dinstein and Mr. Leibler said it was particularly gratifying 
that the Third Colloquium would benefit from such a distinguished 
Steering Committee. 

•1we believe any academic conference would be privileged to enjoy such 
high-calibre scholarly patronage. That it has happened in our own case 
in the relatively short time since the Colloquia began in 1984 'suggests 
we are fulfilling a worthwhile role." 

The conveners said that the role was providing a forum of ideas for 
leading Jewish and Asian scholars to discuss matters of common concern 
reflected in the contrasting cultural experiences of their varied 
societies. 

The full proceedings of the Hong Kong Colloquium will be published late 
this year and the venue for the Third Colloquium .is expected to be 
announced at the same time. 

Ends. 

-·~ -:--.•· 

:: .. . ·..: .... 
: . .' .•. 
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T R A N S L A T I 0 N 

MAARIV SHAUL BEN HAIM . 24 MARCH, ·1987 

Israel is India's natural ally according to the Deputy Leader of 
the Indian Opposition Party. 

"Israel is ·the natural ally of India which is facing the danger 
of a Pakistani nuclear bomb". 

"I'm sure that many people in my country would like to see the 
Indian airforce follow Israel's ex~mple and bomb the Pakistani 
nuclear reactor". 

So said Ram Jethmalani, Member of Parliament, Member of the 
.Indian Janata Party and one of the participants at the Asian 
Jewish Colloquium in Hong Kong which brought together over thir t y 
academics from most Asian countries, Israel and the United 
States. 

Jethmalani said he had written an article which appeared in the 
widely circulated paper Express. The editor phoned him to inform 
him of a flood of letters received in response to that article. 
The article referred to the possibi.lity that India would refuse 
to play Israel in the Davis Cup. 

Mr. Jethmalani, seen as one of India's most distinguished 
Jurists and at one stage chairman of the Indian Bar Association, 
claims that India's relationship with Israel will also express 
itself in a sport boycott. "This is contrary to law and common 
sense, he said". 

"We sit in a region which suffers from a touch of insanity", he 
said in a special interview. "I'm afraid that if someone takes 
leave of his senses, nuclear weapons could be used in our country. 
The Pakistanis are definitely capable of doing that". 

Mr. Jethmalani would like India and Pakistan to ban nuclear 
weapons. This is not-·everybody 's opinion. 

Asia Week sees it as normal that India and Pakistan should both 
be armed with nuclear weapons, a situation it sees as a balance 
which will prevent a military confrontation between the two 
countries. 

This shows that the writer of the article does not consider that 
we are discussing countries capable of crazy acts. 

It was Indira Gpandi who gave India the nuclear capability: her 
son Rajiv follows in h~r footsteps". 

. .. /2 
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MAARIV SHAUL BEN HAIM 24 MARCH, 1987 

Mr. Jethmalani reiterates: "I call on the Indian government to 
review again her policy in West Asia taking into consideration 
the Indian national interests". 

· . . • · 
._·:.· . . 
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SPECIAL TO TllE JTA 
EFFORT DY CIJINESE ACADEMICS TO 
STUDY ZIONISM ANO llEHltEW TO DE 
AIDED UY GROUI' OF AUSTRALIAN JEWS 
By Da,.ld Landau 

HONG KONG, March 23 (JT A) -- The Peo
ple's Republic of China has hinted that it would 
like its academics to study Hebrew and Zionism in 
Western universities, and n group of leading 
Australian Jews proposes to launch a foundation 
to facilitate this. 

The hints were dropped during recent in
forma l cont:icts between the Jewish activists and 
key Chinese academics who are also involved in 
the Beijing government policymaking. 

The Australian Jews, led by tourism · tycoon 
lsi Leibler of Melbou rne, want to involve the 
World Jewish Congress in t heir effort. Leib ler, 
who· has . travelled to Dcijin.g at the head of an 
A ustra lian Jewish delega t ion, believes that a 
serious cultura l d ialogue between the two peoples 
would contribute, in the longer term, to poli tical 
normalization between the People's R~public and 
t.he Jewish people. 

Top Chinese academics have indicated to 
Leibler and his associates that they a rc aware of, 
and concerned over, their country's profound 
unfamiliarity with Hebrew scholarship a nd Jewish 
affa irs at the academic level. T hey expressed their 
active in terest in send ing young scholars abroad 
to attempt to fill this lacuna. 

A Step Tonaql Cul!ural Dlaloeuc 
One small but symbolic s tep in the direct ion 

or cultural d ialogue is the pa rticipation here this 
week of Chinese Jewish w'ri ter Sidney Shapiro in 
the Asian-Jewish colloquium, a biennia l event 
organized by Leiblcr and his Australi:in Institute 
of Jewish A ffairs. 

Shapi ro, :in American who moved to Ch ina i.n 
1947 and r ecently produced a book on the ancient 
Jewish community of Kai Feng, told the Jewish 
T elegraphic Agency tha t wh ile he d id not repre
sent Beijing at the colloqu ium, his presence at 
the gathering was indeed in tended as a goodwill 
gesture by China. 

Meanwhile, Israel's top China-w:11cher Sun
day appealed to Asian Jewish communities to help 
Israel by providing a framework for a preliminary 
dialogue with China and other regional states with 
which Israel has no formal relations. 

Areas QC lsrnd-Chlna Coooeratlon 
Reuven Merha v, Consul-General in Hong 

Kong, told the Asia Pacific Jewish Association 
(APJA) that the Chinese recognize Jewish solidar
ity -- with world Jewry and with Israel. While a 
move towards diploma tic recognition was not 
imminent, Mcrhav said, there were niches where 
Israel and China would usefully trade and cooper
ate. He urged Jewish businessmen in this region 
to help Israel identify such niches. 

Mcrhav charged that Israeli governments had 
neglected the vast and growing potential of Asia. 
Jerusalem should send out its best diplomats, he 
said, and they should buckle down to learn the 
realities of the region. 

The APJA embraces a dozen small -- some 
tiny -- Jewish communities under the leadership 
or Australia. 

.. 
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At yesterday's meeting (from lefl): Former Australian Prim·e Minister Mr Malcolm Fraser, co-convener or the meeting Mr lsi lelbler, and 
former Governor-General of Australia Sir Ze lman Cowen. 

Japan's anti-Semitic -wave condemned 
Hy 7..ELl>A CA WTHOltNE 

A HIZARHE form ofanti
Se111i1ism cuncnlly in vogue 
in Japan provoked blistr.ring 
condemnation yesterday nl 
the Second Asian-Jewish 
Colloquium heing held in 
Hongkong. 

"This is paranoill of the 
highest degree and I for one 
nm not prepared to regard it 
11s nnything less than eitceed
ingly dangerous," said co
convener ProlCssor Yoram 
l)instein in refcrenre to Japa
nese author Mnsami Uno 
whose lntest best-seller, If 
)'011 U11dcrstmul Jew.~ l'ou 
C.111 Undc1:1t11nd Hre WorM. 
has already been snapped up 
by nearly 60ll.OUO Japanese. 

Among other things, Uno 
- not the only Japanasc writ
er propll~nting "irulently 
anti -Semitic views, ns re
vealed in the current issue of 
Nrw.rn·crk - has wrillcn lhnt 

Jews caused the Grent IJe
J>fession of the 1930s and nrc 

· currently plolling a not he r 
one for 1990, that the scope 
of the ki lli ng of J ews in 
World War II was exaggerat
ed, and that America is a 
"Jewish nalion" whose ma
jor corporations are under 
the control of Jews. 

Said Professor Dinslein , 
pro-re<:tor o f T el Aviv Uni
versily and former lsr:leli 
Consul in New York: "Whnl 
I find rnind-hoggling is thnl 
this kind of thini; has arisen 
inn country which has no in
digenous Jews. past or 
present - thnt hooks by peo
ple like Mr Uno are being 
read hy people who wouldn't 
know a Jew from a pink ele
phant. 

"Unlike some. I don'l bc
lil've this m:illcr should he 

swept under the cllq1e1. I I 
must he eit posed and 
fought." 

f ormer A11slrali:n1 Prime 
Minister Mr Mlllcolm f rnscr 
said he had 11 0 1 p reviously 
been Aware of Mas:imi Uno 
a 11d his ilk. but suggested 
their popularity might have 
its rools in causes other than 
racial. · 

Added Mr frnser: " I 
would like lo know. why 
uow'! Why the cn111hasi.~ on 
Jews in the United Stntes7 
Why have no othrr country's 
multinationals been men
lioned (in Uno's book)7 Can 
ii in nny way be i;ccn ns n re
flection of the trnde problems 
hctwcen the US nnd Jnpan?" 

Others who joined the 
frny included professor of 
\'Ornparntivc religion Zvi 
Werhlowskv. who en llcd 

Jnp:rn's an t i-Semitism "a 
lransmuted form" that was 
" tolally alien and out of con
te't with reality", and noted 
Indian writer Professor Eze
kiel Nissi111 who suggested 
that some kind of interna
tionlll v igi lance group be 
formed. 

A lso u nder fire at 
yesterday's forum was Ma
laysian Prime Minisler Or 
M:ihlllhir Mohamad who 
r:iused inlcmalional outrage 
last year when he repcaledly 
nccused unnnrned "Jewish
owned" fo,-eign puhlicathms 
of allcmpting 10 desrobilise 
Malaysia. 

Political scientist Profes
sor Michael Leifer, currently 
at the National Universit)' of 
Sing.ipore, noted that while 
Or Mllhathir's "obsession" 
111ny lmve been politically c~-

pedient for a time, it wns in
structive to nole that his po· 
litical opponents found it 
e11ually useful to exploit the 
issue. 

It was no coincidence thlll 
soon afler, the Mnlaysinn 
Prime Minisler found his ar
guments were indefensible. 
added Professor Lerner. 

On n dilferent note, for
mer Governor-General of 
Australia Sir Zelnmn Cowen 
l·autionr.d ngainst e~cr~sivc 
uses of the.law in cases of ra
cial and group libels. 

Sir Zehn:111 said 111111 in 
his capacity as chairumn of 
the British Press Council. hc 
hnd oncn encountered hoth 
sides of the argument -
munely, thnt some found 111· 
cial references irrelevant and 
prejudicial, while others nr
gucd tlmt such references 
were unquestioned for.I .. 
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Former Australian PM 

Palestinian status quo may be preferable 
By DAVID LANDAU Cowen, former 1onn10r..general aged such quests for scholarly know-

Jerus:ilem Post Correspondent (1977-82). In a discussion on ledge. 
HONGKONG. - Former Australian "nationa l identity," Cowen Beyond his prepared paper, Sha
prime minister Malcom Fraser sug- observed that lsnel .. may be uni· piro remained silent during the collo
gested here yesterday that since a que" in having a sipillc:uit nadonal quium's formal proceedings, though 
solution to the Palestinian problem miniority in Its midst "that will nol he mingled freely with the delegates 
would involve for Isr:iel a sacrifice of right for it." . in inlormaJ. social settings. 
either its democracy or its -Jewish- . Earlier, the lone Chinese partici· One focus of the deliberations was 
ness. or its stturity - "it might be 3S pant at the colloquium, Prof. Sidney a current upsurge of anti-Semitism in 
well to c:irry on" with the present Shapiro, agreed to serve on the steer· . Japan. A book endtled If You Under
situation. ing committee which bas been stand the Jews You Can Compuhend 

Fr:i.serwasspeakingatthe "Asim- formed to plan the next session, 111 the Worldbasreporud.Jysolddoseto 
Jewish Calloquium." a gathering of two years' time. The Amtrallan Jew. 600,000 copies, an~ is one of several 
inteJIKtUals :ind public rigun=s which ish organinn of the parley saw this bate-treatises resurncting the hoary 
end~ last night. as another small but significant.sign c:ilumnies of Jewish world-

A liber:ll who w:is premier from that the authorities in Peking favour domination. 
1975 to l!l!l3. Fraser appeared to be an ongoing cultur:il diafogu.e ~ith tht A Japanese particiP.~~ at the,\.'OI·. 
respnndini; •ibliqucly to the present- Jewish ~orld. · . . . .. · ·· : · toq'uium. pto~1 .#t+fµmi ~.9f . .1h(. 
day··Austr:iti:in· !esder-, socialiSt Bob Sh:ip1ro deilvered a paper recall· Tokyo Institute of Developing Econo
Hawke. who recently recommended ing the research that went into his mies, warned that the phenomenon 
negotiations between lsr:iel and the . ~k Jew~ in Old Chi~a: Studies by was too ominous to be dismissed as 
PLO. C!unese Scholars (which was pub- mere passing rad. He urged 

The lsr:iell·Palestinian issue was lished in 1984 in New York). He ~d academics I.a this own country and in 
raised at the colloquium by another that after the Cultural Revolution the the ~on to speak out firmly against 
eminent Australian, Sir Zelman Peking government actively encour· this form ohmal racism. 

'• . 
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Academic 
critical of 
Japanese 

By ZELDA 
CAWTHORNE 
DISCRIMINATION in Ja-

pan against its 700,000-
strong Korean community 
and other minority groups 
was vehemently de
nounced yesterday by one 
of the country's leading ac
ademics. 

Professor of English at Hosci 
University, Tel.Su Kohno. 
told the second Asian-Jew
ish Colloquium in Hong
kong: · 

"The Japanese arc crazy 
about Korean ccrami~ and 
porcelains. but this docs 
not lead to respect or Kore
an residents in Japan. 

"However indistinguishable 
from the Japanese in looks. 
however well-behaved or 
intelligent, they must regis
ter as aliens and be finger
printed for police use." 

A Japanese national born to a 
Korean father and a Japa
nese mother. Professor 
Kohno said that because or 
discrimination, many Ko
reans - even after four gen· 
erations in Japan - still felt 
compelled to maintain tics 
with their own country. 

Ironically, members or 
Japan's growing 
"diaspora" - particularly 
the children or foreign
based businessmen - were 
also coming in for rough 
treatment. Professor 
.Kohno said. 

"When they return to enter 
high school or sit for col
lege~ntrance exams. their 
peer group in Japan classi
fies them in one or three 
ways: non-Japanese, abnor
mal Japanese and passable 
Japanese." 

In reply. Professor Takcshi 
Muramatsu, dean or the 
College of Comparative 
Culture at Tsukuba Uni
versity, said that while he 
sympathised with Profes
sor Kohno's views and 
would like to sec a positive 
approach to the problems 
faced by foreign groups. he 
felt that "no nation or peo
ple are No I - and we arc a 
bit more complex th;in a 
baseball tc:>m." 

'. ..... ·,' · :··.·· . . ·~. 
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Beijing, 
Tel Aviv 
ties thaw 

TEL A VIV: Israel Radio 
has quolc:d China·s ambassa· 
dor lo F ranee as saying I srae-
1 i scienti~ts ~nd specialists 
were being allowed to attend 
international meeting.s in 
China in spite of a lack of 
diplomatic relations between 
the 1wo countries. 

Such a statement could be 
Beijing"s first indication of 
Chinese contacts with Israel. 
They have never had diplo
niaric tics. but press reports 
have revealed close secret 
military and commercial tics 
and a warming relationship. 

Chiua'sgesture to Israel is 
not unique, observers said. as 
the South Korean Govern
ment has already been send
ing its officials to China to at· 
lend in1ernational meetings. 
Reciprocal spons meetings 
have also been taking place 
in the 1wo countries while 
China was fully represented 
at 1he Asian Games last year 
and intends to participate at 
the Olympics in Seoul next 
year. · 

The chincsc Ambassador 
to France, Mr Zhou Jue, was 
quo1cd as telling the radio"s 
Paris correspondent that 
China drew a distinetion be· 
tween lies wi1h the Israeli 
people and Israel's Govem
menL 

He was quoted as saying 
China supports an intema· 
tional peace conference on 
the Middle East and de
mands Israel withdraw from 
the occupied West Bank and 
Gaza captured from Arab 
control ii1 1967. 

In Paris, a spokesman for 
the Chinese ambassador 
could not be reached imme
diately for comment on the 
radio repon. 

- Reuter. 
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THE SECOND 

ASIAN-JEWISH COLLOQUIUM 

26 March, 1987 

N E W S RELEASE 

HONG KONG: . The recent emergence of anti- Semitism in Japan and Malaysia, 
two countries with no tradition of significant Jewish settlement or anti
Jewish prejudice, came under review this wee~ at the Second Asian-Jewish 
Colloquium. 

The Colloquium, a forum of-- leading Asian and Jewish scholars, met in 
Hong Kong only days after Newsweek magazine reported on the recent spread 
of anti-Semitic books and magazines in Japan. The publications blamed 
Jews for Japan 's economic problems, alleged · that Jews run the United 
States, and that having been responsible for the 1930s depression, will 
create another depression in the early 1990s . 

Professor Yoram Dinstein, Pro-Rector of Tel-Aviv University and one of 
the Colloquium conveners, said he found the expressions of anti- Semitism 
in Japan both mystifying and disturbing. While he agreed with the 
views of other Colloquium participants t hat anti-Semit ism in Japan was 
different to the historical anti-Semitism of Europe and the West, it was 
nonetheless a dangerous phenomenon. 

The recent attacks on Jews in rsrael by the Malaysian Prime Minister, 
Dr. Mahatir , also came under criticism. 

Professor Michael Leifer , Visiting Professor at the ·unive~sity of 
Singapore, said that although Dr . Mahatir had d~rected his anti-Semitic 
remarks towards Islamic elements in Malaysia's political system, there 
was evidence to suggest that he had oeen influenced by anti-Semitic 
publications originating in the United States. These publications 
emphasised "the international Jewish conspiracy" and "the power" of Jews 
to control a nd manipulate the news media. 

Issues of racial prejudice, treatment of minorities and cultural stereo
types were the main themes of the two - day Colloquium which attracted more 
than thirty distinguished international scholars from a dozen countries 
in Asia as well as from Israel, the United States, Australia and Europe . 

Professor Tetsu Kohno, Professor of English at Hosei University, Japan, 
described the continuing prejudice and discrimination against the Korean 
community and other minority groups in Japan. "However indistinguishal:lle 
from the Japanese ·in looks, however well-behaved or intelligent, Japanese 
of Korean origin must register as aliens and be finger-printed for police 
use. " 

Venue: 
Holiday Inn, Harbour View 
70 Mody Road, East Tsim Sha Tsui, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 
Tel: (3) 7215161 Telex: 38670 Facsimile: (3) 695672 

... /cont'd 

Asia Pacific Jewish Association: 
GPO Box 5402 CC, 
Melbourne, 
Victoria, Australia 3001 
Tel (03) 602 1622 Telex AA31838 
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Professor Kohno, a Japanese national born to a Korean father and a 
Japanese mother, speaks Yiddish and Hebrew, which he picked up during 
his studies at Columbia University, New York. He quoted from a 
children's song by the Yiddish writer I.L. Peretz which declares that 
"colour does not matter, black and white and br0v..11 are all the same". 

This was not true in Japan, Professor Kohno said, because many Koreans, 
even after their families had lived four generations in Japan, were still 
not accepted and maintained ties with Korea. Unfortunately· they were 
not fully· accepted there either. 

In re_sponse, Professor Takeshi Muramatsu, of Tsukuba University, Japan, 
said that although sympathetic to Professor Kohno's views, no nation or 
people was free of racial prejudice, "We are a bit mere complex than 
a baseball team", Professor Kohno said. 

T~e treatment of rsrael's Arab minority was raised by the Israeli 
Parliamentarian. Micah Harish , M.K., who dis·cus·sec the problems associated 
with Israel'? Arab citizens facing Army service. The compromise of not 
compelling Arabs to serve in the Israeli Army wa·s not a completely 
satisfactory solution but the only workable one in the present 
circumstances. Sir Zelman Cowen, former GC:Jvernor-General of Australia 
and now Provost .at Oriel College, oxford, raised the question of how 
such a situation could be allowed to go on indefinitely without Israel 
creating a significant problem of internal alienation for its largest 
minority group . . 

The Coll0qui~ concluded with a farewell dinner at which Ram Jethmalani, 
a leading Advocate and constitutional lawyer from New Delhi, mace an 
eloquent appeal to his fellow delegates from Asia to join the Jewish 
representatives present in .support of rsrael .. 

Ends 

·"~ . . .. 
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Chinese Jewish official at Asian-Jewish COlloquium 
By DAVID LANDAU 

Jerusalem Post Correspondent 
HONGKONG. - The man ~·ho i.s now perhaps the uni}' Jewish 
citizen of China -and is cerlalnl~: rekinf,!'S 0111~· Jewish official
was in Hongkong Chis week 110 attend the second Asiun
Jewish Colloq11ium. 

Prof. Sha Boll. or Sidne~· S~apiro as hl' was formerly known, 
is a New York-born linguist an.d lranslalor who has lived in 
China since 1947. He is a member of lhe Chinese Writers 
Asso~iation a.nd the Chinese People's Polillcal Consultative 
Council, China's highest national advisor~· bod~" 

His advent here to attend Che colloquium Is regarded as a 
ra"ourable gesture by Peking to"·ard·s the colloquium which is 
joinll~· sponsored b~· the \\'orld Jewish Cungress and the Asia 

Pacific Jewish Association. · 
There arc six delegates from Israel, amonl! them MK Micha 

Barish. Colluquium organizers lsi Liebler and Sam Lipski or 
Australia were plainly elated that Sha/Shapiro had come. They 
said his participation had been arranged by Or. LI Shcnzhi, 
vice-president of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. 

Sha/Shapiro, 77, studied Chinese at Cornell, Columbia and 
Yale universities In Che U.S. before deciding lo make his lire In 
the Oedgling People's Repuhlic. Today, he Is a noted translator 
arid writer. 

The colloqui111m brings together scholars and public figures 
from several Asian countries - including Israel - and frum 
Australia and the U.S. The Iheme at the Hongkong gathering 
will be "culture I interaction: old societies, new states." 

Well-placed China-watchers, meanwhile, report a slow bul 
discernibll' and steady dimln111ion In Che stridency of China's 
puhlic hoslll ily Cowards Israel. 

These observers say a careful analysis ofChlna':s·UN perform
ance uver recent months shows "that Peking no longer aulomati-' 
cally jumps lo the lead in denigrating or condemning Israel." 

Especially significant In this ·context was Chine•s decision last 
autumn not to attach its name to Che list nf stales seeking to 
challenge lsr:.1eli,s credentials lo the General Assembl~., 

These observers, stationed in Hongkong, feel that diligent 
efforts by Israel to pinpoint areas of common interest will result, 
over a period or five to seven years (If present tr.ends in China 
continue) in significant progress towards real normalization or 
relations. 

·,· 

·:· 
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Jewish identity 
in Asian region 

In tile p;ist few years; pro11nunc£>mcnts by 
Malaysian Prime Minister Dr Mahatir and 
nU1er members of his gnvcrnment against Is
rael and the Jewish people have become fre
quent and vociferous. 

A visit to Malaysia by the New York Philhar
monic Orchestra was cancelled because it 
intended lo play music by Jewish composers. 

The attacks on President Herzog's visit last 
year to Singapore went beyond criticism of Is
rael to crude denunciation of Jews and alleged 
Jewish influence. 

Dr Mahatir has claimed that there is an in
ternational Jewish conspiracy directed against 
Malaysia and more specifically, that the inter
national press and especially the Asian Wall 
Street Journal, the editor of which happens to 
be a J~w. is domjnated by Jews aiming to 
undermine the stabili ty of Malaysia . 

The Malaysian government has thus become 
the only one in the Asian Pacific region to act 
and react in this way. 

The Australian Jewish community has made 
its views known to the Australian government 
on this issue and this week in Hong Kong it has 
been joined by smaller Jewish communities in 
the region who through the Asia Pacific Jewish 
Association <APJA> have now made the issue 
of Malaysia a joint concern. 

The growing sense of regional Asia-Pacific 
Jewish identity is both strengthened and ex
pressed by t/Je APJA resolution condemning 
Malaysian government anti-Semitism. 

In both its elements it is, therefore, a signifi
cant step for the APJA, and for the smaller 
J ewish communities of the region, also a brave 
one as some are in countries where the demo
cratic freedoms we expect and accept in Aus
tralia are diluted. 

The sense of true regionalism. one of the pal
pable outcomes or this APJA conference. has 
helped support the stand taken on Malaysia. 

Anti-Semitism wherever it occurs is un
_palatable: when it occurs in a region where 
tolerance has been the norm it is the more 
unacceptable. 

Tiie APJA resolution thus focuses on a new 
element in Asian political culture and one 
ll"hic/1 r~glitful/y demands c:o11dem11alion. 
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As someone involved wich lhe Asia Pacil1c 
Jewish Associacion I do no1 pretend co Ix obje<:-
1ivc about its role in bringing 1oge1her 1hc scai
lcrcd Jewish communicies of lhis vasl and varied 
rlgion. Bur I think rhar anyone who cares abo111 
Jewish lifr in alt iu many splendorcd richness, 
divcrsi1y and plurality, not 10 me111ion i1s often 
rarcical divisiveness. p<111· acrimony and plain 
akshoness would have to be stirred al the sigh! or 
delrgates rrom a dozen and more sltilall communi· 
ties sining auiund the same table in Hong Kong 
and talking aboul 1he same, ye1 dirrercnt, pro. 
blems. How lo mainiain Jewish iden1i1y when 
1here is barel)' a minyan? Or when !here i.s a 
min)"an but only a hundred or two hundred fami· 
lies. ~sin Hong Kong. or Bangkok or Singapore? 
Or when !he o:ommunily is larger, as in New Zea
land, but you hove ended up wi1h .o Jewish day. 
school where lhere arc twice 35 mom· non-Jewish 
s1udenu as there arc Jews? Whal do you do to 
encourage b:umi1zvah boys and ba1mi11.vah girls 
10 go on wilh I heir Jewish stu<lies? Do you import 
shlichim from Israel, Aus1ralia • . the Uniled 
Slates? Or do you try 10 train your own b)' send· 
ing them 10 hrae11 And what abou 1 lhe religious 
quruions or bric milah. mihah. a Jewish ceme· 
rery, conversion, someone 10 Ix d1aznn on Rosh 
Hashanah and Yom Kippur? If you live in Mani lo 
and wanr 10 have kosher meal for Pesach. an<I if 
you are rhe colorful Ezra Toeg, on.e or the com· 

The Auslraliain Jewish Times, Thurs .. March 26, 1987 

muniry leaders or Philippine's Jewry. you send a 
1ele:\ to Michael Cohen, APJA's exe<:utive dir«· 
1or. asking him 10 conlirlJl when lhe iravelling 
shocher f1om Aus1ralia wi1ll be comins so 1ha1 he 
"ca111 get 1he cows rea<ly". (Thal's what the lelex 
said.I In Honi: Kong yo" Oy in kosher Empire 
chickens nml ducks from l ht United Sl3tes along 
wi1h wine from Israel. Bui what if you are one or 
1wo Jews in Sri Lanka? Or a dozen in Papua New 
Guinea? 

Talking of food. as I ofr·en do. "isi1ors 10 Hong 
Kong are missing ou1, in more wa)'S than one. if 
rhey do not pay a visi1 to the Jewish Recreation 
C<nlre in Robinson Road 10 sample some of 1he 
11m-rale meals they serve in 1he centre's ru· 
1auran1. The Sephar<lic shule is. or course. 1he 
ccnrre's main amac1ion. and e"en I would not 
promoie th• ki1chrn ahc:id of ii. But unfomi· 
na1el.y 1he shule is on the Hong Kong side and for 
1hose who slay on 1he Kowloon si<lc. and do no1 
iravel on Shabbat, ii is ;i problem. llu1 whether 
you can get 10 1hc shulc u1~ Shabba1 or not. if you 
.wan1 to sec i1, and a1 the same time have an e.~· 
cellent meal from a menu combining Stphard i, 
Chin•se. and Europeon s11·les, all kosher under 
stricr supervision, then Robinson Road Is a must. 
If you gee 10 see the marvellous looking Chinese 
chef. who was nearly driven framic unlit he 
grasP"d 1ht do's and don' 1s or kashru1, you 1v>ll 
see a man who is a walking advenisement for his 

culinary skills. In coming 10 rhe cenire you will 
nOI only ear well. you will also have an oppor· 
1uni1y 10 learn some1hing abou1 3 mo!I imeresting 
Asian Jewish communiry, currtnlly experiencing 
a few mess., and 11rain1 as a rc1ull or 1rying to 
cope wilh some in1crnal compe1ition for what one 
ltm.lcr or lhe communily poin1edly called 
•'market shar~··. 

The problem is 1ha1 the co1npt1i1io:n is no1 for 
rice fururcs but for Jewish posreriors on pews. In 
police circles this is berm described 3S com· 
petition ror neshomehs. souls; in chis case be· 
tween l ubavi1ch, 1he Yoineh-come-larelys and 
1he es1ablished community. The community's 
rabbi is Orihodo~ bu1 not Lubavilc:h. But he 
replaced lhc previous rabbi whose conuacc was 
nol renewtd and who was Lubavitch. and s1ill is, 
Lubavirch, 1ha1 is, and in Hong Kon@. Luba"ilch 
runs a minyan at Hong Kong Hilron; the com· 
munily davcns at rhe shule. This is no1 qui1e the 
joke ab11u1 1wo Jews, lhree shules, bur i1'< ~ruins 
close. I'm "'ailing for the Odzcr Rcbbc. with his 
emphasis on computcrlsa1io11. 10 disco"" Hong 
Kong Jewry, a lt 2SO families. and SCI up al lhe 
Mandarin. Who knows. maybe Sa1mer wilt gel 
imo rhe act wirh a minyan at the Penimula . Then 
lhe Belzer Rebbc and the Lubavi1cher Rebbe and, 
dare one say, 1 he Sa1merer Rebbe can hold a sum
mi1 al rhe Regenl and divide up 1he rerrilory· • : 
berween them. What worries me, however. is 

whe1her Deng Xiaoping has heard abour ;ill of 
I his and where, if forced to choose in a lhree-war 
o:ontes1 between Belz .and lubavitch. he woul<I 
end up. My guess is chat since the venerable O·eng 
1:anno1 any longer proclaim reform. does nol 
wan1 10 be labelled c:onser•a1h-.. and cannol 
affor<I 10 be ju<t 011hodox. he would go for 1hc 
exorica and give Chabad sole ncshomch collection 
righ1s for SO years aflcr 1997. 

***** 
Sidney Shapiro. the former New York la" yer 

'~ho went 10 China 40 years ago and s1aycd ior 
:he re"olution and all 1 ha1 followed, has a story 
"' cell whic~. for once. deserves the descrip1ion 
· fnscin31in3". He has been ielling some o( it 1his 
"' ···k in Hong Kong, where he ha.1 been a guest or 
1hc A<ian Jewish Colloq1uium, He can claim many 
""'1uc diSlincrions: 1he only New York Jew to 
tra··el on a Chinese passpon and the only member 
ot ~~Chinese Consullalive People"s A••embly co 
ha'• had a barmilZ\'ah. Bur whalc•·er chongos he 
has mdergone, some 1hings remain the sanne. 
Wh(• he was inierviewed by rhe reporter ror 1 he 
Sou:1. China Morning Posr, Zelda Cawrhorne 
lfornerly Zeltla Pnkula or Melbourne) he 1old 1he 
UOr)'af how he had manied his Chinese wire and 
had hld a •on and a daughier - "borh doclors"' ; 
h·e Olled as he wcnr on 10 1alk or his grand· 
d3Ufh1er. I wonder - how do you say "my son 
anc' daugh1er, lhe doctors" In Mandarin? 
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Malaysian anti-Semitism 
HONG KONG: The Asia Pacific 

Jewish Association (APJA) has 
condemned "in the strongest 
terms" expressions of anti-Semit
ism by Malaysia. 

In a hard-hilling resolu· 
lion. it expressed "outrage 
al th(' atlacks on Israel, 
.Jews :111d .lurlaism made in 
reel'nt months by the 
l\talaysian government and 
prime minister". 

APJA representatives 
condemned these state
ment.s "in the strongest 
terms" and were "conli· 
dent that all people or 
goo<lwill in our region join 
us in deploring such ex· 
prcssions of religious and 
racial intolerance". 

More than 20 represen· 
tatives or t2 communities 
in the Asia Pacific region 
were delegates at the one
day conference last Sun
day. 

The APJA conference 
preceded the Second Asian· 
Jewish Colloquium held 
here on Monday and Tues
day. 

other issues or impor· 
lance resolved b)' the APJA 
were 

• investigation or reports 
that there is an active syna
gogue in llurma; 

• puhlication of a Jewish 
tr:IVeller's guide to lhe 
region; 

• arrangements !or 
groups or children from 
Asian and P:icilie Jewish 
communities to visit Israel. 
aiclerl by schol'1rships 
where necessarv. with a 
pl"eferrcd sual iir a year's 
slay for each child. 

condemned 
BY SUSAN BURES 

Tht srnall communities 
were anxious that a 
•chenie be establii;hed 
whereby Jewish students 
Crom Australia. the Unilt'd 
Stales and other major 
t"ountril'S St•~nd a year in 
thr smaller <'ornmunities 
on volunlary servicr. 

The concept was ex
pressed as a kind of "Jew
ish peace corps". 

111ese ,!;tudents would be 
"Jewishly educated" and 
would volunteer their ef
forts !or al leasl one year. 

A11y student wishing to 
pursue Asian studies at uni
versities in •J1ese small 
com1111111itiel' would also be 
helped l>y the communities 

ponsibility lo give what· 
ever assistance it could. 

Hong Kong community 
11rt'sident Robert Dorfman 
said the APJi\ and Its acli
\•itiei: t'an ensure a "better 
qualit~· or J cwii;h life for 
our corn1:111nities" if they 
work and plan together. 

This se11timent w:is echo
ed hy APJA president Les· 
lie Caplan. who said the 
l;m;ill communities ,!;hould 
be encouraged to work lo· 
gelher as well as with 
larger communities, such 
as that or Australia. 

Hebrew University Pro
fessor Zwi Werblowski said 
the APJA inili:itives h:1d 
arisen Crom the imagina-

Asia Pacific Jewish 
Association meeting 
in return for some form or lion Lo see the problem o! a 
voluntary service. vast area with a vast diver· 

Asi;1 Pacific Jewish ~ity or cultures and small 
Association chairman lsi Jewish communities. 
Leibler said in his opening There should be a eon
remarks at a dinner hosted tinuitv of this initiative to 
hy the lloni: Kong Jewish orrsei the problems or Lheir 
community th<1t he did not being .. rotating comrnuni· 
expect lhe small Jewish tici:•· without the ":iceumu
eommunities of the region l:iled mass or Jewish his
to survive past the next tory and community ex
i:eneratlon. perience" or settled com· 

llowever. he said where munities. 
llu~rc w:is "even a single p· 
Jew", lhe APJA had a res- . ) 

. ~! ·· · " 
· "":. · .. 

~ :r:. ·. . 
':,j~~~ 

· .. : . 
'· . 
( :· . .. . · 

• Prof Zwl Werbtowskl 
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YEDIOT ACHRONOT 27 MARCH, 1987 

One of the first questions which Sha Boli, a respectable Chinese 
Professor, aged 72, asked me when we met this week in Hong Kong 
was "Do you know a good Jewish delicatessen? I'm dying to eat 
chopped liver with a pickie and a pastrami sandwich". Professor 
Sha Boli is an unusual Chinese academic. His real name is Sidney 
Shapiro a native of New York, his white hair is well groomed and 
he wears metallic glasses. one could easily think of him as an 
American Professor were it not for his blue cotton suit in 
Chinese style which he used to wear in his official capacity. He 
is one of the half dozen foreign Jews who have been living in 
China for the past forty years. 

What caused him to talk? 

He told me: "Besides Israel Epstein, an American Jewish native 
of Warsaw who, for many years, edited the English language 
newspaper China Reconstructed, I am the only one who remained 
alive from the original group. For a long time a man by the name 
of Shapiro, also a writer, lived in Beijing but he died a few 
~onths ago. 

Cohen, "the man with two pistols", a British Jews who was Mao's 
bodyguard and used to carry traditionally two pistols under his 
arms, also died a few years ago. By now I am actually the Jewish 
Community of one in Beijing if you don't take into account 
business people and diplomats ·who come visiting", says Sidney 
Shapiro. Seldom does he meet such visitors at social functions 
and sometimes even at a Pesach Seder. Possibly the lack of 
contact with Jews explains why Professor Shapiro, Sha Boli, 
derived such pleasure from participating at the Asian Jewish 
Colloquium convened in Hong Kong by the World Jewish Congress 
Asia Pacific Regiori. 

Why did he so much enjoy meeting Jewish leaders and Israeli 
representatives and why was he so keen to eat at least one good 
Jewish meal? 

In Hong Kong I found a typical Jewish delicatessen, Beverly, that 
belongs to an Israeli, Teddy Piapantowicz. 

The restaurant was half full with Chinese business people who 
drank Carmel wine and ate Houmous and Techina. 

Sha Boli who had never heard of oriental food which is today 
customary in Israel, looked around in amazement. 

"Do you mean to say this is also a Jewish delicatessen? I never 
heard of such a thing", he said. 

.. . : .. :· ·:·.·. ; 
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The fact of the matter is that Professor Shapiro's participation 
at the Asian Jewish Colloquium was interpreted by experts as a 
breakthrough. 

In the conference corridors rumours were circulating amongst the 
delegates that if the Chinese authorities permitted him to come 
and even granted their . blessings for his participation it seems 
we can read senior diplomatic implications into these events. 

Jewish observers who follow what goes on in China feel the 
·chinese never do anything without good rea_son. 

· shapiro himself, during his conversation with the President of 
the Asia Pacific Region of the World Jewish Congress, Isi 
Leibler; Israeli Consul General in Hong Kong, Reuven Merhav; 
.Member of the Knesset, Micha Harish; and other participants of 
the conference , expressly cautioned that in "the political ~nd 
diplomatic field .. you ... canno.t .expect: .. a breakthrough "as long as 
Israel does not reach a ·peace agreement with all the Arabs and 
particularly with the Palestinians". When the participants posed 
questions such as: "What can we do to improve relations with 
Beijing?'" Shapiro emphasi.sed repeatedly that Israel can improve 
trade relations with China, cultural contact and technical 
co-operation but on the diplomatic arena one cannot expect a real 
change till peace is reached with the Arabs. 

Contrary to the opinion of many participants of the seminar 
-Shapiro is not a party to important state secrets and to making 
political decisions in China but he has been living in China long 
enough to feel the pulse, the political climate and to notice 
changes in the way the wind blows. 

He arrived in China in . 1947 after studying Chinese at Yale and 
Cornell, a speeial task allotted to him by the American Army. 
"After the war I was looking for something new, a challenge. I 
was a lawyer and a jurist and the thing I wanted to avoid at all .. ,.._. 
cost was the life of a Jewish lawyer in Brooklyn married to a 
Jewish American princess, picked for me by my mother and whose. 
life would be to buy a bigger car and a bigger house." 

He arrived in Shanghai with $200 in his pocket and began working 
as a solicitor for American companies which st.ill operated in the 
city. 

But that was already · the end of t~at China. The forces of 
Marshall Chiang Kai Chek were in· .. full retreat and Mao's 
revolutionary army was about to conquer the whole country • 

. ; 
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Shapiro fell in love with a beautiful Chinese revolutionary, 
Pergazi, who is today his wife. 

Pergazi was an actress, a theatre critic and also a journalist 
who worked for an underground communist paper. 

He ran away with her from Shanghai and after many wanderings 'they 
settled finally in Beijing. 

His wife detained: 

During close to forty years he worked as a writer, interpreter 
and was elected to the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences and to 
the Chinese People's Political Consultative Council, something 
akin to the House of Lords, which has two thousand members and 
meets twice a year. 

He has been a Chinese citizen since 1963 and leads a comfortable 
life but his lifestyle is far from that of the ruling upper 
ranks . 

"We have a nice comfortable house by the lake inside the city of 
Beijing. 

There is a big living room where we also eat our meals. As. well 
it serves as a study for my wife and myself. 

We eat on a table which has folding legs and after the meals we 
remove it and bring in our desks which stand opposite one another 
with the telephone in between. 

We have central heating and a refrigerator which we keep in the 
corridor close to our bedroom, even though it does cause some 
noise. 

It is quite possible that we could afford to buy a car but it's 
too much bother and not worth the money . 

My wife and myself are already on pensions but still work, .write 
articles, books and translations. 

The authorities see in me a foreign expert in spite of my Chinese 
· citizenship and thanks to this I am allowed to keep half my 
salary in foreign currency". 

Shapiro added with a smile and a twinkle in his eye: "Like any 
good Jew I succeed to get· the best of both worlds". 

. .. .... . 
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During the cultural revolution the family was in trouble. His 
wife in the beginning was under house arrest and subsequently was 
sent to a camp for re-education. 

Today the situation is back to normal and day to day living has 
much improved. In the ~armers' market one can buy plenty of 
fruit and vegetables, at slightly higher prices ·than at 
government stores bui without queues and the merchandise is · 
fresh. 

·A typical Jewish grandfather 

His daughter, a doctor married to a doctor, has one daughter. 
Shapiro is a typical Jewish grandfather . He hastens to add: "In 
this respect the Chinese a re like us - fami l y values are very 
important to · them and are generally well preserved". 

Do hi°s c"ofieigues . know that he is Jewish and of what importance 
is this to them? 

11 It's clear that my colleagues who do research in the Academy 
know everything about Jews and those who deal with Jewish history 
in China are very well aware of all the nuances in Judaism. To 
the man in the street, even a doctor, a lawyer, a high official, 
Judaism has no meaning. 

· For many years I was surprised when I said I was Jewish to be 
asked: "Yes, but to what stream do you belong, Catholic, 
Presbyterian?" 

The Chinese have no concept of the term "Jew" other than that of 
belonging to the Christian Western world. 

The average Chinese knows and hears very little abo~..t. ... Israel. In 
China there is very little interest regarding activities in the 
Middle ·"East. The Chinese· have enough problems of their own. In 
a country the size of a continent the foreign news concentrates 
mainly on Washington and Moscow. All the other countries of th·e 
world look like small provinces compared to the size of China. 
Only at times of acute crisis such as war does the news publicise 
the Middle East. 

To the Chinese the picture is clear - imperialist Israel is 
fighting the Arabs who are carrying on a struggle for their 
independence. 

YEDIOT ACHRONOT 
EDWIN. EYTAN 
27 March, 1987 

·:·· . 
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Step towards·int'I conference 

China announces 
talk with Israel 
Compiled from reports . by 
DAVID LANDAU in Hong
kong. WALTER RUBY at the 
UN, and agency dispatches. 

China's official announcement 
yesterday that a high-level meet
ing h;id taken place between 
Chinese and Israeli officials was· 
gre ~te<l in Hongkong as a signifi
cant development in the two 
countries' delicate relationship. 

Diplomats and other China
watchers stressed that the Xinhua 
news agency repon or the: meeting 
was unprecedented. The meeting it
self is believed not to be the first of 
its kind. 

Xinhua reported, on its Chinese
guage service. that Foreign 
istry Director-General Avra-
Tamir met with the Chinese 

permanent representative to the 
UN. Li Luye. at UN headquarters in 
New York on Friday. 

The Chinese agency and the 
Israeli spokesman at the UN said the 
talks focused on Middle East peace 
efforts and a possible international 
peace conference. 

• 1949 Communist revolution in Chi-
na. the two countries had never 
estab!ished diplomatic relations. 
· Israel has shown growing interest 
in establishing diplomatic ties with 
China in recent years. and there 
have been reports of trade contracts 
through third countries. 

Also taking part in Friday's mc:'tt· 
i.ng between Li and Tamir were A vi 

·:: "Primor. deputy director-general of 
the Foreign Ministry in charge of 
African and Asian affairs and Israeli 
UN ambassador Binyamin ·Netany- · 
ahu. 

A vraham Tamlr (IPPA) 

"It was in a UN context rather 
than a bilateral context, and one of a 
series of meetings being held with 
members of the Security Council," 
Israeli UN spokesman Eyal Arad 
said. · 

The meeting was held at Israel's 
initiative and was arranged by the 
two countries' UN missions, he 
added. 

Arad said although Israel was the 
seventh country to recog.nize the 
Peking government following the 

The Xinhau report .said: 
"Israel requested to meet with 

representatives of the· permanent 
members of the Security Council. 
including China:" The C~inese 
agency thus carefully set the encoun
ter within a UN framework. 

"Tamir and Li discussed the Mid
dle East situation at UN headquar
ters. Li explained China's positions 
on the Middle East- that it.supports 
an intern~tional peace conference 
on the Middle East under UN au
spices and that the PLO is entitled to 
take part in such a conference.·• 

The reference to an international 
conference must be especially g.ra

(Coatinued on Badt Page) 

.· 
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tifying to T:unir and lo his minister. 
Pe re!>. whu ha!i lonj? advocated this 
appro:1ch lo 1><.:accmaking. 

But Prime MiniMer Shamir ex
pressed '"disph:asure .. yesterday 
ove r rcccn t m•1vcs hy Foreij?n Minis
try officials aimed at selling up an 
internatio111al peace conference. 

Interviewed by Israel Radio. Sha
mir referred to the "campaign led by 
senior Forcing Ministry officials cur
·rently abroad to promote an interna
tional conference .·· 

He stressed that the government 
"had not endorsed and has never 
accepted" such a move. 

Government sources in Jerusalem 
said yester<Jay that the Tamir-Li 
meeting indicated that China had 
not changed its traditional positions 
o n Israel and the Middle East. 
. Ac~ording to the preliminary re-

. 'porfrec.eived laM night in Jeru·salem. 
it s eems that the Chinese diplomat 
did not mentio n the possibility of 
establishing formal ties with Israel. 

. But Fon:ign Ministry officials said 
they hoped that the meeting would 
open the door for additional public 
contacts between the two countries. 
They added that the Chinese had 
made the meeting public because 
they did not w:int to be ldt behind 
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the Soviets if talks on a cunrerence 
take a practic.il tum. 

Peres . meccing with visiting 
Japanese reporte rs on Friday. said 
Israel still insisted chat China and the 
Soviet Union cst:iblish tics with it as 
a condition for taking part in a peace 
.conference. 

Asked in an Israel Radio inter
view if a breakthrough on ties was 
near. Peres replied: .. Not yet. We 
arc conducting what is called 
softening-up activity." : · · ·· ' 

Meanwhile. commentators id 
Hongkong stressed the importance 
of China's official announcement of 
the meeting. 

"They need not have reported the 
meeting ... said Yao Shingbun. China 
edito r of the Hongkong Standard. 
"The fact that they chose to do so is 
.certainly significar:it. ' '. 

David Chen. Chin·a editor of the · 
prestigious South China Morning 
Post, said Beijing's action "indicates 
China's willingness to, take steps to
w a rc.ls improving relations with 
Israel- although those steps may not 
bring full diplomatic ties.·· 

He sai~ the relationship was simi
lar 10 an earlier stage of the dialogue 
between Beijing and Seoul which. 
after years of grac.luaily intensifying 

commercial anc.I informal poli1ical 
conlacts: had lee.I to a broad spec
trum o r pr:igm;llic lies. 

But just as China's links with 
North Korea precluded. in its view. 
full normaliz..ition with South Korea. 
said Chen. Chin:i still believed its 
large Moslem minority was reason 
enough to rule out full tics with 
Israel. 

Diplomatic observers here 
emphasize China's self-percentiori 
as the leader of the nonaligned world 
as the major facto r inhibiting its 
relationship with Israel. 

Hence . these observers said. Beij
ing's effort to couch this latest de
velopment within the UN context -
so as not to rankle important Third 
World states. 

Informed ·sources .told The Jeru
sa/e~ Post that the meeting had been 
" in. the works .. for some time and the 
timing had been determined by the 
Chinese. 

Wolf Blitzer adds: · 
U.S. officials y~sterday wel

comed China's decision to openly 
acknowledge its latest diplomatic ex
change with Israel. " It certainly is an 
important development... a State 
Department source said. " Ifs a good 
sign.·· 

.. .. . . .. . . . ~ .. :-
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Profile: Sidney Shapiro 

Passion that 
survived 
the madness 

By ZELDA CAWTHORNE 

A JOURNAUST friend 
had alibly described Sid· 
ncy Shapiro as "one of 

tbosc ageing Manist-Leninisls". 
Tact combined with mild im

pudence seemed tbe best t:actic. 
-0ne of my joomali•t friends 
c:ancd 'fOU a Marxist-Leninist." I 
said. "How does that gr.ab you?" 

Tbe chief atlnetion at last 
week'• Second Asian-Jewish 
Colloquium threw back his be:id 
ud roamt with laughter. 

'"Oh boy, is WI rich! When I 
lint -.it to China.. the only 
Man I - familiar with was 
Groucllo." 

. That was 40 years ago.Today 
Sidney Shapiro is a glowing :ad· 
vertisement for lbc People"s Re
public: upansive. brimming 
with humour ud 61 as a 6ddle 
at 72. He i.s also a lot wiser, but 
not conspicuously sadder. 
Times were tough for a while, 
but these days he bas only minor 
complain is.. 

"M:irmalade and 1ood 
chc:esc - I sure miss those. We 
can set something that'• f.irly 
dose to Edam, but there's not 
much variety ia Beijing." 

To political analysts, his 
presence at th.: colloquium, 
sponsomt by I.be World Jcwilh 
Congress 11nd the Asia Pacific 
Jewish Association, held special 
si1J1ificancc in the light of in
creasing signs of rapprochement 
between Cbina and lsrad - the 
first time since 1949 that a Chi
nese scholar of such sianding 
had participated in a confcmicc 
convened by an international 
Jewish body, as-thc-orpnlscn 
noted. 

To those unfamiliar with his 
amazin1story,Professor$dncy 
Shapiro, ab Sha Boli, also pn
scntcd a ti\'ing enigma. 

How on eattb did this pro
fessed non-communist ("l'YC 
never joined the Pany-). this 
one-time American laW)"er, 
come to live in Olina7 Indeed 
become of its most rapccted 
ud privileged citi=ns? 

· The sbon ~ ~ t=acity. 
You don't survive tnumas like 
seeing your w;fe thrown into 
prison and being sqiarated from 
your only child witJiout a very 
superior brand or backbone. 
And you don ·1 giet to be a mem
ber of O!ina"s bighcst national 
advisory body without a few 
qualifications. 

Sidney Shapiro, member of 
the Chinese People's Political 
Consultative Council, Chinese 
Writcn UniOn, Oiinesc Trans
lators Association and Oiincse 
Society of Pacific Region Histo-

ry, has plenty. It's •here he got 
them that's intcrcstina. 

Bom into a New York Jewish 
family - bis father's people 
c:une &om Russia. his motllef's 
from Poland - Ille young Sidney 
followed in his father's foomcps 
a nd became a lawyer. Then 
World War II ~me and he 
joined up. Utile did bis super\. 
on in tbe US Army llnow they 
~about 10 provide a free edo
cation for a future citizen or 
China. 

-1 got into tbe Anny's special 
training program and applied 10 
do FmidlatComdl Univmily, 
but the quota was full and I was 
told I had 'volunt=ed' for Chi· 
llCSC. 

"To my surprise. I enjoyed it 
- in lilc:t I became more and 
more fascina1cd. 

-About nine months later 
some brain in the Pentaeon had 
me tranfemd to a c:eyptognpby 
progr:im involved in breaking 
Japanese codes. aml by then I 
was thoroughly hoollcd. -

Peace bro.,ht runhtt opp0r. 
tunitics. Under the G I Bill. Sid
ney Sbapiro was able to polish 
his Mandarin - lint, a couple of 
terms 11 Columbi& Univcnity, 
followed by another one at Yale 
- then it wu dcci.sion-mwn, 
time. 

Disintegrated 
"I was getting a bit Ions in the 

tooth - 31 already - and knew 
what I didn't want to do: 10 badt 
to brin1 a New York lawyer. 

"111 1947 l ma4e up my 
mind. I simply got on a fmghter 
bound for Shangba.i -your actu· 
al slow boat to China. I ianiYCd a 
month tau:ron April Foors Day. 

"I had two great commerci•I 
ventures.. In my pocket I bad a 
letter from Vanny sayina if I 
ever wrote anytbin1 and they 
c-·er printed it. I mipil get p:aid. 
Failing that. I would offer my 
services to one of the four Amer· 
iClD law firms in ShonJhai." 

Tbe film industry had disin
tcgr.Utd. so there went V•i*ry. 
Op1ioa two didn't work out 
much better. By mid· 1948, re• 
calb Shapiro. merchandise was 
sitting in warehouses and for
eign trade had IJ'OUnd 10 a haJL 
He could h•ve JOne back 10 the 
States. but Cb1na and the en
chanting Fcngzi - "Phocni~- in 
English - hadl lllrc:idy claimed 
him. 

"I met Fcn,pi on my second 
day in Shanghai. rd been told to 
look her up by one of her 
airlfriends who had given me 

'· 

Mancbrin lcuons in exchange 
for Enalish ones at Yale. so I did. 
We married in I 948 and our 
dauahter was bom two years 
bier.-

By then the Shapiros were in 
Beijing. Daily their fe•rs had 
111ounted - as 1949 loomed. 
Shan"'ai was no pl3cc (or an 
Ammcan capitalist whose O!i
nac wife had edited a liberal cul
tural map:zi ne aod w:is a former 
actras - and at first they had 
planned to nee 10 the "liberated 
areas" via Tientsin (Tianjin). In 
tile end they found sanctuary in 
Beijin1's Colleae of Cbinen 
Studies. 

wAs I recall, Yale used to run 
it throush the Nonh American 
Council or Churches and as I 
knew a couple of the beads. I 
asked them if we could son of 
hide out in the place. "You can 
have the whole bloody com· 
pound if you look after it for us.· 
they said. so the colleae became 
home." 

Complacency ended wi1h 1hc 
Cultural Revolution. Their 
d•ughler w:is put to work in a 
piper mill and Fengzi was bun· 
died ofT to one of the notorious 
May '/ Schools. whose 
wCUrriCU(um" lllllS fOf intcltcctU• 
als and crri ng cadrn. 

..She w:as never physically 
abused - ir anything. she was 
treated solicitously bccuusc of 
her age - but it was still very 
toush for her. Most mornings, 
she and the othcn wonted on the 
land - utterly useless. bc:c:ausc it 
was marshland - and the aRcr· 
noons were devoted to polcmia 
a nd 'confessions'. It wu a great 
madacss. 

"Fenp.i coped with it all. 
She's a peppery little pl" 

The madness ended and the 
Shapiros wen: reunited.. Happi· 
ly, the paper mill had no Lasting 
clfcct on their daughter who not 
only became :i doctor, l'lut mar- 1 
ricd one - ' 'while they Wn"C still 
studyina. what's m~ bcukc all 
the rules" - and today has :i 10-
ycar~ld cbugbtcr. 

B~ Chinen standards, the 
Shapiro:s enjoy tbe ttc>ud life 
("half a house witb a small pr· 
den; ratt as bcns' tccth") and 
thanks to his forrign e~pcrt sta
tus. "Sha Boli- bll5 bcrn able to 
visit the US - twice with Fengzi 
-atrqularintcrvalssincc 1971. 

-we11 be ofT again in Sep-
tember - this time for the US. 
China Friendship Associ~tion -
and I hope to sec some of the 
people I've met at the colloqui- · 
um. Getting invited to Hong
kon1 was n rc:il windfall. When 
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Sidney Shapiro: " When I first went to China, the only Marx I was familiar with was Groucho." 

·the Chinese Academy of Social 
Sciences in Beijing asked me if 
I'd like to go, I said 'You bet!' 
quick as a bunny." 

Four decades in China 
haven't dulled Sidney Shapiro's 
wit or intellect. His autobio
graphical An American Jn C11ina 
was recently followed by Jews In 
Old C11ina (subject of his paper 
for the colloquium) and he is 
currently working on a new 
book, The Law and Lore ofC11i· 
nese Criminal Justice. 

Even better known in some 
quarters is Sha Boli the movie 
sta.r. To date there . have been 

three cinematic triumphs - The 
Sian Incident( .. ! played Austra· 
lian W.H. Donald"), Alter The 
Armistice and Eagles Of The 
Sky. 

"The kids down my lane 
recognise my talent, though rm 
sony to say my wire tends to 
play it down. 'The perfect talk· 
ing prop' she calls me. I ascribe it 
to professional jealousy." 

The biggest milestone came 
in 1963. In that year Sidney Sha
piro finally became a citizen of 
the People's Republic. 

.. Citizenship didn't just 

mean things like the ability to 
travel," he rellects. 

"Suddenly I found myself on 
a completely different plane -
not just 'friend', but 'brother'. It 
was right for me. I'm passionate

. ly fond of China and things Chi
nese. 

"I'm also very American in 
that I've always valued my inde• 
pendence and coming to China 
didn't change t.haL 

"In the States I never felt the 
urge to join the Elks .or the Ma
sons a.nd I still believe in doing 
my own thing." 
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TOP PLANNERS FOR NEXT 
ASIAN JEWISH DIALOGUE 

Former Australian Governor-Genera/ Sir Zelman 
Cowen and former Australian Prime Minister Mal
colm Fraser will be on the steering committee 
planning the Third Asian Jewish Colloquium 
scheduled for March, 1989. 

Th. _.. l · ( " II · 1 . lluwever. the "chemistry 
L'I ~as ann?DRC:<.-.1 a . 0 Ol!DIUm ~On\'f'lll~rs S~ orinlcr:>ciion" had been d

lhe closmg session of lhe Lc1hkr. president.· of 1111 r ·r h s · d 
sttond Colloquium. which World Jewish ("ongrcss .. ec IVe, e ai : . . 
conclutlcd in llong Ko11g A.~ia Pacific rtc~ion, and Prore_'ISor 0111sle1n said 
last week. l•rofcssnr Voram l>instcin. th! second Coll011uium 

Chinese Profe>sor Sidney l'ro-~c:tur nt Tel l\viv Uni- m1de il clear lhal "lhi:; is a 
Shapiro <Sha Boli> has also vcrsily. said i~ was "parlic:- su:ccssrut venlur~: r:ither 
agreed to be parl or the ul~rly ~r:1lify1_ni;" t~at lhc lh~n :in adventure.-
steering committee. third . ColltM1u1um w"'!ld ll h:trl been parltcul:irly 

Proressor Shapiro he- br~d1l from s.'"~" :i dl~11.n- i!•l<•re:-ting lhal."lh~re is so 
I. ed l b ti I . N ~u1shcd i;tccrmR c:11mn11l· hlllc wluch disunites us 
1ev o e 1e on y ew Ire" . I h I · h •t 

York Jew who is a Chinese · :tr< so muc w 11c um cs 
citizen, was a surprise in· . " We believe any ;ic;idem· us··. 
clusion among the Asian 1c. ~onrerenct! "'.ould be fhc Colloquium theme 
and Jewish scholars at the privileged lo ~nJoy !luch was The J ews and Asia: 
second Colloquium. high-c:ilibrc !lch1~l;1rly put· Olil ldcnlilics and New Im· 

He delivered a paper on 
Chinese research into the 
history or Chinese Jewry. 

Other members of the 
steering committee include 
scholars from India. 
Japan, lhe United Slates. 
Israel. Hong Kong. the 
Philippines. Nepal. Korea 
and Thailand. 

ronage." they said. ages. 
"Thal il has happened in 'I'opics discussed includ

our own case in the rela- ed the cultural perceptions 
lively short lime since lhc of sclr and others. the 
Colloquia began in 1984 emergence or stereotypes, 
suggests we a re rulrilling a th~ "stranger phenomc
worlhwhile role." non" in i;ociely and the con-

The Cclloqui;i p1·ovidt• "a co,il Q( idcnlily and nalion
forum of ideas for lcatlinl[ al identity. 
.lcwish anit /\5ian schol;i~ More than 30 scholars 
to discu_~ mailers nf com· rrom 12 countries parlici· 
mon concern rt!Hcclcd in p.1ted. . 
lhe cultural experiences or The Colloquium followed 
lhcir varied societies". the Asia P:icific Jewish As· 

At the em1 or lhf' <.:olloqui- socialion Regional Conrer· 
um Mr Leiblcr said he had ence. also in Hong Kong. 
frll a "se11se or rrustra· 
tion" during thl' lwo-day 
mf'cling thal the formal 
pre\"entcd organisers 
"maximi.sing the prl'!I· 
ence" or some or tht scho-
lars. 

.... ~· . · .. · . : . .. : : · .. · . 
·.;·.: .. 
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Surprise guest at Asia 
Pacific Jewish confab 

HONG KONG: A New York born Jew who has been a Chinese citizen since 
1963 was a surprise guest at last week's second Asian.Jewish Colloquium. 

Professor Sidnc,· 
Shapiro tSh3 Bolil was 
attending the Collo
quium following a re
quc~t to Vr Li Shend. 
\"ice-president or the 
Chinese Academy or 
Social Sciences In Bei
jing. 

lie is a distinguished 
translator of Chinese 
literature into English. 

The second Asian· 
Jewish Colloquium was 

held in Hong Kong on 
Monday and Tuesday. 

More than 60 Asian 
and Jewish scholars and 
guests attended. 

Other specia I guests 
were former Australian 
Prime Minister Mal
colm Fraser and former 
Australian Governor· 
General Sir Zelman 
Cowen. 

Professor Shapiro ha~ 

lin•d in Chin:l since 
l!Mi. 

It is the first time 
since 1949 lhat a Chinese 
scholar or such standing 
has participated in a 
conference convened by 
an international Jewish 
organisation. 

Colloquium conveners 
lsi Leil.ller and Profes· 
sor Yoram Dinstein said 
Professor Shapiro·s al· 
tendance "added con· 

sidcrably to the inter· 
national interest 
surrounding the gather· 
ing or leading Jewish 
and Asian scholars". 

Professor Shapiro 
was bom in New York 
City in 1915. 

A graduate or St 
Johns Law School, he 
studied Chinese a t Cor· 
nell. Columbia and Yale 
Universities. 

Rabbis form regional group· 
HONG KONG: Rabbis meeting during the Asia Pacific Jew· 

ish Association (APJA) regional conference here have formed 
an Asia Pacific : Rabbinical Association (APRA). . .. 
ll was endorsed by APJA 

members at the onM:ly 
conference on Sund:ly. 

The association will con· 
sist or rabbis in the Asia 
Pacific region with a con· 
vener in Australia and rep
resentatives or regional 
communities which do not 
have rabbis. 

Melbourne·s Rabbi Ron· 
aid Lubofsky was appoint· 
eel APRA convener. 

The body intends to 
""strive to facilitate and 
strengthen Jewish life 
throughout the region". 

However, the APRA pro
posa l said although the 
rabbis at the conference 
considered APRA"s estab
lishment as " important 
and necessary"". it cannot 
serve ""as a replacement 
for a Cull-time professional 
in all Jewish communi· 
ties". 

STRIVE 
It. therefore, urged ""all 

communities to strive their 
utmost" to engage their 
own Jewish professionals. 

As convener. Rabbi 
Lubo(sky will be respon
sible ror all contact :lnd 
communication between 
component members. 

A ""working relationship"" 
will he e~tablished hetween 
APRA and the Meloourne 
or Sydney Batei Din for the 

BY SUSAN BURES 

purpose or administering 
and regulating matters or 
conversion and divorce. 

RESOURCES 
"For the purpose of de

riving maximal benefit 
from the various resources 
a nd appropriate instilu· 
lions in Israel, a direct line 
of communication" will be 
maintained with Rabbi 
David Rosen, dean of the 
Sapir Centre for Jewish 
Heritage in Jerusalem and 
director of Inter-religious 
Affairs, B"nai B' rilh 
<Israel> Anti-Defamation 
League. 

APRA intends to hold a 
conference as soon as prac· 
tical. probably in Aus· 
tralia . 

It will deal with the 
administration or Jewish 
religiou.<; affairs with par· 
ticular attention to the 
needs or communities with· 
out religious leadership. 

Rabbis present at the 
conference in Hong Kong 
were Rabbi Ronald Lubor
sky from Melbourne. Rabbi 
David Rosen <Israel>. 
Rabbi Meir Bensoussan 
!Hong Kong>. Rabbi Isaac: 
Ben 7.akin <Singapore> and 
Rabbi Michael Schudrich 
\Japan >. 

• Rabbi Ronald 
Lubofsky 

• Prof Sidney Shapiro 

He is a member or the 
Chinese Writers' Asso
ciation and the Chinese 
People's Political Con· 
sullative Council 
<China's highest nation· 
al advisory body) . 

Professor Shapiro has 
translated more than 20 
volumes of novels. 
poetry and short stories 
from Chinese into Eng
lish. which have been 
published in Beijing and 
distributed internation· 

· ally. 

~
authoritative work 

on e Kaifeng Jews, 
ti The Jews in Old 
China. is one or his 
works. 

.-o-
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Racial prejudice 
in many nations 

HONG KONG: Recent emergence of anti-Semitism In Japan and 
Malaysia, two cotintrtes with no tradition of significant Jewish 
settlement or anti-Jewish prejudice, came under review this week 
at the Second Asian-Jewish Colloquiwn. 

Professor The Colloquium, a forum or 
leading Asian and Jewish 
scholars. met in Hong Kong 
only days after 'Newsweek' 
magazine reported on the 
recent spread of anti·5emitic ticipants that anti-5emitism in 
books and mao:uines in Japan was ~t to the 
Japan. _.... histDrical anli·Semltism. ofEu-

The publications blamed rope ·and the W!st, 11 was 
)ewS for )a_pan's_ etonomic nonetheless a dangerous 

He quoted from a children's 
song by the Yiddish writer 
I. L. A!rUZ which declares that 
''colour does not matter, btadt 
and white and brown are all 

problems. allegell that Jews phenomenon. DEEP-S~ 
nm the United SlateS. and rhat FROM U S .a.;, .l 
having been responsible for • • This was not crue 1n Japan, 

the same". 

the 19305 d~. will m- The recent attacks on JeWS Professor Kohno said, be· 
ate another depression in the In Israel by the Malaysian cause manlm~ even 
early 1990s. Prime Mlnlster, Dr Mabadr, aft:A!r their had Uwd 

Professor Yoram Dinstein, also came under criticism. foiu generations In Japan, 
Pro-Rector of~-Aviv Univer- Professor Michael Leifer, were SdlJ not accepted and 
sity and one of the Colloqui· Visiting Professor at the malnt.a!ned des with Korea. 
urn conveno~. said he foun~ University or Singapore, Unf"ortunately, they we:re 
the expressions of antt· said Urat although Dr Ma- not fully accepted there 
5emitism in Japan both mys- hadr bad d1rected his and- eJther. 
tifying and disturbing. Semitic remarks towards Is· In response, Professor 

. lamlc elements In Malaysia's Thkeshi Muramatsu. of1!;ula.t· 
_While he agreed ~th the polldcal system, Chere was ba Universiry, Japan. said that 

•Views of other Colloquium par- evidence to su~ that he although sympathetic to 
had been lnftuenced by and- Professor Kohno's views. no 
Se~ltlc publications nation or people was free of 
orlgi.nadng In the United racial prejudice. "v.t are a bit 
States. more complex than a baseball 

These publications em· · team," Professor l(ohno said. 
phasised "the international I The treatment of Israel's 
Jewish conspiracy" and "the Arab minoritv was raised hv 
~ .. of Jews to control and !the Israel parliamentarian 
marupulate the news media. Micah Harlsh, M. K., who dls-

ISSUes of racial prejudice, cussed the problems assodat· 
treatment of minorities and ed with Israel's Arab citizens 
cultural stereotypes were the facing Aney service. 
main ~emes of. the twO day The compromise of not eom
Colloqwum _wh1c~ . attracted pelling Arabs to serve In the 
!110re ~ thirty distinguished Israel Army was not a com
mternanonal. s~o~ from a plerdy satisfactory solution 
d01.en countnes m Asia as~ but the only workable one in 
as from lsrae~. the Uruted the present draunstances. 
StateS, Ausualia and Europe. Sir .. _,___ ,, 

_ _ """'"'""' cowen, 1ormer 
Professor Tutsu Koh no. Govemor-<.ieneral of Australia 

Pr~rCSS<!r of English at Hosei and now Provost at Oriel Col
Uru'VCrSlo/, .Japan,. descnbed I~ OXford, raised the ques
~e ~~~g prq~dice and tion of how such a situation 
d1scnrrunat.ton _against the cculd be allowed to gp on in
~reai;i commwuty and other definir.ely without Israel aeat
mm.onty groups In Japan. Ing a stgn:llicant problem of In· 

"However indistinguishable temal alienation for Its largest 
from the Japanese il1I IC?Oks· minority group. 
h~ well-behaved or tnte!· The Colloquium concluded 
U~nt. Japan~ of Korean on- with a farewell dinner at which 
gm must ~r as allens <l!'d Ram )ethmalaru, a leading acl
be ftng!:!·pnnted for police vocare and constirutional law
use". )"f from New Deihl. made an 

Professor J<.ohno. a Japanese eloquent appeal to his fellow 
national born to a Korean delegateS from Asia to join the 
f.l.ther and a Japanese mother. )ewish representatives preseru 
speaks Yiddish and Hebrew, In support of Israel. 
which he picked up during hi.s .. 
studies at Columbia U nlversi· 
ty. New York. 
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Leaders tor 
next time 

HONG KONG: The Second Asian-Jewish Collo
quium concluded in Hong Kong with 
establishment of a high-level steering comittee 
which will help to plan the next Colloquium to 
be held in two years• time. 

The steering committee (president National Academy 
comprises Colloquium mem· or Science and Technology of 
bers from devcn counoies, In- Philippines): Professor Yadu 
eluding Professor Sidney Khanal. (Professor Emerirus, 
Shapiro (Sha Bob) from China. Tri-Chandra College, Nepal); 

Professor Shapiro. a distln· Professor Tae-Yeung You. 
guished translator of Chinese (Director of the Saemaul 
literature into English. came Institute, Kon·Kuk University, 
from Beijing to participatt In Seoul); and Or. Thanat 
the tw<Hlay CoUoquiwn which Khoman, (chairman John F. 
was based around the theme l_{ennedy Foundation of 
' 'The ,Jews and Asia: Old Iden· Thailand) · · 
lilies and New Images". 

A paper on the history of the ll VITIS 
Kaifeng Jewish conunwlity in 
China, delivered by Prof~ 
Shapiro, aroused widespread 
interest at !he conference. Colloquium convenors, 
{italfeng, a Jewish comml.Ull- Professor Yown Dinsteln, 
ty.in China whlch·.no longer . . (~r~;.r!Ctj)~~ .. ., .Tel.-~vlv 
survfves. has rccenlly attract~. Uil.l"'.!fSlty) an~. Isl J • . Lel
ed growing International bier, (pres. Ksta Padftc 
attention.) Region. World Jewish Con-

. gress), have extended lnvi-
lt was !he first tune since tattoos to scholars from 

I 949 that a Chinese scholar other countries In the region 
had presented an account of to join the steering 
the Kaifeng Jews to an inw- committee 
national Jewish conference. • 

Other members ofthe srcer- Professor Oinstcin and Mr. 
i11g conunittce include Sir Zd· Leibler. ~d it was • 'partlcuiar
man Cowen (Provost of Oriel ly gratifying the Thfra U>Uoq
C.OUege Oxford Universlty·and uium would benefit from such 
former Governor-General or a dist.lnguished steering 
Australia): Malcolm Fraser, committee. 
(former Prime Minister of Aus-
tralia and co-chair~ or the • ·we believe any academic 
c.o'!'"1anwealh C.Omnuctee of conference would be privileged 
Eminent Persons on ~u~ to enjoy such high-calibre
Africa); Mr. RamJethmalam, scholarly patronage. That it 
(Ad.vocatc, Supreme Coun of has happened in our own case 
India); Professor Tal<.esh1 In the relatively short time 
Mwamatsu. (Dean of the Cot- since the Colloquia began in 
leg~ of .Comparative Culture, 1984 sugg~ts we are fulfill
Uruvcrsny of Tsukuba. lapan); ing a worthwhile role." · 
Professor David Sidorsky, 
(COiumbia University. New 
York~. Professor Zwi Wei>- The conveners said the role 
lows , (Martin Buber Profes- was providing a forum of 
soc o Comparative Religion, ideas for leading Jewish and 
Hebrew Unlversity. Jerusa· Asian scholars to discUCis mat
lem): Professor Wang Gung· ters of common conc!rn 
wu. (Vice·Chanccilor of Ilic reflected In the contrasting 
University of Hong Kong); cultural experiences of their 
Professor Paulo campos, varied societies. 

.· 
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Far East ·· rabbis 
set up 'fraternity' 

... .,. ·: --; ·-:.;:..\"' ... · . ...... . 
, 1,~;~·;.,.: . ..-;-:11 ... . 

OrgaftiNtton men. Mr Isl J. Lei.,_ (left).presldent of tl'le ~Pacific regi0n of ltie . 
Wor1d Jewtsh Congress. and Professor Yoram Dlnsteln, pro-ftCtor of Tef AYI• 
Unlffnjty, Illa fellow c:omienor or the colloqulum wtllef'l followed ltie conference. 

with Professor Sha Bol of Peking, who partl~ed In the colloquium 

From ANNE GODFREY 
Hong Kong 

Some 30 delegates from Australia 
and the small Jewish communities in 
the Asia Pacific region, including Ne':" 
Ze:iland, Thailand, Singapore and 
New Caledonia, disc:Ussed the nature 
of their communities at a conference 
in Hong Kong at the· end of last 
month. 

Thi: various communities are 
members of the Asia Pacific Jewish 
Association (Apja}, which is centred 
in Melbourne. Australia. Apart from 
Australia. µie problem of Jewish 
identity for young people was 
common to all. . 

The Australian delegation reported 
that. in Melbourne, tbe largest Jewish 
community in the region. 70 per cent 
of Jewish chi ldren attend.ed Jewish 
day schools. There are some 40.000 
Jews in Melbourne. 

In New Zealand. there are two 
Jewish · day schools in communities 
wi th fewer than 1.500 Jews. 

The conference approved a resolu
tion in support of Israel. and another 
criticising the Soviet Union and Syria 
for their trc:itment of their Jews. 

A third resolution was p:issed 
condemning racialist auacks on Jews 
during the past 12 months by the 
Prime Minister and Government of 
Malaysia. 

A parallel meeting of rabbis in the 
region agreed to set up a "fraternity" 
to assist communities without a 
minister. It will be known as the Asia 
Pacific Rabbinical Association and it 
will help with services and conversions 
under the auspices of the Australian 
Beth Din. .. . 

Rabbi Ronald Lubofslcy, of 
Melbourne. was appointed the 
convenor. and participants include 
Rabbi Meir Bensoussan of Hong 
Kong, Rabbi Benz.akin of Singapore, 
and Rabbi Michael Scbudrich of 
Japan. 

A two-<lay colloquium followed the 
conference. The participants included 
Mr Malcolm Fraser. the former 
Australian Prime Minister. 

.· .. -
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M•••••m•ASIAN, JEWISH 
SCHOLARS ·HAD . 

HONG KONG GOAL 
T·he Second Asian-Jewish CoDoquJwn In Hong Kong, which brought 

together more than 30 distinguished academics, scholars and 
intellectuals from Asia and the Jewish world, was a significant ad
vance on the first Colloquium in S~gapore in 1984. 

If the Colloquiwn In Singapot?. 
although CtttainJy successful for ii 
new Yentlltt. could be desaibcd as By ISI J. LEIBLER 
ii promising idea. In Hong Ir.on~ it • Isi Leib/er is presidenc of the Asia Padfic 
took ii major step towards &econung region of the World Jewish Congress and fonner 
an ongiing and lllStitwionalised ft41· president of the Executive Council of AustraUan 
rure of iniematlonaJ Jewish life. Jewry. . 

It Is now possible. for the first - ------ ---------
time. to spealt o( ii collliDulllg fo-
rum where Asian and ,Jewish In- Into English of Chlllese lilmhltt. in which 01"se srudents and sche>
ltDeuuals cao discuss ideas and He Is a member or the Chinese Im wil con1e ro cenuts of ~ 
Issues or common coacan. ~pies Con.su.llZ!M Assembly, sndes in the lltst and ~h scho-

Bui. &illowing Hong Ycng. "' foolt 
ahtad with optimism for other 
passiDililies. 

These may include the roles of lhe hlghesi national advisory Im wiD ~ to China IO ~C'lld the 
minorities in majority a.dbm. racial body to tbe Chinese ptn1111ent. awareness 111 1ht 11twlcl s most ~ bdlM thlfe Is a basis for 
pltjudjce against )eYrs. lllinese, . . pop~us na1lon of ~ and lmprowd contaa with Indian 111• 
~ or Olher "outsiders", how :nus 1111~ man. ~ occupr:s fudaism, relleauals and oplnion-makas; 
~Sta~6veYtith ~Ira· ~-~~ ll! nmt;. pta. me! more~· 
dili1ns. the unpac! or unM!sal C1JI. d\td in Hong !long f~ Tbis WU only OM of the Yisw ilWatt.tltSS lo Japanese academic 
!Ult. an foa:l ~IW'CS. ~ltere Israel llDd rupnins "'ilh die~ opened ap at lhe Hong lfong Col- dtdes of Jews and the dangi!rs of 
!i'S 111 th~ lhinlting or~ - all SI& hadmry Of Social Sdt!as in Be} kiquiam. ID addition to auna, It aml-5alllllm far~ llsdf; ex
JCCIS whidl came up ut Hong ""1g. ing. These nqpialions Qr.e badt ID Is clw that aD tbe COUlllJieS o( pander! exdla.DJ' W!lh i.n..Ouaitlal 

Whether in ~e sdntillatingly bril- my visit lhcrt in 1985. illld con- Asia - to a lesser or ~ ~ ~~South 
liant ~ ofl'nlf&ssQr.~ timled undeuensi1ive~ ~ - att ign0111111 of )eM. a ....,. ... , ac-
S"idorsky or r.olumbia Uni~ on lirmlly. up to ·lhe clay Professor Judaism and lh.e role of lsrad In ~,:an~~ 
1b~ Aliert in ~', or Ille Sbapiro·s /light anMd in Hong COll1elllpOm)' ~ Ufe. dlta thtoa;,. !ht South~ 
llllMllg am!Ulll by Professor ltlsu l\ong. Asia . 
~ bame!f a~ or . reoon. 
the plig/11 of the 1'4>1?an minariry in \IA! were delighltd to wrfcome Whar die ~um demanstral· . 
tapan (complert with rtrettnce in him beca11Se his p~ on tbe now ed was. !hat an idtas forum can do lbest m. undouhftdly, long-1erm 
YtMisll to pottry by Y.L Peretz). the lost jrWi.sl! commllDily ofltai 'reng somelhing. howt\tt modest. . ro pis. \It think ofa process in which 
Colloquium provide all pr?Sent with provided 115 with !be first occasloa malt up for that ladt of Jewish ilm wiD infWalfy bt set·bad:s ml 
an inrtDectuaf treat. since 1949 !bat a scholar from presence. Gppoinanmls. \It knaw. too, that 

Chin~ has aiw:idcd an lntema· in Asia progress requires pa!ience 

INSIGHT tlonal )ewisb conference. For example. the sudden emer- and.progress is somelirncs glacier· 
gence of significant antl·semldsm ~if~ !rt tilt usi1aJ \\l!sr.em 

But the Issues raised. formally ' ' .._LUES ID some sectors of Japanese sod· expectalions or rapid changr. 
and Informally, rangt far beyond l' 1"1 ery, was wlddy canvassed by !he · 
the obvloas. \\\! hope they wiU. Furthermore. it is just as notc\\"Or· Jewish and Japanese schoillrs Bur the modest achievements of 
over time. have a pcactical Impact thy rhat Shapiro underlin~ lhe sane- prcstnt thr 6rst l\IO Cclloquia point towank 
In the way Asians relate ro Jews tion that the Otioese scholarlv com. what is possible in aie:nding Jewish 
- and Vfce-vusil - wen beyond mWliry at Ille hightSt officSJ IC\!I IMP• A.CT COl\l3CI witl1 Asia in ways wftich will 
the confuence room. had now ~ to !ht possibiliry of 1"1 be llllll1ially enriching. 

What made Hong !long a Sllt"Cess, moe such cultural and academic It was explained. ser in rontott -
hoYtt\tr. was more complex and in- conracts. and roundly condenwd. It made 
teresting lhan the conference -~· ·-· . newsinlheHongKorigpttSSandon 
programme. Ctrtainly the caliln of The Colloquium, Shapuo told a lhe inlanationaJ news~ wires. 
the individual scholars was if any- Hong Kong ~ confmnce. was The Japanese ptess pid'id it up. 
thing higlttt. in many cases. than ~ to OJ~ ~ and i1s ttm. 6'r the first time. an Asian is
tho:st al:tady OUIStanding aadem· aJ111S of fostaing .~ betw!tn sue alTttting Jtl4'S was bring dis· 
ics who came ro Singapore. the fews illld Asia was deaned a a1SSed in an Asian~ish corum. 

The papas and discussion """ worthy one. · 
bul!f planned and the inltmalional r-s-.;..,. ..... i..:--'- shift . 
D(WS meQa CXJ\mgr W2$ noti%ably . ""'"'"."'"'!> ~u.> .._..L Ill al• ~e (o~ cfid ~ OOllCludt 
IDOi! m.msive. Israel was dinaly ~ ll! . Btijing. ID ":"f'd Jewry, with any nnging resrilJtions or me>
rtprtstnied by senior joomalisu Shipao JOU1ed ~1 intdlecmals rims. Scholatly "ideas" coofmnce 
fi'otn dlt ")erusalem Rist". "Maariv". and SlaleSlnerl, iDdllling Ausrr.IJia's do not opmIC that way. illld wt do 
and '"ltdior Aduonot". ' ' Sir 1.elman Colla! 1:Jld ~lalcolm not inlml to nan the Colloquium 

f'Rset. Hong '4lng UnMrSl!y VJCe- into ii political exeltise. 
The ~· h~ was the added Chancellor, \\bng Gang 1\\1. japan'S 

dimension of mntmau maUd by Professor Mwumatsu. formtr nw 
the ~-otinutt inclusion ~ the CoJ. foreif}1 Minister Dr. Thanat Khoman Bui the ahsmst of ltSOhaims does 
Joquium ~r a fonner ~~encan. ~d- and o!htts from Asia illld che Jew- not mtan that a project such as tht 
ney ShaptIO.. !fem 8:ri1mg. Shapiro. ish world. to form lht Colloquium Colloquium QMot poinr to any mil 
a Olinese a!tten SU1Ce 1963 and sttering colMlilltt. ''tac:h.ler". Y.t believe we can and if 
l!Sidenr of Olina sinct 1947, is a !hr coniact establlshro with Bcii1ng. 
former New 'lbrk Jew - !he only one \It have MIY ~n to beliM ID be followed up with future visits 
to travel on ii Olinese passport. that Shapiro's attendance in ~jing by myself. and othcis to Otlna. was 
Shapiro, whose Chinese name Is can become the begi.nning of a new die only sud! ou!Cllme. ii would be 

Sha Bou. ts a le.adlog ~lator and continuing process of odtangi: suffident for the present. 



• Pictured at the Second Asian.Jewish Colloquium in Hong Kong Mr Isl lei· 
bier (pres., Asia Pacific Region, World Jewish Congress, a convenor}. Profes· 
sor T. Munamatsu, Japan}, and Professor Yoram Dinstein (co-convenor ot the 
COnli!ti!i\Ci!). 

·~·~. 
~ -·.·,. 

• A unique Intellectual forum· brought together leading Jewis'h and Asian 
scholars In Hong Kong for the Second Asian-Jewish Colloquium, Jointly spon· 
sored by the World Jewish Congress and the .Asia Pacific Jewish Association. 
Pictured: Professor Nlssim Ezekiel (University of Bombay), addressing the semi· 
nar, with Professor G. Sudarshan (University of Texas), Professor Kasem Suwan· 
gut (Thailand). 

in. --:.....;: 
• (l·r) Mr Malcolm Fraser (former Australian Prime Minister), Mr Isl Leibler 

(pres., World Jewish Congress Asia Pacific region), and Sir Z.elman Cowen (former 
Governor General ol Australla) at the second Asian Jewish Colloquium in Hong 
Kong. 

THE AUSTRALIAN J~WISH NEWS 
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TRANSCRIPT OF OPENING REMARKS FOR ASIAN JEWISH COLLOQUIUM 

HONG KONG MARCH 1987 

By Isi J. Leibler 

Distinguished members and guests of the Colloquium, Ladies and 
Gentlemen, 

It is just two and a half· years ago since the First Asian-Jewish 
Colloquium met in Singapore and r .esolved to meet again - within 
two years. 

We are a little late but we are here. For the delay, and for the 
inconvenience we may have caused to many of you by changing the 
venue of our gathering, not once but twice, let me say formally, 
as I have said informally to some of yo~: We apologise. 

We are grateful for your understanding and co-operation. As 
convenors, I and Professor Yoram Oinstein, to whom I am grateful 
for wise counsel during some difficult periods of decision, are 
both delighted to welcome you here in Hong Kong. We are 
conf~.i;4~.~t that the next two days wi.l.l be a . productive and 
memo'raS'i~e. experience for all of us. 

At our first meeting in Singapore we explained why we believed 
this forum was worthwhile. Some of you who were at that first 
meeting will recall that we started from a basic datum of 
history: Unlike Western Civilization , in which Jews ~nd Judaism 
were part of the economic, cultural and religious fabric, and 
which therefore, for better and, all too often, for worse, had 
interacted with the Jewish dimension, Asian Civilization had no 
·such contact or awareness. 

Whether it was at the level of the most significant religious, 
political or philosophical movements or at the level of popular 
or mass culture, in the West, the Jew and Judaism have had a 
distinctive resonance. We can see the ripples and hear the 
echoes of· that r@sonance in tJ').g ___ arts and 1 i terature, and today in 
the media, throughout the Western world. At a different level 
and, .it must be said, to a lesser degree, much of the Islamic 
world, has been shaped by its interaction with the Jews and 
Judaism. Even when Jews have suffered as a result of this 
centuries long interaction between cultures it has nevertheless 
been a central fact of their history. The result has often been, 
for Jews, a love-hat~ relationship with Western predominantly 
Christian civilisation as well as with Middle Eastern, 
predominantly Islamic, societies. Asia by contrast is virtually 
a tubula rasa, a . clean slate upon ~hich Jews have barely left an 
impr iQ~ ~ :: · 

.~:~· :·· 
.. :·· · .. ·· 

The point could be illustrated in many ways. But it was recently 
highlighted for me most vividly in an article in the New York 
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Times Magazine written by that paper's Israel correspondent, 
Thomas Friedman. 

Friedman sought to answer the question: Why the fascination in 
the Western news media with Israel? Why, he asked, did Israel 
occupy almost as much space as the Soviet Union? Why did such a 
small country of four- million people loom so large in Western 
consciousness? 

As you might expect Friedman offered a number of explanations: 
Israel's gee-strategic position in a region of ·vital interest; 
the relationship between the United States and Israel; Israel's 
openness to the internat~onal media and so on. 

But the decisive explanation offered was that Israel is central 
to the oldest, most familiar "super story" of Western · 
civilization. The Bible is its first edition. By "super story" 
Friedman meant the narratives which record the experiences and 
shape the values of a culture. He then went OQ to quote an 
Is·raeli political theorist Yaron Ezrahi who had this to say : 

The Bible, the original super story, still constitutes the 
controlliqg -myth - of.~estern civilization, history and 
religion-s. ·':.·· .No otl:i-er ~ story, no other vocabulary, no other 
framework of under.standing can match its familiarity. It was 
the Jews who wrote the first story and put themselves at its 
centre . 

The consequences are relevant to our deliberations here. It 
means that not only does the familiarity of the biblical super 
sto~y contribute to the receptivity in the West to news coming 
out of Israel; it establishes the relevance of the news . 

Friedman reminds us that Hind~ism, Buddhism, and other Eastern 
religions do not need to account for the Jews and, not 
surprisingly he concludes, news from Israel does not have the 
same prominence in Asia as in the West. 

As a general statement of comparison with the West that may be 
true. But _ it needs to be qualified. In ~hose parts of Asia . 
where Western influence is growing, and where the free flow of 
information is not inhibited ··or restricted for political or 
ideological reasons, then prominence of Jewish issues in the news 

.media has also . been growing. 

The difference is, however, fundamental. The news about the 
Jewish people which is presented in the press, seen on 
television, or heard on the radios around A·sia may read, look or 
sound the same as it does in the West . · 

But the cultural mindset; the historical-perceptual. baggage, and 
the allusive-imaginative vocabulary which people in Asia bring to 
that news are quite different. The civilizational trace-eiements 
which, after all, largely determine how that news is translated 
into understanding and acted upon, are totally different. 

,• . 

'-\ . ...... -~· .. :.( . . ·--~·~·: -~! .. .. ~:.;::.·· .... .... ..... : :· .:" : .... : .. .: . ' ... 
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Up to this point, most Jewish and, I would expect, most Asian 
observers called upon to analyse the· question would accept my 
outline. But there is, of course, a mirror image to what I have 
presented. 

Jews understand the news from the West instinctively; when we are 
not making it we are living it. 

Even in Israel where half the population does not originate in 
the West but · in North Africa and the Middle East the ascendant 
cultural norms and the language of societal discourse are 
overwhelmingly Western. · 

The result is that we do not see developments in Asia in the same 
way as we do those in the . West. Not only do our histories fail 
to conne~t; the geography of our demography has a vast gap in it. 

As many of our guests know there are virtually no Jews in Asia. 
Historically, there were exceptions, such as the Kai Feng Jews in 
China about which we shall be hearing more from Professor Sidney 
Shapiro who has come here from Beijing, and the Jewish 
communities of India. But today there are only small 
communities, mostly of expatriates, scattered through the major 
countries "arid ~ some of the sma1ler one's. ' · 

But, putting Australia and New Zealand to one side, there are 
less than eight thousand Jews in all of Asia. When you consider 
that of those, some six thousand live in India, you can see that 
both cultures - the Jewish and the Asian - are the victims of a 
distinctive isolationism in their perceptions of each other. 

Despite their isolation from each other there is, however, a 
parallel between Jewish civilisation and those of East and Near 
East Asia. They both share a continuity and longevity of great 
historical traditions. For Jews, as for Asians; the maintenance 
of centuries old national cultures has posed dilemmas, not the 
least being how to establish a nation state within the 
contemporary nation state system while preserving other 
traditions. 

In this context I want to refer to a theme I raised at the first~·· 
Colloquium. I said then that we Jews were a small ·people,. that 
we were not reluctant to say that we seek friends, desire 
understanding and had learnt the bitter lessons of standing alone. 
All the same while wanting to broaden the circle of frien.dship as 
a matter of enlightened self-interest we believe we have 
something to offer. If I may emphas·ise the point made in the 
1984 remarks:- A broadening of the dialogue between ourselves 
can be mutually beneficial, not because, as the cliche now has 
it, dialogue of any kind in international relations is a good 
thing . It is, rather, because we believe we have something to 
say to Asia which is worth hearing . our experience as an ancient 
people, ·which has preserved its basic identity while taking part 

..... 
" 
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in the vanguard of change and innovation, might be beneficially 
transmitted to Asia. 

The Colloquium is a modest contribution to overcoming that 
tyranny of isolation and separation. We hope that by pr;oviding a 
forum for ideas exchange all of us can benefit and that ·as a 
result each of us can take back to our societies some ·sense of 
the richness and variation of our difference perceptions of our 
own cultures and of each other. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Since the first Colloquium in Singapore in September, 1984., some 
far-reaching changes have occurred in Asia which have a 
significance far beyond the region. May I refer to only some of 
them:-

·In the Philippines we saw the revolutionary force of "People's 
·power" overthrow a government and lead to the first faltering 
steps towards a constitutional democracy. 

In China we have seen the continuing story of perhaps the most 
dramatic shift in direction of a whole society that the 20th 
century. . .'.fta'.~J.tw·l: tii~'s:§e?,. . . . . . . . 

In Japan expenditure on Defence passed the symbolic one percent 
mark and immediately raised questions about that Asi an super-

. power's future direction. 

In the Soviet Union a new leader, Mikhail Gorbachev, made his 
Vladivostok speech in which Moscow's determination to be seen as 
an Asian-Pacific power was underlined as it was in the visit to 
the region just a fortnight ago · by the Soviet Foreign Minister. 

In India, just weeks after our first Colloquium concluded, Mrs. 
Indira Gandhi was assassinated and her son Rajiv succeeded her. 

And here in Hong Kong the Sino-British joint decision envisaged a 
future where China would take over in 1997 and then abide by. the 
principle of "one nat;on, ._..t:wo systems" . - "Socialism with Chinese 
characteristics" living alongside "Capitalism with Hong Kong" 
characteristics. 

Now this is NOT a political conference and yet all the 
significant developments to which I have referred are political. 
I mentioned them because, when discussion turns to Asia nowadays 
it inevitably revolves around the great political and economic 
changes which are transforming the region •. 

The changes are, indeed, momentous. There can be little doubt 
that with its vas~;:.resources of population and the enormous 
potential already displayed by its economies and societies Asia 
will become the fulcrum of global power in the decades which lie 
ahead. · 

.. ": .. ·-" ...... ~ .-:: · .. ·.: . 
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The Jewish people, ever mindful of how their own destinies are 
bound up with history and world events, cannot ignore such 
momentous changes in the game of nations. 

Yet while those changes form the inescapable backdrop against 
which our Colloquium takes place, I believe that our canvas is a 
much wider, and deeper, one than that painted by the headlines 
which grab our attention. There are, I believe, benefits in this 
form of scholarly and intellectual exchange which are independent 
of politics: There is, first, the benefit of better people to 
people understanding. At the most basic level this is still a 
worthwhile objective and endeavour. Secondly., a greater 
understanding of Judaism can often lead to a better understanding 
of Christianity and Islam and hence Western society and some of 
the great revolutionary forces now at work, especially in the 
Middle East but also increasingly in Asia. Thirdly, in studying 
East and Near East Asia we see through a Not So Distant Mirror, 
to adapt Barbara Tuchman's title, the West in clearer relief. 

It was in that wider sense that I spoke at the outset of this 
Colloquium as being a microcosm of encounters between two 
civilisations. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, . . 

In welcoming all of the distinguished guests who have accepted 
our invitation it would be an invidious task to single out any 
one in particular. 

But I would ask your indulgence if I do single out some. 

I believe all of you would want me to say a special welcome to 
Sir Zelman Cowen, former Governor General of Australia, and 
Malcolm Fraser, former Prime Minister of Australia. 

Any conference would deem it an honour to welcome either man. 
But when we have the privilege to greet a former head of state 
and former head of government it is something of a special 
occasion. Our thanks to you, Sir Zelman, and to you, Malcolm~ 
for being with us. 

·t also want to welcome Professor Sidney Shapiro, a .~istinguished 
Chinese scholar who comes to us from his home in Beijing. His 
presence here at this Colloquium, in its own way, makes history. 
We hope he will be able to welcome many more of his colleagues 
from China at future Colloquia. 

In closing may I thank once more the co-sponsor of this 
Colloquium, Professor Dinstein; Professor Zwi Werblowsky, who 
contributed to the planning of this program; the President and 
Secretary General of the World Jewish Congress who have provided 
direct and. welcome support for this venture; my honorary 
colleagues throughout the region in the Asian Pacific Jewish 
Association, in particular Association President, Leslie Caplan; 
and the professional staff of the Association. 
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And now Ladies and Gentlemen, let me conclude by recalling that I 
began my remarks to the First Colloquium by quoting the comment 
attributed to President John F. Kennedy at a dinne~ he gave for 
all of the Nobel Prize Winners then alive in the United States. 

President Kennedy said that the White House had not seen such an 
illustrious collection of intellects since Thomas Jefferson had 
dined alone. 

I should like to formally open this Colloquium by quoting another 
remark of President Kenpedy's which may be even more appropriate. 

In referring to modest beginnings when confronted with formidable 
tasks President Kennedy made famous the Chinese proverb: "Even a 
journey of a thousand miles must begin with a single step". 

We made our first step in Singapore; we begin our second here 
today in Hong Kong. 




